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always bring tears to my eyes 
and the best way i can describe it is: 
those voices 
pull at my soul 
those people, 
they're dancing inside my heart. 
and the tears 
i am still struggling to associate them with happiness, 
they have been connected with pain for so long. 
- (Runningwater) Dawn Dunstan 
Thesis Abstract: 
I intend to examine Native hip hop and its capacity to address social and 
political issues, empower and give voice to youth , and revitalize elements of oral 
tradition within a modern context. Qualitative inquiry grounded in the 
phenomenological tradition constitutes the research design for this study. 
lll 
Methodology includes primary research comprised of both interviews with Native hip 
hop artists as well as my own personal experience with hip hop; and secondary 
research including academic literature, internet, and other non-academic sources 
such as magazines, newspapers and audio disks. Native hip hop is a recent 
phenomenon in Canada, and scholarly literature on the subject is sparse. This study 
expands the scholarship in the discipline and recognizes the important segment of 
Native youth, their messages and contributions as hip hop artists to the hip hop 
community as well as contemporary Canadian First Nations culture. 
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Chapter 1 
1.1 Personal Interest in the Study 
Upon entering the First Nations Graduate Program at UNBC, I was initially 
interested in undertaking a thesis on some aspect of Indian Residential Schools in 
Canada. Out of all of Canada's assimilation policies, I believe that these institutions 
have had an immense detrimental intergenerational impact on First Nations 1 families 
and their language, culture, traditions and spirit. My family history reflects this 
experience; both my grandmothers and my grandfather on my mother's side of the 
family attended residential schools in BC. My maternal grandparents (Thompson: 
Nlaka'pamux2) both attended St. George's Residential School in Lytton, BC. My 
paternal grandmother (Shuswap: Secwepmec3) went to the Kamloops Indian 
Residential School. A typical result of this phenomenon is the loss of language and 
culture; as the generations become further removed from the residential school 
experience, the knowledge of language and culture and tradition becomes filtered 
down, and diluted. With exceptions where considerable efforts to adjust this picture 
have otherwise been made, the present generation of youth have a minimal 
knowledge and connection to their culture and traditions. I have not escaped this 
intergenerational impact of these residential schools, so as a university student I 
became interested in exposing the magnitude of the repercussions resulting from 
their existence. 
1 Although this may be assumed, I would like to explain early on that I use the terms Native, First 
Nations, Aboriginal, and Indigenous interchangeably throughout this study to refer to the Indigenous 
people of Canada, not excluding the Metis, and Inuit. 
2 "People from down in the valley'' (Michel), see (Hanna and Henry, 3) for a more detailed translation . 
3 "Person from the land of the flowing waters" (Michel). 
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I am an ardent fan of hip hop, and during this process of exploring possible 
facets of the Residential School experience to focus my study, one day I noticed a 
video on Much Music's program "Rap City." This music video was performed by an 
Aboriginal hip hop group, which was almost unprecedented in itself, but there was 
something else that really made this video extraordinary. As the Much Music VJ 
introduced the video, she encouraged the viewing public to "really listen to the 
lyrics." The video was by the Hobbema, Alberta based group War Party. The song 
was titled "Feeling Reserved," and after watching the video and listening closely to 
the lyrics I was profoundly affected. The lyrics touched on numerous issues that are 
of concern to First Nations people; and among these, reference was made to 
residential schools: the following is an excerpt for the song, (the second verse) sung 
by the artist formerly known as Karmen Omeosoo aka Koo/-Ayd the Chubby Cree 
(he now goes by the alias Hellnback) : 
I'm feeling the pain The strain on my mental weighs heavy Genocide 
makes me live my native life deadly I hope you get me if you don't let it 
marinate The mind-state of my people, we try to set that strait [sic] We 
never brought residential schools to this place We never brought 
alcoholic fluid to our taste We would never go and try change you 
What you did to my descendants changed the elder's lives too And all 
the Time you knew, now we feeling reserved Living disturbed, living a 
life huh we never deserved The native way of thinking ain't the way of 
the old Its time to look toward the future let our story unfold. (War 
Party, internet source4, 2004) 
I was not only impressed at the lyrical skills demonstrated by these young Native 
artists, but I was also impressed by their very politically charged and consciousness-
raising rhymes. This stimulated my imagination and I gradually developed a thesis 
idea on Native hip hop music. I am a fan of hip hop music, so exploring Native hip 
4 Term used to denote sources from the World Wide Web (www). 
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hop gave me a way to bridge my focus on residential schools, but in a new way. 
would be looking at the resilience of tradition and pride that is underway with 
Canada's youth, rather than concentrating solely on the historiographical accounts of 
residential schools and the negative impacts connected to this history. Thus, it was 
this particular video/song that was the impetus for my thesis work. 
1.2 Research Goals and Objectives 
In this thesis I examine the positive aspects of Native hip hop: exploring its 
capacity and potential to empower Native youth. The majority of Native youth are 
already immersed in mainstream and underground hip hop culture. I would like to 
quantify majority, not in a statistical manner, but in my personal experience I often 
volunteer and/or work with Native youth and am aware of the widespread popularity 
that hip-hop has as a genre of music for those within this demographic. For the 
most part, Native youth are more familiar with mainstream hip hop (that music made 
easily accessible and aired in heavy rotation on radio and television stations). 
Underground/independent hip hop is less widely known and less popular, but there 
is nonetheless an awareness of this as well, especially in situations where youth are 
directly involved in their local hip-hop community. Considering this familiarity and 
popularity of hip hop in Native youth circles, Native hip hop can provide a positive 
channel for Native youth to express themselves. Native hip hop consists of 
emceeing, djing, breakdancing, and graffiti (the original four elements of hip hop 
culture) and beatboxing5 (an element later added to the first four) performed by 
Native youth. I will be focusing on emceeing; the hip hop artists that I have 
5 Beatboxing refers to orally produced sounds, mimicking or imitating a percussive beat. 
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interviewed are all emcees.6 This element of hip hop combines music and lyrics that 
reflect Native traditions of orality, namely song and storytelling. Whether Native 
youth are participating as hip hop artists and performers, or as active listeners, 
Native youth have numerous opportunities to become involved. Native hip hop with 
its positive and empowering social messages can provide role models, build self-
confidence, give voice to an oppressed and often ignored segment of society, and 
offer alternatives to harmful pastimes such as involvement with drugs and alcohol 
(as well as providing a forum where drugs and alcohol can be discussed). 
Native hip hop has been employed as a medium to address both historical 
and contemporary socio-political issues. I propose to show how Native hip hop not 
only gives Native youth voice, but allows them to express their ideas about issues 
which are of particular relevance and concern for them. Historical issues are just as 
pertinent as current events and both are often addressed in hip hop lyrics and 
songs. All of this is especially important when one takes into account the historic 
and ongoing suppression and consequent internalized repression of Native voice 
that has resulted from colonization. 
Furthermore, and most fundamentally, I intend to examine Native hip hop in 
relation to traditional First Nations culture and values. I aspire to demonstrate how 
Native hip hop reaffirms and revitalizes First Nations oral tradition. Native hip hop 
contains elements that are essential components to oral tradition: story, song, and 
6 The term "hip hop" typically refers to hip hop culture (descriptive of the four elements mentioned 
above), while the term "rap" is often used to describe the musical element of hip hop- especially the 
emcee, often called a "rapper or rap artist." The etymological accounts of the terms vary, but "rap" 
and "hip hop" are often used interchangeably. I prefer the term hip hop because it often implies more 
positive connotations, and furthermore, many artists are (or have been) involved in other elements of 
hip hop culture aside from emceeing/rapping. 
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performance are just several characteristics integral to both. In this way, I believe 
Native hip hop honours indigenous knowledge and situates itself within a traditional 
framework, while at the same time stretching this framework into a modern and even 
postmodern mold. This is an inevitable result of the 'traditional and the modern 
being inseparable.'7 I assert that Coyote the Trickste~ has played some part in this 
new emergence; Coyote has in this way recreated story and song and has infused 
Native hip hop with powerful elements of Native culture and tradition. 
1.3 Research Rationale 
Native hip hop is a newly emerged and quickly expanding music and art form 
in Canada. Scholarly literature on the subject is sparse, if not totally non-existent at 
this point in time. This study is at the forefront of academic engagement on the 
subject of Native hip hop in Canada and will hopefully stimulate awareness, 
contemplation, discussion and debate on the topic. This study will create a space 
where the work of Native youth in hip hop will be acknowledged and shared with a 
broader community than the familiar hip hop network of youth. A more informed 
consciousness of Native youth activities and movements is necessary in order for 
Native people and society to more fully understand each other and continue on the 
7 In a guest lecture by David Newhouse (2004), he illustrated this concept using the example of the 
twins in lroquoian mythology: both sides exist together in a constant state of flux. During the lecture 
he concluded that "Aboriginal modernity incorporates tradition." In this same vein, Aboriginal 
postmodernity also incorporates tradition. 
8 Coyote the Trickster is an essential character/ component in the oral traditions of numerous Native 
peoples in British Columbia. See Magoulick, for a brief description and suggestions for further 
reading. Although the Trickster is known in some North West coastal groups as Raven, and other 
Native groups both in British Columbia, and the rest of Canada and North America have other names 
for their Tricksters (like Rabbit, lktome, and Nanabush), my cultural background of 
Thompson/Shuswap contains the stories of Coyote. Therefore Coyote is the name that I am using to 
refer to the Trickster. I use the English name for simplicity's sake rather than the Nlaka'pamux or 
Secwepmec translation of the word. 
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journey of healing from the wounds of colonization, and part of this process is a 
celebration of the resilience of Indigenous people. Considering the loss of language, 
culture, and tradition that First Nations people have endured as a "result of 
institutions such as residential schools, Native hip hop is a source of strength and 
pride. And most importantly, Native hip hop provides a link to the past and a 
renewed presence of tradition through its connection with orality and the values and 
philosophies of the oral tradition. 
1.4 Research Design and Methodology 
This qualitative study is grounded in the phenomenological tradition: I have 
sought out Native youth to share their live(d)9 experiences relating to the 
phenomenon of Native hip hop. Material from interviews with hip hop performers 
and internet sources are a fundamental component in this work. As well, I have 
recorded my own experiences with hip hop, detailing my personal interest and 
involvement; I refer to this process as personal biography and performance 
autoethnography.10 
Secondary research includes an overview of scholarly literature on African-
American hip hop, and global hip hop (i.e. books and journal articles). Moreover, 
First Nations oral tradition, research methodology and theory also comprise 
secondary research. Background information on the history of the African-American 
hip hop movement in the United States provides context for my study on the 
9 Term used by Max van Manen p. 64 (1997). 
10 The term used by Norman K. Denzin in Performance Ethnography: Critical Pedagogy and the 
Politics of Culture. Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 2003. 
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developing Native hip hop movement. However, because of the emerging nature of 
the Native hip hop movement, academic sources on the subject are limited. 
Supplementary sources include magazines, newspaper articles, radio, and 
television. The internet is another vital resource to this study. Many Native hip hop 
artists and record labels have websites, and these serve as major sites of 
communication both with their fan-base and the wider public. As I will discuss 
further in the next chapter, the internet is a key resource not only for my research on 
Native hip hop, but for Native youth involved in hip hop culture. This technology 
plays a critical communicative role, allowing youth to be directly connected across 
vast spatial distances. Various online newspaper and magazine articles have 
proven useful as well, often including interviews and quotes from artists that I have 
not had the opportunity to meet or interview. 
The primary research for this project is comprised of interviews I conducted 
with Native hip hop artists. 11 As an Aboriginal person with connections to the 
Aboriginal community, I have contacted participants through friends; as well I have 
approached one participant (Conway Kootenay) while he was in town for a hip hop 
performance. I established a set of general criteria for the artists I interviewed: they 
must be of Aboriginal descent (First Nation, Inuit, Metis), they must be between 18 
and 30 years of age, they should12 have a minimum of 6 months experience in hip-
hop, and they should have a minimum of 4 public appearances. This set of criteria 
served as a general guideline, focusing the study. Format for the interviews was 
semi-structured, with open-ended interview questions. I compiled a list of 9 
11 Refer to sections b) and o) in Appendix 1 (Research Ethics Forms p. 141, 143) 
12 These latter 2 criteria serve as general guidelines, but are flexible (same for age criteria) 
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questions that were used to facilitate discussion, and I asked further questions to 
clarify responses or prompt extended feedback. 13 With Research Ethics Committee 
approval, 14 I have conducted and transcribed 6 interviews; interview transcriptions 
comprise approximately 55 single-spaced pages. I was able to complete the 
transcribing with equipment available through UNBC's Educational Media Services. 
Those individuals interviewed were: Eekwol a.k.a. Lindsey Knight 
(Cree/Russian - Muskoday First Nation, SK), Manik a.k.a. Derek Edenshaw 
(Haida/Cree), Os12 a.k.a. Ron Harris (Sto:lo Nation), Simon Reece, 
writer/researcher for Redwire Magazine (Tsimshian/Gitxsan/Cree), Shae Morin, of 
Versus (Metis: Cree/French), and Conway Kootenay, of Red Power Squad 
(Cree/Nakata- Alexander First Nation, AB). 
This study is largely based on those individuals involved in the Native hip hop 
scene that I have had the opportunity to interview. I am honoured that each of these 
individuals shared their knowledge and experience with me, and in exchange I have 
endeavored to share these voices with the reader. The themes that compose this 
piece evolved from the questions I asked the interview participants. In the process 
of reviewing the transcript material, it was apparent that there were several strong 
corresponding themes; and while the interview participants may not have all used 
the same terminology, I grouped similar ideas and concepts together. These 
themes direct the chapters and subsections that structure this work. 
Initially, I had expected this project be more multi-dimensional in nature, I had 
optimistically anticipated including material from internet, radio and television (largely 
13 Refer to "Sample Research Questions" in Appendix 1 (Research Ethics Forms Part 3, p. 146) 
14 Research Ethics Committee approval received June 2003. 
in the form of special programming), and most logically, lyrical material from the 
artists themselves. Closer to the end of the writing process, it became increasingly 
apparent that the breadth/expanse of material from interviews combined with 
internet source material provided ample information for discussion. I considered 
adding lyrics to supplement dialogue, however, encountered numerous quandaries, 
complexities, and points of contention in the course of approaching this task. 
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First of all I confronted the dilemma of choosing which lyrics to include. What 
songs would I select, and in what capacity would I select them? Would I include 
pieces from each artist I interviewed? Would I include several pieces from one artist 
because it fit better with my discussion, while leaving out other artists work 
completely because their lyrics did not suit this discourse in any straightforward 
manner? Would I attempt to place full lyrical transcripts as appendices, or would 
several lines from a selected song be acceptable? Perhaps adding another chapter 
focused specifically on lyrics would be appropriate? Careful deliberation brought 
forth these questions, none of which I could resolve in an accountable and 
appropriate fashion. While it seemed a simple undertaking to include hip hop lyrics 
in the course of my discussion, I realized that attempting to do this within the scope 
of the thesis, and while still respecting the integrity of the music, was infeasible. 
Within the perimeters of my study as I have outlined it, short lyrical samples 
(in text) would at first appear to be an appropriate approach. However, I found it 
next to impossible to isolate a few lines from one song, on one album, and use this 
single diminutive segment of a song to represent the artist. This is especially difficult 
when one considers songs in their full complexity. The subject matter is not always 
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uniform, rather ideas are often fluid, ideas flowing freely from one thought to the 
next; this often takes the form of an unstructured stream of consciousness, perfectly 
exemplified by the element of freestyle in rap music. Thus it impedes the flow of the 
song to isolate a few lyrics, but inversely, to include the entire song necessitates 
greater attention and lyrical analysis. Such in depth analysis is outside the scope of 
this study. 
In addition to these rather logistical considerations, it is important to 
acknowledge that extracting lyrics from their original/natural context of audio 
performance and placing them flat on the page neglects the dimensions of the 
music, (ie the beat, rhythm, tone etc). The performative element of the music is 
ignored when transforming oral words to written; orality is incongruent with the 
written format, and fails to maintain the value and integrity of the music. 
Furthermore, on the level of accountability, I am cautious of appropriation and 
misrepresentation. Out of respect to the artists, I feel that using very specific 
selections to exemplify and demonstrate certain points does not do justice to their 
work and their voice. In turn, this does not contribute to the goal of decolonization to 
which I aspire. 
In light of all of these issues, I have concluded that considering the scope of 
this study, it is best to omit lyrical passages. This would be an ideal angle for further 
discourse, but cannot be sufficiently examined here, and is not my intent. I feel that 
lyrical analysis, if executed carefully with attention to the issues I have mentioned 
above, would be a worthwhile direction for further research in this area and would 
create a deeper understanding especially for those unfamiliar with the 
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music/performative artform of hip hop. However, this is not the space or time to 
address this complex dimension, and I feel strongly that the material I have provided 
is able to appropriately support my exposition. For those unfamiliar with hip hop in 
general, and/or Native hip hop, and specifically those artists whom I have 
interviewed, I have included information regarding their albums in the discography. 
This information would be useful for anyone inclined to search them out. 
1.5 Performance Autoethnography 
As I began conducting my preliminary research for this project, I made it my 
personal goal to explore the local hip hop scene in Prince George. So as I scrolled 
down pages and pages of internet sites and immersed myself in academic books on 
the history of the African-American hip-hop movement, I also searched my 
immediate surroundings for links to the hip-hop world. The following discourse is an 
account of my personal journey/experience with various elements of hip hop in 
Prince George. 
In 2003, I was taking a First Nations Studies course on Indigenous humour, 
and for the final presentation I decided to put on a skit about Coyote trying to 
reconnect with Native youth. I played the part of Coyote: a papier-mache mask 
covering my face, dressed in a flashy but mismatched tracksuit and an oversized 
chain necklace made of cardboard and aluminum foil. I wrote a rhyme for Coyote to 
rap to the youth and recruited a fellow student to beatbox for me. And as a final 
-
segment to my skit, I invited the Native Youth Crew15 to stage a breakdancing battle 
15 The Native Youth Crew is a breakdancing group made up of Native youth based out of Prince 
George. They have worked within the parameters of multiple organizations within Prince George, 
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with Coyote. Coyote's moves were comical interpretations of breakdancing routines, 
while the Native Youth Crew impressed the audience with stunning moves (from 
spins and freezes to pop & lock) done to the background music of War Party. This 
event is significant because it is where the story of my personal journey begins. 
After writing the rhyme for this skit, I was inspired to continue writing within 
such a format, experimenting and modifying poetry from free verse into rhymes. 
Being immersed in hip-hop, both through my research and my own personal interest 
(listening to Native and non-Native hip hop on a daily basis), I found the motivation 
to express myself through this medium as well. So in my spare time, I undertook the 
challenging craft of writing my thoughts into rhymes. Now here it is important to 
emphasize that I have written poetry ever since I can remember. However, except 
for the very limited audiences of close friends and family, I never shared these 
poems. And to write rhymes is one thing, but they almost necessitate memorization 
and performance. So when a friend of mine invited me to share some of my pieces 
on air at the university radio station, I felt compelled to accept his invitation. The 
"Frybread Power Hour" is a radio show16 which airs various genres of music by 
Native artists, and is hosted by DJ Spread Eagle (a.k.a. Brian Majore). Apart from 
my brief stint performing rhymes as Coyote, this was my introduction into 
performance. So I sat in the radio booth answering questions about my academic 
aspirations and reading some of my poetry. Nervousness colored my experience 
including the Native Friendship Centre (Reconnect), Youth Around Prince, and Carrier-Sekani Family 
Services. The crew practice and teach breakdancing, offering a positive after-school activity and an 
alternative to pastimes such as drugs and alcohol. 
16 "The Frybread Powerhour'' is a radio show that airs on UNBC's student-run local radio station: 
CFUR 88.7 FM. The host, Brian Majore, plays predominantly contemporary Native North American 
music, ranging from blues and rock to hip-hop. He also features special guest interviews with local 
Native artists. 
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here, but I was not face to face with my audience, I didn't need to have my pieces 
memorized, and I took some comfort in the probability that there were few people 
actually listening to the broadcast! 
Later on, Brian (who also works part-time at the Prince George CBC radio 
station) did a short series on Native hip-hop for CBC's Daybreak program, and 
among the emcees, DJs, breakdancers, and beatboxers he interviewed, he invited 
me and I did a similar presentation for this segment on CBC radio. This experience 
performing my material 'on air' was like a kind of interactive research, through which 
I was able to achieve a deeper understanding of some of the experiential 
components of hip hop. 
Around this time I was volunteering with local Aboriginal youth who were 
organizing a hip hop show and workshops through Carrier Sekani Family Services . . 
Several of these young people had been involved in my 'Coyote and the B-Boys' 
presentation for my Indigenous humour class. Weeks were spent planning and 
organizing this hip hop show. Three Native hip hop artists were scheduled to take 
part in the event: Manik, Os12 and Eekwol performed and facilitated workshops, as 
well as Simon Reece (a writer/researcher for Redwire Magazine 17). Their 
workshops covered topics such as positive and negative hip hop/rap music, and 
embraced the positive and empowering aspects of Native hip hop. This event 
allowed me to work alongside Native youth involved in Prince George's hip hop 
17 "Redwire Magazine published its first issue in April '97 with the support of the Native Youth 
Movement, a grass roots Native youth group and The Environmental Youth Alliance. Redwire 
Magazine is a quarterly magazine, distributed nationally. Redwire, published by Redwire Native Youth 
Media Society, is the first-ever Native youth run magazine in Canada and continues to stay 
committed to operating with Native youth staff, writers, artists and publishers" (Redwire Magazine (the 
dot com part, internet source). 
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scene, and also presented me with an opportunity to interview the artists/presenters 
who took part in this show. 
The next semester provided more occasions to perform my material, through 
talent/coffee nights. I was involved in a coffee night put on by the UNBC Arts 
Council and later one put on by the UNBC First Nations Centre. These 
presentations added a visual dimension to my performance experience. Despite 
presenting in front of a live audience, I did not have my material memorized, so I 
continued to read off the page. Although several of these pieces were in the spirit of 
rhyme, I continued with the roots of my writing style with free verse poetry. I then 
discovered the designation "spoken word, "18 a term which I now prefer. 
Beyond these performances, I had the opportunity to become involved in 
something of a slightly larger scale. The National Campus and Community Radio 
Association (NCRAIANREC) presented a local talent development initiative in 
September of 2003 called "Dig Your Roots."19 They put a call out for "spoken word" 
submissions, to which I submitted the required two audio recordings of original 
spoken word pieces. I was later chosen to be showcased on their webpage and 
could be heard through MP3 format online. Although I was not selected for their 
final CD compilation,20 this experience gave me a greater perspective on the 
complexities of promoting one's work as an artist. Initiatives like this one put forth by 
18 "Spoken word is artistic performance using only, as the name might imply, the spoken word . One 
of the most common sorts of spoken word performances is performance poetry, where a poet either 
reads previously-published poems, or reads poems specifically written to be performed aloud. 
Another kind that has gained popularity in recent years is political and social commentary, done in 
such a way that it is, while still prose, somewhat more artistic than a typical speech. Spoken word 
artists are often poets and musicians" (Word IQ.com, internet source). 
19 For more information visit the Dig Your Roots homepage at: <www.digyourroots.ca>. 
20 A panel of judges later chose 15 spoken word artists for a CD compilation; additionally these 
individuals would also be part of a cross-Canada performance tour. 
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NCRA provide one way for independent/underground artists to promote themselves 
and their work. For example, the previous year NCRA showcased Canadian hip hop 
artists, and War Party was selected for both the web page and the Hip Hop CD 
Compilation. 
In addition to local performances and national exposure via the internet, my 
experience with hip hop expanded again, this time including travel and a different 
forum. In November of 2003, I had the opportunity to travel to Hazelton, BC and 
partake in a conference being held for National Addictions Awareness Week. I was 
invited and traveled as part of a larger group of Native youth involved in the hip-hop 
community in Prince George. The invitation was a result of the CBC Daybreak 
broadcast discussed earlier. Members of the Native Youth Crew as well as Versus 
(Shae Morin), an associate/collaborator (Dave DeCoine), and a local beatboxer 
presented at this conference. I was impressed with the organizers of this event for 
being liberal enough to invite us and recognize the potential that we could bring to 
the conference. The conference had a variety of workshops ranging from standard 
RCMP presentations on the effects of drugs to topics like bullying; the inclusion of 
our group showed an open-minded ness and recognition that Native hip-hop has 
something positive to contribute and can offer an alternative to negative addictions 
and substance abuse. This conference illustrates that hip-hop is being 
acknowledged by the wider Native community and the positive potential behind such 
a movement is being recognized. I will discuss this event further in chapter three. 
This documentation of my personal experience with Native hip hop and 
related subject matter provides an essential component to my data and enhances 
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the information gathered from interview material and other literary and media based 
sources. 
1.6 Theoretical Framework(s) 
In reading about "decolonizing methodology," as described in Linda Tuhiwai 
Smith's Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, I find 
direction in Smith's "Twenty-Five Indigenous Projects," listed in chapter eight. These 
projects provide motivational, inspirational, and challenging goals for Indigenous 
people. I believe that my work aspires to and is guided by the following projects in 
some modest way: testimonies, story telling, celebrating survival, remembering, 
indigenizing, writing, representing, creating, and sharing (L.T. Smith 144-161 ). I can 
see threads of these projects both in my efforts as an Indigenous researcher and 
writer, but also through the stories and experiences shared with me by those Native 
youth with whom I have had the opportunity to speak. One project in particular 
stands out for me; Linda Tuhiwai Smith describes representation as a: 
[ ... ] project of indigenous artists, writers, poets, film makers and others 
who attempt to express an indigenous spirit, experience or world view. 
Representation of indigenous peoples by indigenous people is about 
countering the dominant society's image of indigenous peoples, their 
lifestyles and belief systems. It is also about proposing solutions to 
real-life dilemmas that indigenous communities confront and trying to 
capture the complexities of being indigenous. Many of the dilemmas 
are internalized stress factors in community life which are never named 
or voiced because they are either taken for granted or hidden by a 
community. (151) 
It is my hope that this study achieves this goal in some capacity; writing as an 
Indigenous scholar has posed a challenge for me on numerous levels, and this 
excerpt speaks to many of these struggles. 
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I hope to push the theoretical boundaries by grounding my work in a largely 
Indigenous ideological perspective or theory. I understand that this may prove 
somewhat problematic because this may be difficult to define. I do not mean to say 
that there is some identifiable theory that is concrete and has been labeled and 
accepted by the scholarly community as "Indigenous theory." There is a definite 
movement in this direction, however, and scholars are beginning to discuss and 
develop ideas which fit this description. As it is an appropriate digression, I will 
share a story I wrote as part of a paper for my FNST 600 graduate class on theory. 
This excerpt is the introduction and conclusion of my paper, and is written in the 
spirit of Coyote the trickster, with writing style influenced by Thomas King: 
Look carefully. Coyote fell out of the sky one of these days, he was 
visiting one of his relatives, one of those 'old ones' you know- they got 
turned into stars back then ... Coyote, he scratched his head. He 
looked around. He saw INDIANS. Or maybe they were First Nations 
people, or maybe they were Natives, or maybe they were Indigenous-
no- maybe they were just Indians. Coyote remembered that 
Columbus. He squinted. He strained his ears. These Indians liked to 
talk- they spoke in long elaborate sentences. He smiled. These 
Indians must be speaking some reeeal traditional language. They 
were a bit serious these Indians, but Coyote liked them. They were 
very preoccupied, these cousins. Those ideas they were filled with-
that Coyote, he couldn't be bothered to stop and look at these ideas-
these ideas, somewhere Coyote heard the word theories- these ideas 
and words and theories seemed to be spilling out and filling up all the 
space. Coyote moved over a bit - he found a stand of trees and sat 
down. There, that was better. He could breathe a bit better now. 
Hmm. He didn't understand why those Indians weren't claustrophobic 
with all those ideas floating around and filling everything up. Those 
theories- they didn't bother to stay in those books. No, they didn't 
bother to stay in those computers. Coyote noticed that those theories 
were even inside the heads of those Indians! Well, Coyote thought-
those Indians were pretty smart to deal with all those theories. Coyote 
nodded his head. Yeah these Indians could deal with decolonization. 
They could play with that Marxism and that postmodemism. Coyote 
looked around. Even the wind agreed- all arrows pointed toward this 
education. These Indians were on the right track. Coyote paused-
these Indians were struggling though. But it wasn't the ideas and 
theories that were giving them trouble. No, those Indians were 
intellectuals all right, they could deal with those formularizations; and 
they were pretty damn good at arguing with these ideas, these 
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cousins. No - with all these ideas filling up the space around these 
Indians, they just didn't have much space for the ideas of the 'old 
ones.' Coyote scratched his head. Yeah, that was a puzzle all right. 
That tradition, it was going to be tricky to fit it into their world. That 
education and that tradition- those academic Indigenous brothers and 
sisters; they had quite a journey in front of them. Coyote thought about 
that for a minute - maybe he'd think some more about it later- all this 
thinking had made him hungry. Maybe he'd check up on his cousins 
another day. See how they were doing with all those theories. And 
see how they were doing with that tradition .... (Dunstan 1-2) 
Coyote dropped in on his cousins every once in a while. Those 
Indigenous scholars, they were always thinking up new ideas and new 
theories. They were still playing with that Marxism. They were still 
working on that decolonization. Yeah, they were pretty smart those 
ones. They had lengthy excited conversations about things like fourth 
world theory and self conscious traditionalism. Those big long terms 
mixed Coyotes thoughts all up, so he didn't bother to listen too closely 
to their speeches. He fell asleep once when he tried attending one of 
those fancy 600 level classes; he decided he wanted to be one of 
these intellectuals. He sat proudly at the front for awhile. He liked the 
diagrams they drew as they discussed that functionalism. He figured 
they should draw a Coyote instead of a donkey when they talked about 
those biological and social needs. His eyes grew heavy as they drew 
all those little squares and triangles and spoke about those dialectics 
and modes of production. Then his head was on the desk in front of 
him and he woke up in a puddle of drool as chairs scraped back and 
those Intellectual Indians packed those ideas and those theories back 
into their bags. That Coyote, he decided he'd had enough of being an 
academic. He threw those eyeglasses that had made him look 
particularly smart in the garbage on the way out the door. Coyote 
figured this academia was best left for his cousins. They were getting 
the hang of it though. Coyote could tell. He saw that tradition pop up 
more often. These educated Indians, they were going to be 'old ones' 
some day. Coyote could see they were figuring out the puzzle. Yeah, 
Coyote knew his cousins could fix up that education and that tradition. 
But he needed to get away from all these big ideas for awhile ... AII this 
thinking made him hungry again ... Coyote would check up on his 
cousins again later ... See how they were faring in their post-colonial 
world ... (Dunstan 12-13) 
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As is evident in this fictive narration, I emphasize that a level of synthesis between 
Indigenous traditional philosophy and academic ideology is an ideal goal for an 
Indigenous-based theory. As this is a burgeoning discourse, there are numerous 
dimensions and possibilities to be considered. Linda Tuhiwai Smith describes 
"indigenizing," stating that it "centres a politics of indigenous identity and indigenous 
cultural action" (Smith 146). Graham Hingangaroa Smith writes extensively on 
"indigenous theorizing" or "Indigenous Theories," but emphasizes ethical concerns, 
and indicates that such "theorizing" needs to be questioned and held accountable: 
It has to do with the emerging proliferation of those writing in the area 
of Indigenous theorizing and to a certain extent the broader area of 
Indigenous Knowledge. It goes to the issue of the quality of our work; 
to the credibility of our work; to the ethical position of our work; to the 
effectiveness of our work; to the politics of truth; to the viability of 
indigenous theorizing and ultimately the impact on transforming our 
condition. (G.H. Smith 8, rough draft-unpublished) 
Keeping Graham H. Smith's cautionary critique in mind, it is my belief that 
Native scholars in various fields, but especially First Nations Studies, are creating 
elements of what can be considered an "Indigenous theory;" their work is adding to 
an emerging foundation for an "Indigenous ideological perspective." This may not 
rest strictly in a scholarly domain, or sense of the term; however, by writing in "an 
Indigenous spirit, experience or world view," as related by Linda Tuhiwai Smith, they 
are nonetheless making progress in this direction. Contemporary Indigenous 
scholars and authors are currently blazing a trail' and developing the foundations for 
an "Indigenous theory."21 Despite their varied foci and areas of study, each of these 
21 Such as Gerald Taiaiake Alfred, Patricia Monture-Angus, Georges Sioui, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, 
Graham Hingangaroa Smith, Marie Battiste, James (Sa'ke'j) Henderson, Thomas King, Sherman 
Alexie, David Newhouse, Gerald Vizenor, Ward Churchill, Vine Deloria Jr., Greg Sarris, and Jo-ann 
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authors has encountered the challenges of writing within an overwhelmingly western 
arena. They often confront the restrictions of western philosophical theories and 
ideas and respond with Indigenous ideas from their own culture's knowledge and 
experience. Thus, there is no one identifiable Indigenous theory, nor is there one 
generic Indigenous culture whose tradition is solely responsible for creating such a 
theory. However, I am inclined to believe that each of these writers with their 
separate projects is contributing to the development of an "Indigenous theory." To 
quote Thomas King: "[ ... ] Native writers began to use the Native present as a way to 
resurrect a Native past and to imagine a Native future. To create, in words, as it 
were, a Native universe" (King 1 06). 
I go one step further to assert that one of the foremost elements of this 
alternative discourse is the implementation of tradition into the modern contexts of 
current research and literature. Native scholars are finding it necessary to interrupt 
the western discipline and ideology, reaching back to the past and reviving 
traditional Indigenous concepts and bringing them forth to recontextualize current 
dialogue. This is where I find that postmodernism emerges as a useful theoretical 
framework, because it allows space for deconstruction and reconstruction, as 
Indigenous and Native American traditions are redefining postmodern and 
"post"colonial discourse. Feminist critique is another useful framework, specifically 
in terms of its action-oriented and applied nature. This element provides particular 
strength over postmodernism's reputation for being an "armchair theory."22 
Archibald Uust to name a few) . This does not represent a comprehensive list of Indigenous scholars 
and writers contributing to "indigenous theory," however, I wish to convey a sense of the breadth and 
diversity of those contributing to the literature. 
22 Thomas as cited in (Creswell79). 
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Accordingly, postmodern and feminist critique influence this study; elements 
of these ideological perspectives guide my analysis and discussion. However, I do 
not feel that these perspectives adequately address my particular topic, nor do I 
agree with a// aspects of these theories. Therefore I intend to borrow strands of 
these ideological perspectives, but do not limit myself to their boundaries. 
1.7 Literature Review 
As has been already mentioned, there is a scarcity of academic literature on 
the subject of Native hip-hop. I am certain that other scholars in the field of Native 
studies (and related fields) are beginning to address this gap in the literature; 
however, in the meantime I concentrate my efforts on various internet sources 
including artist home pages, newspaper/journal articles, and message 
boards/speaker forums. Examples of the latter are: the Aboriginal Youth Network's 
A YN Rant, and the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network's Discussion Forums. 
Common themes addressed in these online sources include: Native empowerment, 
cultural pride, and stereotyping. I will not discuss these web-based sources at this 
point; they compose a significant part of the discussion in the remainder of this 
study. That said, this literature review will focus on scholarship on African-American 
hip-hop, with the exception of two sources which address Native hip hop. 
Considering the relatively short time-span of the hip-hop phenomenon, 
academic literature on African-American hip-hop is broad in scope. (I have included 
the dates these works were published to draw attention to the temporal dimensions 
of this scholarship). I familiarized myself with the literature in order to acquire a 
general background on the hip-hop movement. Besides comprehensive 
historiographies of the hip hop culture/movement, the literature I have engaged in 
covers numerous social and political aspects pertaining to the phenomenon. 
Thematically, race, class, and power are common discourses within the literature; 
nationalism, gender, and corporate culture/marketing, and more recently, locality 
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and identity, are other prevalent issues addressed. Here, I briefly expound on nine 
works on the subject of African-American hip-hop that particularly stand out, and 
provide useful background references for my study.23 
Tricia Rose presents a comprehensive examination of hip hop culture in North 
America with her book Black Noise which was first published in 1994. Rose is 
particularly concerned with the social, political and cultural elements influencing hip 
hop. With a BA from Yale in Sociology and a PhD in American Civilization from 
Brown University, Rose is concerned with "20th century African-American culture 
and politics, social thought, popular culture and gender issues." (Rose, Home page). 
Rose traces hip hop's origins to the urban terrain of New York and she describes the 
socio-economic conditions of its emergence. Rose considers the roles of 
technological interventions, media, corporate/commercial influence and rap's racial 
and sexual politics. She contends that hip hop "[ ... ] is black America's most 
dynamic contemporary cultural, intellectual, and spiritual vessel" (Rose 19). Rose's 
23 Other sources that provide valuable discussions of North American hip hop that I will not include in 
my literature review are: "The Art of Words: Freestyling in African-American Musical Culture," an MA 
thesis by Alpha Alimou Balde (1999), bell hook's Outlaw Culture: Resisting Representations (1994), 
Andy Bennett's Cultures of Popular Music (2001 ), Arion Berger's Hardcore Rap: A Fusion of Metal , 
Rock, and Hip Hop (2001 ), The Spoken Word Revolution: Slam. Hip-Hop, and the Poetry of a New 
Generation (2003) edited by Mark Eleveld and Marc Smith, Globalization and Survival in the Black 
Diaspora: The New Urban Challenge (1997) edited by Charles Green, and David Toop's Rap Attack 
3: African Rap to Global Hip Hop (3ra ed. 2000). 
historiographical analysis and socio-political commentary provide an excellent 
overview of African-American hip-hop, and the political space it inhabits, as well as 
the political terrain within the movement itself . 
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. Bakari Kitwana takes a different approach to the subject of African-American 
hip-hop with The Hip Hop Generation: Young Blacks and the Crisis in African-
American Culture, published in 2002. As a longtime editor of the hip hop magazine 
The Source, Bakari Kitwana provides an assessment of the generation of youth born 
between 1965 and 1984; what he refers to as the "Hip hop generation." Kitwana 
contemplates this concept of the hip hop generation and attempts to define their 
worldview. "The Hip-Hop Generation explores new attitudes and beliefs of young 
Blacks, examines where we are going, and analyzes the sociopolitical forces that 
have shaped us" (xiii). Kitwana identifies the socio-economic and political factors 
that have created what he designates as crises in African American culture. Kitwana 
then discusses what is currently being done by the hip hop community to address 
these issues and suggests a political agenda/course of action, emphasizing that 
change will be most productive with the participation of both the commercial and 
grassroots elements of the hip hop community. Kitwana discusses negative aspects 
of hip-hop and other forms of popular culture such as 'gangster movies.' However; 
he goes beyond this to discuss hip-hop's capacity for political activism, citing 
numerous examples of how hip-hop has contributed to socio-political causes. He 
insists that a unified front between hip-hop's commercial and grassroots sectors is 
necessary to create positive change (211 ). Yet he remains somewhat critical of the 
success of hip-hop with a political agenda: "Until hip-hop is recognized as a broad 
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cultural movement, rather than simply an influential money maker, those who seek 
to tap into hip-hop's potential to impact social change should not expect substantive 
progress" (206). This discussion is particularly relevant to my study in that I am 
interested in Native hip-hop's capacity and potential to stimulate social change. 
Kitwana's The Hip-Hop Generation is especially pertinent with its presentation of 
recent political causes and initiatives supported and spearheaded by hip-hop groups 
and artists. 
Published in 1996, Droppin' Science: Critical Essays on Rap Music and Hip 
Hop Culture is a collection of papers by scholars as well as hip-hop practitioners 
edited by William Eric Perkins. This text covers various facets of hip-hop in America. 
Perkins is a Faculty Fellow at the W.E.B. DuBois House at the University of 
Pennsylvania, and an Adjunct Professor of Communications at Hunter College, City 
University of New York. Droppin' Science contains papers that outline the 
participation of women and various ethnic groups other than African-American artists 
in hip hop. This text also discusses 'gangster rap,' 'message rap,' and dance in hip- . 
hop culture, as well as the related subjects: basketball and policing. Two analyses 
are of special significance for my thesis. Ernest Allen Jr, a professor at the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, examines message rap in chapter six 
"Making the Strong Survive: The Contours and Contradictions of Message Rap." 
Allen notes that"[ ... ] the social base of the rapper worldview is to be found among 
black urban youth- unemployed/underemployed, politically powerless,'' and he 
posits that: "[ ... ] generally speaking, core values articulated in a given rap message, 
no matter the origin of individual rappers, tend to be socially rooted in the daily lives 
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of marginalized African American youth [ ... ]" (162). Like Kitwana, Allen reveals 
skepticism regarding the effectiveness of politically active hip-hop. He attributes this 
lack of success to the predominance of 'gangster themed' rap. Allen argues that 
message rappers need the support of a mass political movement to move forward 
and states: "Although innovations within rap certainly continue to take place, they 
have tended to do so on the artistic rather than the political plane" (185). Allen's 
discussion of the historical story of 'message rap' and his critical analysis of this 
subgenre's content is a useful framework for the Native Canadian counterpart that 
comprises my discussion. 
The epilogue of Droppin' Science is written by the editor, William Eric Perkins, 
and explores the current direction of hip-hop. That direction seems to be every 
direction; hip-hop is increasingly influential well outside its African-American origins. 
Perkins states: "Rap music and the hip hop style have also managed to cross 
linguistic and cultural boundaries, testimony to their widespread appeal to youth" 
(262). Perkins mentions hip-hop's introduction and growth in regions such as 
Hawaii, Latin America, China, India, Japan, France, and South Africa. I suggest 
Canada, and more specifically First Nations participation in the Canadian hip hop 
scene, are a relevant addition to this list. 
The most recent book I will cover in my literature review is entitled: That's the 
Joint: A Hip Hop Studies Reader, published in 2004. Although I will not discuss this 
text in any great detail, it is important to note that it is one of the few anthologies of 
scholarly writing on hip hop to date; the only other I am familiar with is the above 
mentioned text: Droppin' Science. That's the Joint is edited by Murray Forman and 
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Mark Anthony Neal, and contains historiographical accounts of hip hop, and 
addresses an impressive range of topics including: culture and authenticity, 
spatiality, gender, politics and resistance, aesthetics and technologies of production, 
and hip hop's relationship to the culture industries. Together with Droppin' Science, 
this text provides a very comprehensive overview of the hip hop's development, and 
includes analyses of various facets of hip hop, reflecting numerous perspectives and 
interpretations on the subject. I will briefly discuss only one of these articles in 
That's the Joint : "Challenging Conventions in the Fine Art of Rap," by Richard 
Shusterman. This chapter discusses hip hop as a postmodern popular art, which as 
such, challenges the conventional aesthetics of modernism (459). As I see 
postmodernism as a fitting framework for Native hip hop, I include a short description 
of Shusterman's position relating postmodernism and hip hop: 
Postmodernism is a vexingly complex and contested phenomenon, 
and its aesthetic thus resists clear and unchallengeable definition. 
Nonetheless, certain themes and stylistic features are widely 
recognized as characteristically postmodern, which is not to say that 
they cannot also be found in some modernist art. These include 
recycling and appropriation rather than unique and original creation, 
the eclectic mixing of styles, the enthusiastic embracing of mass-media 
technology and culture, the challenging of modernist notions of 
aesthetic autonomy and artistic purity, and an emphasis on the 
localized and temporal rather than the putatively universal and eternal. 
Whether or not we call these features postmodern, rap exemplifies and 
often consciously highlights them, and they are essential to an 
adequate understanding of rap (459). 
Russell A. Potter, an associate professor in English at Rhode Island College, 
Providence, has undertaken an ambitious task with Spectacular Vernaculars: Hip 
Hop and the Politics of Postmodernism, published in 1995. I am very interested in 
Potter's connections between hip hop and postmodernism. Among many other 
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discourses, Potter describes hip hop within a framework of "resistance 
postmodernism." He explains that: 
"[ ... ] 'resistance postmodernism' [ ... ] is not simply a theorization of a 
more political postmodernist stance; it proposes (against the grain of 
many self-announced 'resistance postmodernists') that the material 
and social forms resistance takes in a specific cultural context exceed 
and may well be indifferent or even hostile to some of the academic 
formulations of postmodernism." (Potter 5-6, original emphasis) 
Potter places hip hop on the forefront, shaping the cultural landscape of resistance 
through a revolutionary consciousness (128). Potter illustrates that such a 
revolutionary consciousness and resistance mode is not only counter-hegemonic, 
but it is also empowering for people facing daily socio-economic, racial and political 
struggles. Besides outlining hip hop's threat to the dominant race and class system, 
Spectacular Vernaculars contains numerous recurrent themes. Potter elucidates hip 
hop's capacity to cross boundaries whether they are racial, ideological, or religious, 
furthermore, he emphasizes hip hop's power as a transnational and global 
phenomenon. He recognizes hip hop's potential to mobilize (both on a national and 
global scale) diverse disenfranchised groups (1 0). 
Potter's postmodern analysis concentrates on several discourses including: 
signifyin(g) and hip hop's ability to turn consumption into production. Despite this 
propensity for postmodern jargon within this text, Potter affirms that hip hop artists 
and rappers have their own protocols and epistemologies (152). Moreover, he 
recognizes that hip hop is stylistically and culturally complex, and is constantly 
shifting, expanding, and reinventing itself. These are important characteristics which 
frame my interpretations of the Native hip hop phenomenon. 
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Russell Potter's Spectacular Vernaculars provides a valuable guide for those 
attempting to understand the complex world of hip hop. Aside from providing a 
framework with which to approach hip hop, he touches on the historical influences of 
hip hop as well as the historical development of the musical genre. 
Much of the insight Potter offers in Spectacular Vernaculars is pertinent for 
my study of Native hip hop. As Potter states: "[ ... ] connecting across racial 
polarities, is perhaps the most revolutionary work of hip hop music and culture [ ... ]" 
(20). Potter describes the global heteroglossia of hip hop as "an arena for an 
ongoing struggle between colonizers and colonized" (57). Potter (among others) 
recognizes that "hip hop's political moves have taken up (and been taken up by) 
other oppressed groups[ ... ]" (140). Potter provides a poignant description of hip 
hop's power and growing prevalence: 
[H]ip hop's gangsta revolutionary narratives bear with them a powerful 
political and emotional punch ... alliances have been formed via hip hop 
primarily among the younger generation of listeners, who are looking 
for (sub)cultural modes of identification, and finding them in hip hop 
messages and style. (88-89) 
In my opinion, this partially explains Native interest and adaptation of hip hop, 
because there are numerous similarities in the socio-economic and political 
experiences of black people and Native people. Potter also describes hip hop as 
"[r]eanimating 'dead sounds,' bringing repressed histories back to vivid 
life . .. [sustaining] a profound historical consciousness, all of which serves to frame 
contemporary struggles within continuum of African-American history" (118). I 
believe that Native hip hop understands these struggles and embraces these 
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narratives of resistance and is following suite with their forms of hip hop, albeit telling 
their stories and citing their historical struggles and naming their resistance. 
Nelson George, author and free-lance journalist for several national 
magazines, discusses many facets of hip hop with his book Hip Hop America. 
published in 1998. His occupation combined with his deep personal interest in the 
subject, lend a 'real feel' and an honest, down to earth perspective to the text. 
George argues that hip hop "[ .. . ] is a product of schizophrenic, post-civil rights 
movement America" (George xiv). He states that Hip Hop America is the biography 
of two overlapping generations (xiii) and he provides a historiography of hip hop 
(concentrating on North America, but briefly discussing the global spread of hip hop 
as well), ambitiously touching on the numerous elements that contributed to its 
origin, its values, and the numerous influences since then to the mid-nineties. He is 
"interested in the nature of rapping as art, both as an extension of African-American 
maleness and as a showcase for the art of verbal dexterity and storytelling" (xiii). 
George acknowledges the complexity of the subject, indicating early on that Hip Hop 
America provides one perspective on the subject, and that he is aware of the 
limitations present. 
I'm offering no single organizing theory for understanding hip hop 
because I think its use, and therefore its meaning, has evolved too 
rapidly since it first appeared on the national radar screen back in 
1979. However, I do hope to communicate a sense of its multifaceted, 
interactive nature. It might be that to truly understand hip hop you 
need a master's degree in sociology, a stint in the joint, and an intimate 
understanding of African rhythm. Whenever I think I know enough, 
there's another twist in the saga, another way to see this culture and 
the country that spawned it. (ix) 
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Like Russell Potter, George is acutely aware of hip hop's quick tempo and inclination 
for change: "The cadences, much less the words, of what constitutes contemporary 
hip hop shift gears as rapidly as an Indy 500 driver'' (George 194) therefore it is not 
surprising that a mere six years after Hip Hop America was first published, the 
scene, the players, the style, and the language have shifted in both small and 
slightly more substantial ways. Capturing any one moment in hip hop's development 
is nearly impossible, but George does an excellent job. In one of his final chapters 
titled: ''funk the world," George describes hip hop's influence, and the global 
adoption and adaption of the artform, mentioning Europe, South America, and Asia; 
but he neglects Canada, specifically the participation of Canada's Native youth in hip 
hop. 
Compared to most of the sources discussed, The 'Hood Comes First: Race. 
Space. and Place in Rap and Hip Hop is a relatively recent addition to the scholarly 
literature on hip hop. Published in 2002, Murray Forman (co-editor of the Journal of 
Popular Music Studies, and Assistant Professor/Communication Studies at 
Northeastern University, Boston24 has accomplished the grandiose task of 
examining hip hop within the context of locality and race. Forman identifies these 
themes and analyzes their interconnections with the plethora of other signifying 
factors. Forman describes his goal with this book: "[t]he project in The 'Hood Comes 
First is to draw the artifacts and practices of hip-hop together in order to engage with 
questions relating to the formation of a politics of place and of race, culture, and 
identity" (Forman xxi-xxii). The central themes of culture and locale cannot be 
considered in isolation from the myriad of other forces which dictate and influence 
24 ("Pop Conference: 2002 Panelists/Abstracts," internet source) 
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hip hop's direction. Forman addresses these various "interruptions," perhaps better 
described as "interconnections," speaking at some length on issues such as 
authenticity, and criminality/violence. I am most concerned with his dialogue 
regarding genre, as well as his historiographical account of the African American hip 
hop scene and its development in the United States. Like other academic literature 
on the subject, Forman cannot avoid addressing (to a certain extent) a 
historiographical timeline of American hip hop. The following quote illustrates 
Forman's organizational approach and the complex interconnections involved with 
such an enterprise: 
The geographic expansion of rap and the extension of its impact as a 
cultural force from 1983 to 1986 can be isolated in three distinct and 
related factors: the ongoing processes of institutional and 
entrepreneurial structuring of rap within the music business; transitions 
in rap's musical form and lyrical content; and the early success of 
large-scale rap tours. (Forman 1 07) 
This background is useful, but again I am primarily interested in his ideas on the 
genre classifications structuring the music. Forman elucidates some of the 
significance behind terminology such as message rap, knowledge rap, reality rap, 
gangsta rap, and pop rap (83, 165). The extent to which I draw on these structural 
categorizations will become evident in the following chapter. Furthermore, his views 
on spatiality and identity serve to inform my thoughts on the topic, as they are 
directly relevant to Native hip hop. The global manifestations of contemporary hip 
hop do not escape discussion, and although he briefly alludes to a growing global 
scene with numerous local niches, he fails to make any mention of First Nations hip 
hop; I would suggest however, that this is merely a limitation, not an oversight, as 
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this obviously exceeds the scope of his work. He states: "The processes of hip-
hop's geographic expansion in the global music market did, however, introduce 
important new contexts for transcultural cross-pollination as youths throughout the 
world adapted rap to their own heritage languages and locational contexts" (221-
222). 
It is not surprising then, that heritage languages and localized contexts are 
predominant topics in the next source to be discussed! Adam Krims's Rap Music 
and the Poetics of Identity, published in 2000, is an invaluable reference which I cite 
later in this chapter as well as chapter two. In this piece Krims is concerned 
primarily with what he has termed "musical poetics," deliberately making a distinction 
from the more traditional term: music theory.25 Although musical poetics are a 
central focus of the book, Krims also develops several essential concepts, and most 
importantly for my work, offers a detailed genre system for rap music. I concur with 
Krims's postface comment that: Rap Music and the Poetics of Identity "has provided 
a genre system that seems [ ... to be] a necessary background to the dynamics of rap 
music as a whole" (201 ). 
Krims develops a strong argument that "[ ... ] poetics is partially- and crucially 
- a poetics of musical organization" (3). Therefore, chapter two: "A genre system for 
rap music," is devoted to both genre and style within rap music; he discusses genres 
in terms of the musical style, the "flow," and the topical nature of the music. Since I 
have taken great pains to develop a genre system/classification system or workable 
25 Besides noting "the particularity of rap music's sounds" as being a central feature of musical 
poetics, Krims "proposes to rename what is now called 'music theory'- specifically, the designing of 
models of intramusical relations and analysis of particular pieces -as 'musical poetics"' (Krims 3, 27). 
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lexicon of my own in the following chapter, Krims's analysis in this respect has been 
of great assistance, and I have kept his considerations in mind as I went forth with 
my own purposes and focus. Although Krims devotes considerable attention to his 
own specific "rhythmic-stylistic terminology," for example describing various 
technical aspects like rhythmic delivery, timbre, and layering, he also acknowledges 
the importance of what he refers to as: "the twin problematics of culture and 
representation" (49-54, 29). So while he is focused on "musical" aspects, he 
indicates that: "[t]hose sonic parameters not only reflect culture, they also form it" 
(55). And it is this focus on social situation and function that is of particular 
relevance to my study, and that I have isolated as a guideline (55). Krims delineates 
four basic genres in hip hop music, and proposes a fifth. Party rap, mack rap, 
jazz/bohemian, and reality rap compose the first four genres Krims expounds upon, 
and he advances an argument for a new genre: don rap (55-86). I will not describe 
these in any further detail at this point, since genre classifications will be discussed 
at length both later in this chapter and in the next. 
In chapter five of Rap Music and the Poetics of Identity, Krims addresses the 
simultaneously local and global nature of hip hop. He tries to "make some sense" of 
the relationship between the local and the global; while he acknowledges the 
significance of each, he lends special attention to the former, rationalizing in the 
following manner: "The focus here on two local contexts is premised on the notion 
that rap music may be mediated globally, but that a certain detailed view of its 
function can only be seen locally, taking account of local uniqueness" (155). Krims's 
choice of Dutch rap from the Netherlands, and Cree rap from Canada, seem 
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somewhat unusual, but they serve to illuminate "[ ... ] a theoretical approach to 
relations between rap music and cultural identity" (155). While continuing the 
musical-poetic theme of the book, Krims develops his ideas on culture and 
representation, by looking specifically at cultural identity with these two localized 
case studies. I am, of course, most interested in his narrative relating to the 
Canadian Cree artist, Bannock. Krims points out that Canadian hip hop is not very 
developed, especially when compared to American rap; he describes a short list of 
Canadian hip hop artists, but maintains that: "the bulk of Canadian rap nevertheless 
still remains commercially marginal" (179). Rap Music and the Poetics of Identity 
remains the only scholarly piece of literature I have encountered that makes any 
detailed reference to Canadian Native hip hop artists. The value of this in and of 
itself is evident; and in Krims's analysis of the local/global nexus to reference a term . 
utilized by Murray Forman (Forman, The 'Hood Comes First 194) Krims situates the 
Native artist Bannock within this nexus. "[ ... ] Bannock takes hip-hop and rap as 
simultaneously global and local, simultaneously universal and particular. Always 
conscious of his own ethnicity and popular images of rap music as black music, he 
nevertheless insists on cross-cultural translation through universality" (186). I take 
also from this discussion the semantic themes coloring Bannock's music, and the 
lack of social or political definition/critique in his work. 
Alan Lechusza is an accomplished performer/composer, who has taught 
and/or conducted lectures and workshops on various music-related topics at 
numerous universities both inside and outside of the United States (Lechusza, 
internet source). He is also the author of several papers on Native American hip 
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hop, including: 'The Good, The Bad, "The Born at 18:" A deconstructive view of 
Native American identity through the song 'Born at 18,"' referring to a song by Native 
American hip hop group WithOut Rezervation (internet source, 2002). Other articles 
he has written include: "Raps to Remember; Raps to Represent: The Construction of 
Contemporary Native Memory in Hip Hop" (internet source, 2003), and "All This and 
Frybread Too?! Contemporary Native Music in Postmodern Society," (internet 
source, 2004 ). Besides Krims, Lechusza is the sole author I have come across who 
provides any detailed analysis or mention of Native hip hop, and although he is 
concerned with Native American hip hop, it nonetheless presents a refreshing 
perspective focused on Indigenous hip hop. In his paper, "Raps to Remember; 
Raps to Represent," Lechusza presents a thought-provoking discussion advancing a 
correlation between contemporary Native identity and tradition. His thesis postulates 
hip hop's function "as agency to re-present a form of contemporary Native identity" 
(internet source). Furthermore, he outlines "how contemporary urban Native identity 
is constructed and re-presented dynamically utilizing older traditions within post-
modern formats to create new traditions" ("Raps to Remember; Raps to Represent," 
internet source). Influenced by Gerald Vizenor's (1993/1999) concept of 
"survivance," Lechusza positions Native hip hop within the temporal nexus that 
constitutes the present day. I am especially interested in this postmodern inflected 
perspective on, for lack of a better term: the 'place where the traditional and 
contemporary merge.' Lechusza's ideas, combined with those of David Newhouse 
on the subject, will influence my final chapter, where I attempt to outline the 
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connections between the oral tradition and contemporary Native hip hop. The 
following quotation is included at length to convey the core of Lechusza's piece: 
Within the expressive and performing arts Native artists have been 
able to imagine and re-imagine their histories, narratives and 
ideologies as Native people. Through the constant repetitive activities 
of storytelling and creation of new works embraced with older 
remembered works, urban Native people are able to negotiate their 
dynamic identities. Influencing and borrowing Hip Hop culture and it's 
techniques has enabled the younger generations of urban Natives to 
further question and re-present new stories and histories within a 
context that challenges both their creative abilities as well as their 
understanding and knowledge of the grand (Native) narratives.26 
("Raps to Remember; Raps to Represent," internet source) 
1.8 Genre Classifications in Hip Hop 
The scholarly literature on African-American hip hop presents a myriad of 
distinctions and descriptions dividing and labeling hip hop. There's positive rap, 
political rap, message rap, knowledge rap, underground rap and on the flip side 
there's gangster (variation: gangsta) rap, reality rap, hardcore rap and militant rap, 
just to name a few of the myriad classifications. While some authors offer similar 
interpretations, others have formulated their own particular definitions based on their 
specific data analysis, and localized interpretations. These definitions are neither 
hard nor finite, and some carry more weight than others. Adam Krims has a 
particularly useful breakdown of the genre systems and some of their 
characteristics/distinctions despite the tendency to overlap. He discusses four 
26 Lechusza explains the "grand (Native) narratives" as encompassing themes such as: "Health 
Issues (diabetes, high blood pressure, etc.), Teen Pregnancy, Substance Abuse (alcoholism, drug 
addiction, etc.), Stereotyping/Racism, Poverty/Marginalization {low statistic figures, desperate income 
situations, etc.), Land/Mineral/Water Rights, Genocide/Colonialism/Activism, Education/Language 
Preservation/Traditional Views, and Women's Roles" ("Raps to Remember; Raps to Represent" 
internet source). 
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paramount genres: "party rap," "mack rap27," "jazz/bohemian," and "reality rap" 
(Krims 46-92). 
Whatever the differences, most agree that Grandmaster Flash and the 
Furious Five's 1982 release: "The Message" was at the forefront of the subgenre 
later known (among other things) as message rap (Forman The 'Hood Comes First, 
83; Arlyck 272; Toop 116). As Murray Forman puts it: "All subsequent rap 
recordings dealing with sociopolitical concerns or spatially oriented themes relating 
to black cultural frames of experience owe a debt to 'The Message'" (Forman, The 
'Hood Comes First 83). David Toop indicates that despite Flash's notable influence, 
"[b]oth Gil Scott-Heron and The Last Poets are seen by most Bronx rappers as the 
godfathers of the message rap" {Toop 119). Forman expands on the centrality of 
"The Message": "Message rap is identified by its thematic bonds to Grandmaster 
Flash and the Furious Five's release 'The Message' and a conscious engagement 
with the interrelated issues of race, class, and cultural identity" (Forman 183-184 ). 
Forman identifies the nationalist discourses in this rap subgenre as having the power 
to: "[ ... ] inform minority youths and challenge them to educate themselves and each 
other in order to mobilize real change within their collective communities rather than 
relying on racist social systems to provide their cultural knowledge (and their spiritual 
knowledge of self)" (Forman 184 ). Kevin Arlyck indicates that at least theoretically, 
"[ ... ]those artists who produce [message rap] are consciously attempting to impart 
some knowledge to or inspire a certain realization in their audience- essentially, an 
effort at consciousness raising" (Arlyck 272). Ernest Allen Jr. expresses similar 
27 According to Krims, "A 'mack' is not necessarily a literal pimp ... [but] may simply be a man whose 
confidence, prolificness, and (claimed) success with women mark him as a player'' (62). 
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optimism about message rap, and he illustrates the range of issues that can be 
addressed through this medium and agrees on rap's potential to initiate change: 
Although political rap, or message rap, as it is more commonly called, 
constitutes only a small segment of the genre, it exerts a powerful 
political and artistic influence on its youthful listeners as well as on rap 
artists in general. Today rap music has become one of the principle 
vehicles by which young African Americans express their views of the 
world, attempting to create a sense of order out of the mayhem and 
disorder of contemporary urban life. Such efforts, however have not 
been without severe contradictions. On the positive tip, one notes the 
forward-looking attempts of message rap to address existing 
catastrophic social problems facing African Americans. No theme - be 
it education, family structure, poverty, teenage pregnancy, incest, 
AIDS, crack cocaine, or alcoholism- is too sensitive for unreserved 
public discussion. In an epoch where adult leadership appears to have 
collapsed, and where a sense of hopelessness rivets African American 
life in a way perhaps unmatched since the post-Reconstruction era, we 
need to heartily encourage the efforts of message rappers to instill a 
sense of optimism and resistance in the minds and actions of black 
youth. 
(Allen 159-160) 
Raquel Z. Rivera concurs, and similarly cites hip hop's potential for political 
movement: "Rap, as a genre that contests various form [sic] of social oppression, 
can be a vehicle for building alliances between activists, community organizers, 
educators, conscientious policy makers, and all others interested in conspiring 
against inequality" (Rivera 125). 
Adam Krims uses slightly different terminology to describe what these other 
authors have called message rap, although the premise is the same: 
The topics addressed in jazz/bohemian songs tend to explain the 
frequent claims of its being a "conscious" genre, in contrast to the 
purported limited political vision of other rap genres. On the more 
didactic side, jazz/bohemian rap emphasizes the value of gaining 
knowledge, criticizes the assumed "negativity" of some other rap 
genres, or perhaps promotes Afrocentric values and artistic traditions 
(Krims 68). 
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Oppositional to message rap, and its "positive" and "political" qualities, 
Forman indicates that, "Gangsta rap portrays lifestyles of the young and edgy, 
replete with violent imagery of the steamy urban underside" (Forman 184 ). Nelson 
George presents a forthright correlation between gangsta rap and narcotics: 
"Gangsta rap (or reality rap or whatever descriptive phrase you like) is a direct by-
product of the crack explosion. [ ... ] This is not a chicken-or-the-egg riddle -first 
came crack rocks, then gangsta rap" (George 42). Furthermore, the criminal 
activities associated with crack led to large numbers of African-American men in the 
prison system, which in turn allegedly led to "gangsta rap." George describes this 
connection, and the themes involved in this rap subgenre: 
Suspicion of women, loyalty to the crew, adoption of a stone face in 
confronting the world, hatred of authority- all major themes of gangsta 
rap - owe their presence in lyrics and impact on audiences to the large 
number of African-American men incarcerated in the '90s. (George 44) 
Examples of such artists ar~ cited by Nelson George; he lists N. W.A, Easy-E, and 
Snoop Doggy Dogg as being representative of the "gangsta" genre: "In their 
celebration of gatts, hoes, gleeful nihilism, and crack as the centre of their economic 
universe, these albums darkly display everything people fear about gangsta rap" 
(George 47). Tricia Rose also cites Compton's Most Wanted, W.C. and the MAAD 
Circle, and South Central Cartel, (among others) as helping to define the gangsta 
rap style (Rose 59). Kevin Arlyck discusses militant and gangster hip-hop, defining 
them both as resistive hip-hop, but with fundamentally different approaches (282). 
Arlyck encapsulates this idea: 
For the gangsters, the name of the game is not working to uplift the 
race, but simply surviving and perhaps prospering in a perpetually 
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hostile environment. This is not to say that the militants are always 
above such concerns. However, they define themselves in opposition 
to society in ways that are potentially constructive; for the gangsters, 
opposition is simply a means of survival. (282) 
Arlyck also examines the intricacies of message rap, nationalist rap, educator rap 
and reality rap, making a concerted effort to expose differentiating characteristics 
among these categories (Arlyck 272-278). Similarly, Krims takes on the task of 
outlining reality rap, explaining that it includes, but is not limited to "gangsta" rap: 
"Reality rap," however, refers to a broader field than the narrow term 
"gangsta rap," if by the latter one understands rap music that describes 
gang life, or more generally, life in the ghetto from the perspective of a 
criminal (or liminal, transgressive) figure. Instead, the "reality" may 
designate any rap that undertakes the project of realism, in the 
classical sense, which in this context would amount to an 
epistemological/ontological project to map the realities of (usually 
black) inner-city life (Krims 70). 
Krims expands the discourse on reality rap, describing a sub-genre that links it to the 
aforementioned jazz/bohemian rap: 
Another sub-genre of reality rap, though, is generally demarcated not 
by musical style, but rather simply by its semantic aspects, and that is 
one we might call "knowledge" rap. Its distinctive aspects are confined 
to its focus on political or historical tales, religious lessons, or other 
didactic modes of information. Thus, semantically this sub-genre has a 
great deal in common with much jazz/bohemian rap, but with musical 
tracks and flow more in keeping with reality rap. (79) 
Because Krims is concerned with musical style and flow, as well as the topical/lyrical 
content of hip hop, his analysis and categorical placement is highly complex, and 
exceeds the parameters of my simplified examination of hip hop genres. 
Despite all of these classifications, message rap, and gangster (or 
alternatively gangsta) rap are the two predominant categorizations in hip hop music. 
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Although there is much more that can be said here about message rap and gangsta 
rap, I have merely attempted to provide a general idea of what these terms 
represent and also a glimpse of the numerous definitions and interpretations that 
coexist within the literature on the subject. More information can be found in: Rose, 
Foreman, Krims, et al. This serves as a basic introduction; I intend to draw on these 
classifications, looking at similar categories within the realm of Native hip hop. 
1.9 A Note on Layout/Structure of Thesis 
Considering the breadth and scope of this study, it has been a challenge to 
make sense of the various converging resources/information gathered, and the 
complexities and depth of each component I've chosen to address. My approach to 
arranging this information is unconventional in the sense that it does not follow a 
linear path from literature review, to data analysis, to conclusions drawn, as I have 
been told is a common means of achieving this task. Instead, I have incorporated 
everything together, so what may be traditionally bound to the literature review is 
seen in other chapters, and there are no clear boundaries between any of the 
previously mentioned categories. Information from literature merges with cyber-
resources and interview material, and are placed into a framework of chapters. In 
reviewing my primary research material, I attempted to extract themes, which 
directed the structural body of my thesis, but as they all interconnect and overlap, 
ideas are sometimes repeated. For example, on several occasions I have used the 
same quote, (all or in part) in two different sections of the thesis. While this layout 
reflects in some sense my thought process, I think it also reflects orality in many 
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respects.28 For example, stories overstep these boundaries of space and time, 
going back and forth from present to past (and even projecting the future). Speaking 
of orality in Porno culture, Greg Sarris explains that: "Older Porno narrators, like 
speakers from many other traditionally oral cultures, move back and forth in time and 
place to use the past to comment on the present and vice versa" (Sarris 99). 
Additionally, repetition of ideas or events is a common characteristic represented in 
stories. 
This concept of orality is especially pertinent to explaining my final chapter. 
do not use this chapter as a vessel to relate my conclusions for the study; I think that 
my conclusions can be seen throughout the work. However, more importantly, I feel 
that it is the reader who will interact with this study and draw their own conclusions. 
This idea is influenced by Greg Sarris, who says: "story is continually opened 
through dialogue with both the story and the person hearing it" (Sarris 47). I have 
deliberately arranged this study into four chapters, and the fourth chapter has 
special significance: not only does it deal with some of the most important 
components of my research, but it correspondingly ties everything together. With 
this work, I have told my story and facilitated those of these six Native artists, what's 
left is space for another to begin. It is my hope that this organization of thoughts 
continues in the spirit of Coyote the trickster, bringing elements of a "Coyote 
discourse" into academic structural terrain. 
28 Correspondingly, I am at times guilty of "over-italicizing" or getting "carried away" with my emphasis 
of words or ideas - this is a challenging aspect of writing for me. Therefore, this recurrent use 
(abuse?) of italics is my attempt to convey emphasis that would be more easily addressed in verbal 
communication, with accentuated tone and volume. 
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Chapter 2 
2.1 Introduction: Hip hop, a Global Affair 
Recently hip hop has outgrown its North American roots, and is gaining 
increasing recognition as a global affair. Consequently, numerous scholars describe 
the current growth of hip hop around the world. Speaking about an article written in 
a 1992 edition of the New York Times, Houston A. Baker, Jr. states: "The conclusion 
seems to be that rap is one of the most important shapers of popular [musical] styles 
globally" (Baker Jr, 63). Baker Jr. claims that"[ ... ] rap has become an international, 
metropolitan hybrid. From New Delhi to lbadan, it is busy interrupting the average 
workday" (Baker Jr, 93). Numerous authors acknowledge the global participation of 
both minority and non-minority cultures, other than African Americans (Potter 105, 
Rose 4, among others). While noting this global spread of hip hop Russell Potter 
cautions that: "Given the transnational and mobile cultural movements and 
appropriations, it is vital that hip-hop itself not be read simply within the context of 
African-American cultures" (Potter 142). 
While the growing global participation in hip hop is acknowledged by these 
writers, there seems to be a general "lack of familiarity or awareness" of the Native 
Canadian hip hop scene. Bakari Kitwana expresses an awareness of minority 
participation (apart from African-American youth) in hip hop with the following 
footnote: "This is not to say that Latino and to a lesser extent Asian and Native 
American youth have not been influential in and touched by hip-hop culture. [ ... ] 
Nevertheless, rap music indisputably remains dominated by Black youth in both its 
commercial and local manifestations" (Kitwana, 200). Kitwana is one of the few 
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scholars to acknowledge the participation of Native Americans in hip hop culture. 
However, Kitwana's brief acknowledgement of Native participation in hip hop 
describes Native Americans, and does not refer specifically to Native Canadians. 
am in partial agreement with Kitwana, while black youth dominate rap commercially 
through mainstream media, the same cannot be said about "local manifestations." 
I am confident that local manifestations in Canada29 demonstrate a strong First 
Nations presence. Besides this footenote by Kitwana, Adam Krims and Alan 
Lechusza, as stated in my literature review are exceptions to this prevalent neglect 
of Native artists in the discourse on hip hop. 
2.2 Hip Hop's Pervasiveness in Native Communities 
The pervasiveness of hip hop with Native youth in Canada is unquestionable; 
whether urban or "reserved," Native youth come into contact with hip hop via 
television and internet. Native youth comprise a majority of the percentage of the 
Aboriginal population in Canada. Carl Wilson of the Globe and Mail asserts that 
over 60 percent of Canada's Native population is under 30 years of age, (Wilson, 
internet source). Matt Kruchak, writing for Exclaim! Magazine concurs saying: 
"Native hip-hop's target is a marketing department's dream: 35 percent of all Native 
people in Canada are younger than 15 years old, and another 18 percent are 
between ages 15 and 24" (Kruchak, internet source). While the statistics may vary 
from source to source, the sheer numbers of Aboriginal youth in Canada (whether 
they are based on reserve/rural areas, urban centres, or migrating between the two) 
is staggering. Combine this substantial large youth populace with today's media-
29 And the U.S., although I am focused primarily on Native hip hop in Canada. 
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saturated environment and it is virtually inevitable that they discover and embrace 
the culture of hip hop. 
2.3 Technological Connections to Hip Hop 
In today's modern technology-driven information age, television and internet 
provide easy-access to hip hop music and other aspects of hip hop culture. Youth 
are apt to be proficient with CD burners, MP3 players, MD systems among 
innumerable other forms of current and emerging technology. Murray Forman 
describes the cyber-presence of hip hop on the Internet: 'With the advent of various 
software sound packages and the rise of Internet radio, Napster music file exchange 
systems, and MP3 music downloading systems, rap is now a central feature on the 
Internet" (Forman, The 'Hood Comes First 284). Internet allows youth to 
communicate in an interactive manner; this is illustrated by the variety of message 
boards and speaker forums online that are hip hop related. Add these new 
technologies to other more traditional media communications like newspaper and 
magazines (such as The Source, and Vibe) and the channels connecting youth to 
hip hop culture are everywhere. Although radio is another medium through which 
Native hip hop ·appears, I have consciously omitted it, because it is my impression 
that it has less presence and is much less influential than television and internet in 
Canada. I am inclined to agree with Neal Ullestad (speaking of Native music's 
airplay in the United States): 
Outside the limited range of certain community-oriented stations and 
about two dozen stations on or near reservations, the unfortunate 
reality is that turning the radio on today won't bring forth any of the new 
and innovative forms of American Indian music currently available. 
(UIIestad, internet source) 
Although Ullestad is speaking about American Indian music in general, I suggest 
that such is the case with Native hip hop as well. This is notwithstanding special 
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programming that features Native hip hop on networks like CBC, and the popularity 
on radio shows that do feature Native hip hop. 
Whatever means Native youth are using to connect with hip hop and hip hop 
culture, the majority of youth are listening to this musical genre. Chief One, a Native 
MC from the Esquimalt, BC reserve is certain of this: "You go to any reservation and 
90% of the youth listen to hiphop [sic]. Without a doubt" (Efron, "Native Hip Hop 
Transcript" internet source). Manik, a renowned Haida/Cree MC, leaves an even 
smaller margin of those not listening to hip hop. He states the fact of the matter is 
every person 23 years of age and under listens to hip hop music, except for maybe 
3% (Manik, personal interview). Simon Reece, editor for Redwire Magazine agrees 
and elaborates: "[Hip hop is] you know the hottest kind of music out there ... meaning 
it's in every Native youth's stereos and their diskmen all over Canada ... whether 
they're in small reservations or whether they're in huge ... urban areas ... " (Reece, 
personal interview). Rex Small boy of Warparty corresponds: 'We have toured all 
across Canada performing rap music. There has not been one reserve where native 
youth were not aware of the culture. (Rapping, Break Dancing, DeeJaying, Graffiti)" 
(Daniels, internet source). Manik predicts that this popularity will only continue to 
grow, reaching colossal proportions in the near future: 
"'I think in about 5 years you 're going to see young native MCs, 
Beatboys, Djs, producers, Graf writers, popping up from everywhere, 
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cities, reservations, I know this as a fact because they're so many 
groups across turtle island going to different communities, influencing 
young kids. The kids are congregating; forming their own crews, all 
over the place so there's going to be a superexplosion of native hiphop 
artists within 5 years I think."' (Efron, internet source "Native Hip-
hoppers Rap Out their Message") 
2.4 "Techno-culture" Creates a Postmodern Hip Hop Community 
In light of these "connective forces" (internet, t.v., and to a lesser extent radio) 
I posit that Native rural and urban youth across Canada are part of what I would 
describe as a "postmodern community." While geographical proximity and 
association remain important elements of community, technological innovations, 
especially television and the internet have altered the sense of space and 
community. Therefore it is now common to include and recognize someone in the 
next province, or even across the country, in one's conception of community. This 
term utilizes Russell Potter's concept of hip hop's audience being simultaneously 
local and global: "[H]ip-hop, along with other vernacular media, needs to be seen as 
part of a new structural order which is both local and global at the same time" (Potter 
146). Murray Forman explains that telecommunications technologies, mass media, 
and popular culture, "[ ... ]link individuals and social groups across what were once, 
in earlier iterations, perceived as incommensurable cultural and spatial divisions 
[ .. .]."(Forman, The 'Hood Comes First 31 ). He goes on to say that "[t]he cultural 
apparatuses that organize our individual and collective senses of social 
belongingness are being altered by the newly emergent global-local nexus" 
(Forman, 32). Here Forman is building on a term utilized by Kevin Robins (41 ). This 
idea of a "global-local nexus" can be applied on a smaller-scale to Canada's 
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geographical divisions of province, territory, and the various smaller localities that 
make up distinct communities. Alan Krims considers this concept as well in Rap 
Music and the Poetics of Identity . 
. Looking specifically at Native hip hop, urban spaces and Indian reserves are 
both connected to each other, and connected to communities across the country, 
composing a technologically-created community that I am referring to as the Native 
hip hop "postmodern community." This idea corresponds to Tricia Rose's comment 
describing the influence of music videos on hip hop culture. "Rap music videos have 
animated hip hop cultural style and aesthetics and have facilitated a cross-
neighborhood, cross-country (transnational?) dialogue in a social environment that is 
highly segregated by class and race" (Rose 9). I am suggesting a similar concept to 
Rose's abstraction of "transnational dialogue." Forman relates this identical 
quotation from Black Noise, drawing my attention to the similarities between his 
ideas and those advanced by Tricia Rose; both Forman and Rose influence what I 
am calling a postmodern community of Native hip hop artists. 
2.5 Shared Experiences: Hip Hop and Marginalization 
While these numerous forms of media may provide Canada's Native youth 
population with ready access to hip hop, the question emerges: why is the genre of 
hip hop so popular among Native youth?30 Aside from entertainment value, there 
has been much discussion and speculation on this and much of the discourse has 
centered on the connections and similarities shared by Native people and the 
30 This question represents the topic of discussion in a short documentary by Helen Haig-Brown, 
entitled: "Found Voices." It is noteworthy that Eekwol, Manik, and Simon Reece all appear (or can be 
heard) in this piece. 
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African-American orginators of the creative form of hip hop expression. Matt 
Kruchak of Exclaim! writes that "The attraction stems, to some extent, from 
commonalities with black Americans and the inner city tales chronicled in a lot of hip-
hop" (internet source). Kruchak interviewed Koo/-Ayd, former member of War Party 
who currently goes by the alias Hellen back, and is a member of the Native hip hop 
collective Rezofficial. Kooi-Ayd draws a direct parallel between the Indian 
reservation and the black ghetto, he says: "It's more poverty-stricken, like on the 
reservation. I think that the reservation is just like the ghetto" (Kruchak, internet 
source). In an article for the Calgary Herald, Kooi-Ayd vividly describes the state of 
the Hobbema Indian reserve in Alberta: 
Hobbema is sick. You can see it in the boarded up windows. You can 
feel it in the defeat on the streets. Alarming levels of unemployment, 
crime and substance abuse have been well documented over the 
years, and the area is cursed by one of the highest suicide rates in 
North America. (McCoy, internet source) 
Simon Reece also discusses the parallels between reservations (and urban 
settings as well) with the urban ghettos of the United States. He points out that 
poverty, suicide rates, and crime are just several of the commonalities shared by the 
two localities (Reece, personal interview). As previously discussed, black hip hop 
speaks to, and about, the marginalized, the poverty-ridden, and the oppressed. 
Therefore, Native youth in Canada are able to identify with this music. Conway 
Kootenay of Alberta's Red Power Squad describes this connection between Natives 
and Blacks: 
Because being a minority, being a culture, being a group of people that 
have been suppressed and discriminated on, and you know ... that's 
what hip hop's about, it's about the struggle. You know, cuz ... you look 
--------- -- - -
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where hip hop originated from in New York, you know, with the minority 
people ... And up here, same thing ... like down in the states you look in 
the streets and stuff like that - who are the people you see on the 
streets? You see Hispanic people, you see African people; you see 
them on the streets. Where I'm from, up here, who are the people you 
see on the streets? You see First Nations people on the streets. You 
go down south, you know in the states -the jail systems - same thing: 
seventy percent of the people in the jail systems are minority people, 
Hispanic people, black people ... up here same thing, seventy percent 
are First Nations people in the jail systems. So I mean ... you see the 
connection there? (Kootenay, personal interview) 
While the experiences of Canada's First Nations people and the African-American 
people of North America differ in numerous respects, it is difficult not to recognize 
that there are shared experiences. Senegalese African rapper Akon depicts these 
commonalities in his recently premiered (early 2005) music video, entitled "Ghetto" 
(Akon, internet source). The video captures the visual similarities between 
landscapes in New Jersey, New Mexico, and the Navajo Nation in Arizona. Graffiti . 
and run-down housing are featured throughout the video as Akon walks through 
these communities, offering a lyrical depiction of the "ghetto experience." Akon's 
inclusion of these three very geographically separate, yet experientially similar 
localities serves to illustrate that the ghetto is not limited to urban city spaces like 
New York and Los Angeles, but is shared by many other regions, including Indian 
reservations. The social and political experience and struggles are mirrored: these 
are the experiences of the marginalized, and hip hop reflects the perspective and 
worldview of those who face marginalization and its ramifications. Russell Potter 
encapsulates this process with the term "global heterglossia," what he describes as 
"[ ... ] an area for an ongoing struggle between colonizers and colonized" (Potter 57). 
This term is especially appropriate in Canada, with the Canadian First Nation 
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experience of both historical and current and continuing struggles with 
colonization.31 
As stated by the female MC, Eekwol, First Nations youth can relate to hip hop 
music because it is a music of the oppressed (Eekwol, personal interview). 
Precisely because of hip hop's popularity among Native youth, it is of little surprise 
that they crossed over from listening to the music, to taking part in it. Shae Morin, a 
Metis MC from Prince George re-iterates this idea: "I think it was just, it's just natural 
that it carried over into -like the Native population. And especially because ... you 
know hip hop has traditionally been kind of a music ... of like visible minorities or 
whatever" (Morin, personal interview). First Nations youth easily replicated the 
music, utilizing it as a creative form of expression and way to tell their own stories. 
While acknowledging the origins of hip hop and using the basic framework of the 
artform, Native youth have modified hip hop by bringing their unique experiences 
and perspectives and creating a sub-culture within the genre. Os12, a Sto:lo MC 
from BC's southern coast, illustrates the kind of culture-specific issues that colour 
Native hip hop music: "we've had to create this hip hop subculture because of what 
we lost through assimilation and stuff. And nowadays it's like the youth need 
somewhere to go because our real culture is so foreign to them, and its scares 
them" (Os12, personal interview). Alan Lechusza describes this process as 
acculturation: 
Hip Hop of the late 1980s becomes the model for Native Hip Hop in the 
1990s. As discussed by Hip Hop scholars, the three major 
components of Hip Hop culture; DJ-ing, Breakdancing, and Grafitti 
(Tricia Rose, William Eric Perkins, et al) established by the African 
31 Almost any of the authors/scholars footnoted on page 20, in the Theoretical Framework(s} section 
have writing that attests to these struggles. 
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American diasporic communities were then acculturated by the urban 
Native. These active points were influenced by the urban Native 
"experience" (Susan Lobo and Kurt Peters) and re-presented to Native 
youth. Young urban Natives then deftly applied their own signifiers to 
this popularly growing culture where; breakdancing finds its location 
within the powwow arena; MC-ing becomes the active agent for the 
grand (Native) narratives; graffiti appears within contemporary Native 
visual arts (Lechusza, "Raps to Remember; Raps to Represent" 
internet source). 
Although Native hip hop is based on an already existing hip hop "blueprint," 
and has created a sub-culture within the genre, this is by no means an appropriation 
of the music. Native artists are quick to "give props" (hip hop slang denoting respect 
and recognition; a way of saying thank you) to hip hop's origins and those who got 
the scene off the ground. Darren Brule of Reddnation acknowledges that: "The 
black people have their own style, and they gave us this art form to begin with [ ... ]." 
(Brule, internet source, emphasis mine). Simon Reece describes how sharing in this 
musical form is like paying homage to the roots of the music and the many players 
that contributed to the foundation of the artform: 
I think it's a very special form of music. And .. .it's not like Native 
people want to take it and ... exploit it, and get rich off of it. .. because 
you .. go through the whole ... history of music. And it was always black 
people ... that came up with jazz ... blues ... rock and roll. Everything. 
And I think .. in the same way, you could say that.. us [Native people] 
using hip hop is kind of ... not giving thanks, or. .. if you don't give thanks 
- like recognize who the originators of this style of music that, you 
know ... you're being pretty much like white people [by appropriating the 
music eg. Elvis with rock and roll] ... I don't ever think that. .. Native 
people and Native hip hop could ever go to that. .. level of exploitation. 
(Reece, personal interview) 
Although there is an acknowledgment of hip hop's origins, Native hip hop artists are 
often charged with "acting black." This is often simply an ignorance of the history 
and dynamics of the "sub-culture," however, there are cases where this accusation 
is close to the truth. Here it is necessary to digress slightly, because this issue is 
raised both in the hip hop community itself but also within the larger frames of 
media, and influences how society in turn processes and re-frames this image. 
Thus, the issue of Native hip hop artists "acting black" deserves addressing briefly. 
2.6 "Acting Black:" the Poser/Wannabe Element in Native Hip Hop 
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"Acting black" describes those who mimic African-Americans and their hip hop 
culture. Everything from clothing styles to speech (slang, street expressions and 
accents), to mannerisms, posture, even the way one walks can be copied;32 these 
forms of imitation can be considered "acting black." A similar struggle with 
"authenticity" is present within African-American circles, as is stated by Russell 
Potter: The young generation of African-Americans"[ ... ] have looked more towards 
the language and consciousness of the ghetto in search for a more authentically 
black identity, to the point where picking up ghetto vernaculars has been seen by 
many as an empowering way to reclaim blackness" (Potter, 69). So it is not 
surprising that this "struggle for authenticity" becomes an even bigger issue when 
transferred over onto an entirely different race, as is the case with Native hip hop. 
Of course, there is a fine line between "acting black," and engaging oneself in the 
culture of hip hop. I do not propose to draw this line, but it might be safe to say that 
generally, one who "acts black," not only takes this mimicry to the extreme, but 
includes little about his or her own life experience, culture etc. Instead of talking 
about the realities of their own life, they portray themselves as something they are 
32 This process is described by Russell Potter as "(sub)cultural modes of identification" (88-89). 
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not. Rex Small boy of War Party indicates the importance of staying true to 
themselves: 
A lot of these up-and-coming Native rappers are doing gangsta rap. 
know some of these people are actually speaking about their lives from 
living in and around big cities. What I tell some of these new artists is to 
be honest with themselves in their music (Reece, "The Greatest Natives 
of the North" internet source). 
Manik addresses this issue: "Manik wants to inspire Native youth to find their 
own voice in the larger hip-hop scene, contending that in any remote Northern 
community you see Native kids dressing like residents of South Central L.A. when 
most of them have never even been to Vancouver" (Kruchak, internet source). In 
such instances, not only do Native youth describe realities that are removed from 
their own experiences, but they sometimes even fail to use their own vernacular. 
Eekwol describes this phenomenon: "[Those Native rappers who flaunt an] 'L.A. 
accent'. It's like ... well, you're not from there, you were never raised there, you've 
never even been there" (Eekwol, personal interview). She describes this "wannabe" 
tendency with exasperation and annoyance. 
A recently aired episode of Moccasin Flats (a dramatic television series 
currently being aired on APTN) illustrates this "poser element" as well. A brief 
synopsis of this segment of the episode goes as follows:33 Mathew (a main character 
in the show) is holding auditions for Native emcees. This represents one of his first 
efforts as a hip hop producer. Many of the Native youth auditioning have little 
substance or flow to their lyrics. Mathew gets visibly discouraged as emcee after 
emcee fails to meet his expectations; most are simply rapping in a way that mimicks 
33 This is based purely on my memory of the episode, therefore represents only a crude account of 
the show. 
"black" hip hop, using the accents/vocabulary of African-American hip hop. One of 
the youth auditioning even mentions New York in his lyrics, to which Mathew 
responds, asking if the young man has ever been to New York. The youth replies 
saying that he hasn't, giving a "shout out"34 to his reserve as he leaves the studio. 
This story line effectively illustrates the "wannabe" or "acting black" phenomenon 
within Native hip hop. 
Despite this proclivity for some Native youth to "act black," someone who 
"borrows" from the culture of hip hop does not necessarily have to pretend to be 
something they are not. Hip hop represents a way of life, and those Natives who 
prescribe to this lifestyle can make it their own. Eekwol demonstrates this, saying 
that herself and her crew, lnnersoulflow, "are trying to create a positive image and 
keep it...based on what we know (as people raised on the prairies like 
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myself) ... [and] our experiences and try not to use the ... the American way of doing it 
[rap/hip hop]" (Eekwo/, personal interview). Eekwol adds that both she and her crew 
make a conscious attempt to base everything on their own experiences; they are 
cognizant of how they present themselves, even down to their Canadian accents 
(ibid). Darren Brule of Reddnation cautions that "Natives who [act black] really do 
the youth a lot of harm because they instill into them that its okay to not be yourself' 
(Brule, internet source). Native hip hop artists who strive to be themselves and 
create music that reflects their personal experiences and journeys are adding 
something unique to the genre, not simply imitating it. Caylem Simeon indicates that 
Native youth "[ ... ]are developing [their] own styles, lyrics, beats and tight 
34 A "shout out" is a greeting. 
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productions. With that [they] are bringing something brand new to the game" 
(Simeon, internet source). 
Oftentimes, those Native artists who lose their identities posing as rappers or 
gangsters they see on television, only serve to confirm the negative media image 
and stereotypes surrounding rap and hip hop. As Eekwol relates, these "gangster 
wannabes" recreate negative aspects of hip hop with a Native "gangster subculture." 
You can turn [hip hop music] into a negative form of music or a positive 
form and I know a lot of our native youth right now are involved in the 
negative aspects ... of the gangs and the ... you know thinking its cool to 
have like wear the bandanas and be in colours and stuff and so some 
hip hop groups and some native hip hop emcees are doing that gang, 
gangster type lyrics like ... totally ... sort of borrowing it from the 
gangster culture of L.A. or New York. (Eekwo/, personal interview) 
This "gangster mentality" is a prevalent image, so prevalent in fact, that it has 
come to act as a type of synecdoche for hip hop. This is a variation of Russell 
Potter's statement that misogyny is often "deployed as a synecdoche for black males 
and black culture in general" (Potter, 90). Those "wannabe gangsters" serve to 
entrench the negative stereotypes, so that hip hop becomes synonymous with 
"blunts, gats, and hoes" (Arlyck, 271 ). Greg Roseblood, a DJ from the 
Muscowpetung First Nation, Saskatchewan is familiar with this "poser element." In 
an interview with Jordon Wheeler, Roseblood describes "posers" as "people getting 
into it because of its image. [He says they're] after the party music, and he figured 
that's OK, but he wished people knew how to differentiate" (Wheeler, internet 
source). As Roseblood indicates, it becomes important to distinguish between those 
Native artists who "act black," and those who are consciously developing their own 
styles, and contributing to the larger hip hop culture. The former not only perpetuate 
negative stereotypes, but they fail to contribute anything of substance to hip hop. 
Os12 illustrates this distinction: 
There's ones (Native hip hop artists] who have, who are conscious, 
then you have the Budweiser-drinking dumbasses who just 
wanna ... copy Dr. Ore and Snoop Dog. You know, no originality. I 
mean it's just gangsters talking ... smack ... it's just...there's nothing .. .it 
has nothing to do with teaching anything. (Os12, personal interview) 
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This statement leads into the first of several categorical divisions, which I will 
introduce here. These distinctions can be loosely divided into a "conscious" stream 
and a "gangster" stream of Native hip hop artists. The "gangster'' division has 
already been mentioned (and I will come back to this point later), but I purpose to 
briefly elaborate on the "conscious" division of Native hip hop. Caylem Simeon 
describes the crevice between the "gangsters" and the "conscious rappers," and 
provides some illumination on what "conscious" or "positive" Native rap entails. 
There's more to rap about than just F.N.G.A.35, the gov't., drugs and 
alcohol abuse, bling bling, gangstas, or who's gonna be next on your 
list of takedowns .... When Native rappers have something intelligent to 
say, then it is realized that Native hip hop is important to our culture 
and our identity. When they have nothing positive to contribute to the 
game then it doesn't help for Native hip hop to be recognized as an art 
form, or an identity. (Simeon, internet source) 
"Having something important to say," and "having something positive to contribute": 
these seem to be crucial elements in "conscious" or "positive" hip hop. In the 
previous passage, Os12 alludes to a didactic element as being vital to Native hip 
hop as well. 
Thus far I have introduced what I have termed a "conscious/positive" division 
in hip hop and a "gangster'' persuasion. This has served merely as a cursory 
35 Possibly refers to the First Nations Governance Act, although this is not altogether clear. 
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discussion; the terminology and categorization in this area is much more complex. I 
will devote this next section to a critical examination of these classifications, with the 
goal of establishing a workable lexicon/genre system which can be applied to the 
remainder of the study. 
2.7 Genre Distinctions within Native Hip Hop 
The genres and subgenres within African-American (and Latino, etc) hip hop 
present a basis and guideline for structure in Native hip hop. While Native hip hop 
can certainly be categorized under these same definitions, I pose slightly different 
classifications based on conversations with Native hip hop artists and my own 
interpretations of the subject. I have already introduced some of the perceptions of 
so-called gangster hip hop and it's diametric: conscious hip hop, within the greater 
framework of Native hip hop. Here I will examine these classifications more closely, 
and identify some characteristics of each that define them within the subgenre of 
Native hip hop. 
Gangster (or the variation Gangsta) hip hop's distinguishing connotations are 
primarily negative. The original connection is, as the name indicates (and as 
previously articulated by Nelson George), to gang activity, and as Eekwol and Os12 
have previously mentioned, in many cases Native hip hop artists or crews often 
emulate this 'gang mentality.' A general preoccupation with money (also popularly 
referred to as "bling bling") and partying, a demeaning attitude toward women (often 
described as misogynist and composed of narratives regarding pimps and hoes), 
and a propensity toward violence are four prominent themes that exemplify gangster 
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hip hop (Forman, George, Rose et al.) I have isolated these four characteristics, not 
to the exclusion of other characteristics, but because these best illustrate why 
gangster hip hop has developed a negative reputation. Although the case has often 
been argued that gangster rap is a result of artists portraying the realities of their 
daily life, (hence the alternative term: reality rap), it is just as often the case that 
artists are glorifying or romanticizing a gangster ethic and ghetto lifestyle, while 
having little in common with these daily experiences of gang violence etc. Shae 
Morin points out that if you are describing violence as a part of personal life 
experience, it is often cathartic in nature, and not something likely to be romanticized 
(Morin, personal interview). As previously mentioned in the discussion about 'acting 
black,' gangster hip hop in this case does not reflect reality, reflecting instead a 
preoccupation with and emulation of a "gangster ethos," and the image this 
represents. This is made more complicated by Krims's division of don rap, which I 
will consider shortly. 
Based on my research and interviews, I suggest that Native hip hop 
artists/bands that may not necessarily be gangster hip hop, but do not strive to bring 
forth any particular social or political message are considered "party bands." This 
corresponds with Krims's definition of party bands, which describes "party rap" as 
rap music "designed for moving a crowd, making them dance, or perhaps creating or 
continuing a 'groove' and a mood" (Krims 55). He goes on to say that topics are: 
[ ... ] generally consistent with analogous genres in popular music, that 
is, those that focus semantically on celebration, pleasure, and humor. 
[ ... ] Party rap simply about parties, celebrations, drinking, and dancing 
is not at all uncommon, and such topics can seamlessly shade into 
celebrations of rap music and hip-hop culture themselves [ .. .]. (Krims 
57) 
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So-called party bands often share common ground with gangster hip hop, but place 
less emphasis on gangs and violence, instead concerning themselves mainly with 
"partying it up," "living the good life," and generally just having a good time. Women 
are still likely to be objectified, and money, drugs, and alcohol are often requisites for 
the goal of a "good time." I mention this distinction because within Native hip hop, 
there are bands that aren't considered "gangster," but neither can they be described 
as particularly "positive" or "politically conscious." Matt Kruchak, writing for Exclaim! 
identifies "young Natives like Tru Rez Crew or Da Skelpa Squad [as being] more 
interested in a party vi be, more eager to see hands in the air than pickets at a 
protest"36 (Kruchak, internet source). 
Shae Morin of Versus, Conway Kootenay of the Red Power Squad, and 
Eekwol describe how both the "gangster'' genre and the related "party" genre of hip 
hop affect Native youth. Morin acknowledges that there are different schools of hip 
hop, one of which he terms "bling bling hip hop." He outlines the discrepancy 
between the prevalent hip hop images portrayed on television and the realities of 
most Native youth coming from reserves with gravel roads, and sparse resources. 
He describes images of rappers in Escalades and big fur coats, and says: "they look 
like they're having a good time [and] I think a lot of times Native kids see that 
and ... they want that" (Morin, personal interview). Eekwol also relates the correlation 
between poverty and the images presented by hip hop. Prompted on the 
36 I am unfamiliar with Da Skelpa Squad, but Tru Rez Crew provides a good example of a Native hip 
hop "party band." 
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relationship between hip hop (in general, not specifically Native hip hop) and 
Aboriginal culture, Eekwo/ replies: 
... I think it's the poverty and oppression. A lot of kids, especially the 
urban youth, feel that frustration, that anger. Because they're stuck, 
they have no money; they want to get into something that's going to 
make them money. And then they see big gangster... "gangsterism," 
and they ... want to be it. They think this is the answer, you know- the 
money, the cars, the women, and that's what they want to be. So I 
think that's the ... well, the negative parallel I guess. (Eekwol, personal 
communication, emphasis mine) 
Eekwol's description affirms this "money, cars, and women" element of so-called 
"gangster'' or "bling-bling" hip hop, indicating that oftentimes these represent 
objectives that Native youth aspire to achieve or at least emulate within their limited 
means. It is common to see Native youth who "pimp out"37 their vehicles, and sport 
expensive gear associated with hip hop (ie. Adidas, Nike, Lugz, Phat Farm, Ecko, 
Enyce, among numerous other brands that vary from year to year) in an effort to 
portray this hip hop image. 
Conway Kootenay suggests that it is essential to educate Native youth, 
showing them that these images are fantasies not based in reality. 
You see this rapper going out. .. driving a Benz, pulling up to his big 
house, he's got women sitting in hot tubs in the living room ... and puts 
on a mink coat. .. and these kids see this, these kids that come from 
nothing ... and of course they're going to want that. They're like: "Man, 
that's how I wanna live!" But little do they know that that Benz ... is 
rented . Little do they know that that house that they're pulling up to 
isn't even theirs .... Little do they know that the four hundred dollar 
throw back jerseys they're wearing are part of the wardrobe that they 
have to give back after the video shoot. (Kootenay, personal interview). 
Morin and Kootenay's imagery of expensive cars and fur coats illustrate the kind of 
simulacrum that Native youth are constantly exposed to through mainstream media. 
37 A popular expression for customizing vehicles with hip hop flavour (ie. paint jobs, car kits, sound 
systems, hydraulics). 
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These images represent the extravagant "good life" presented in both "gangster'' 
(alternatively "bling bling") and "party-themed" hip hop. Here Krims's concept of don 
rap is important to note. He elaborates as follows: 
This new genre combines, on the semantic and imagistic levels, the 
dominating imagery and toasting of the older gangsta genre with the 
wealth, individuality, and personal 'smoothness' of the older mack 
genre. The persona of the crime boss provides the perfect nexus of 
transgressive domination and conspicuous consumption, and hence 
both the frequency and the popularity of crime-boss images. (Krims 83) 
He further isolates don rap from gangsta rap by pointing out that its imagery "is 
framed more and more as fantasized and spectacular'' (83). The images put forward 
by Morin and Kootenay contain these elements of "fantasy." Kootenay describes the 
"fancy car & fur coat" narrative mentioned above, directly acknowledging this 
chimeric element: "That's fantasy ... that's not what really happens, it's just a video, 
it's entertainment. You know, take it what it's for and then go on to the next thing ... " 
(Kootenay, personal interview). Krims's categorization of don rap corresponds 
nicely with Morin and Kootenay's narrative, and complicates the "gangster/party" 
classifications that I have discussed thus far. Krims states that: "[i]t is the fantasy-
framing of don rap, with its anti-verismilitude and often-playful jumble of popular 
culture references, that separates it both from mack rap and from the earlier gangsta 
rap" (Krims 83-84 ). 
While gangster hip hop is associated with a celebration of extravagant 
lifestyles, violence, and disrespect toward women, it is also reputed as being 
"commercial" or "mainstream." Within Native hip hop, commercial or mainstream hip 
hop is recognized as pulling away from hip hop with more substance. This 
commercial/mainstream classification encompasses both "gangster hip hop" and 
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"party bands." MC Kasp states that "mainstream hip-hop isn't always leading [Native 
youth] down the right path" (Kruchack, internet source). Greg Roseblood agrees, 
saying that "[ ... ] the commericial element has moved [hip hop] away from its roots 
[ ... ]" (Roseblood qtd. in Wheeler, internet source). 
Russell Potter looks more critically at the mass media's tendency to highlight 
gangsta rap in order to invoke a moral panic, especially with those not familiar with 
the music (Potter 94 ). He points out that: "[ ... ] while 'gangsta' rap artists continue to 
provide a large portion of rap's sales volume, they are not representative of an 
increasingly heterogenous hip-hop culture" (Potter 104, emphasis mine). As cited by 
Potter, hip hop has developed an increasingly heterogenous culture, and while 
'gangsta' hip hop may continue to be seen as composing hip hop in its entirety, this 
is certainly not the case. 
Here I digress only slightly to share my opinion on the issue: I would argue 
that politically conscious and positive (ie non-gangster) hip hop is infiltrating 
mainstream hip hop culture (ie music videos etc). This particular sub-genre of hip 
hop has been around since hip hop's inception, although despite periods of a more 
pronounced public presence, it has remained largely underground. I would also 
argue that this most recent infilitration is part of a trend that demonstrates a backlash 
or discomfort with the mainstream preoccupation with pimps, hoes, and "bling bling." 
This obsession with a pimp/gangster ethos has stifled hip hop's growth and 
creativity. The resulting stagnation of hip hop has provided an opportunity for more 
positive and politically-conscious hip hop to answer back and bring forgotten and 
new elements into the culture, nurturing a renewed creativity. The growing number 
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of underground and progressive artists who are breaking into mainstream Canadian 
hip hop38 (as of 2004) is evidence that this may be a continuing trend and there is a 
popular demand for rap that has something to say. This socially conscious niche 
has provided an opening for Canada's Native hip hop - much of what has aired on 
Much Music by Native rappers39 has a socially conscious edge, often with 
subversive, and even overt political messages or undertones. This shift away from, 
or dialogue with the gangster mentality so pervasive in hip hop enforces the 
commonly held belief that hip hop is ever changing. The politically minded 
messages from "back in the day,"40 will always be an element in hip hop culture as 
long as the people making the music are living the struggle - now and again it is up 
to the artists to bring the hip hop community, and the public, back to these roots. 
Hip hop started in the ghetto, and I believe that as long as minority people continue 
to be marginalized, there will be someone who stands up to speak about it, those 
who can look past the "bling bling" and "hunger for fame." Furthermore, the 
commodity of hip hop can be a useful tool to project this consciousness and 
awareness to the general public. Native hip hop in Canada demonstrates a mimicry 
of African American hip hop's beginnings; the reserves and urban rez mirrors the 
ghetto and this commonality is in many cases the driving force behind the music. 
The flexibility of the genre allows for new voices to be heard, bringing new 
experiences, as well as new creative energy to the artform. 
38 ie. Black Eyed Peas with their single 'Where is the Love," (2003) and Sweatshop Union with "The 
Thing About it." (2003)- both with singles in rotation on Much Music in 2003/2004. 
39 War Party's "Feeling Reserved," (2002), "I'm A Lucky One," and Eekwol's "Too Sick," (2004) are 
videos that have been aired on Much Music, and have a conscious-progressive vibe. 
40 eg. Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five, Public Enemy, KRS One. 
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So far I've attempted to provide a framework through which some of the major 
divisions or schools of Native hip hop can be seen. I have identified and discussed 
the related terms Gangster hip hop, with it's associated "bling bling" element, and 
"party hip hop," and I have described their reputation as affiliates of the commercial 
or mainstream hip hop music industry. I have also indicated that while commercial 
or mainstream hip hop is the type of hip hop most readily available to consumers, 
especially through the medium of television, there is a space for hip hop music that 
has content and subject matter outside of this mainstream arena. Hip hop outside 
the commercialized mainstream possesses several inherent characteristics that are 
inconsistent with those values and characteristics so dominant within "gangster" hip 
hop and its subsidiaries ("bling bling" & "party"). 
As is the case with what I have established as "gangster hip hop," the 
terminology within the subgenre I've initially described as "positive hip hop" is 
similarly complex. Positive, progressive, and socially conscious, are terms that have 
been used by some of the artists I've interviewed to describe "gangster'' hip hop's 
antithesis. Simon Reece, who writes for Redwire magazine, differentiates between 
mainstream and positive hip hop. He states that mainstream or commercialized rap 
isn't socially conscious or politically motivated (Reece, personal interview, emphasis 
mine). On the "flip side," Reece indicates that Native hip hop of a more positive 
nature promotes pride, and love of oneself, and has a positive message of 
empowerment and resistance (Reece, personal interview). Shae Morin breaks down 
hip hop into different schools and two of his categorizations fit under the umbrella of 
positive hip hop. He says: "There's the style of hip hop that's maybe not that 
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popular, and it's about people expressing themselves, in the most original way they 
can and in the most innovative way they can .... And then there's the political aspect 
of hip hop, which [has] always been a voice .. .for change" (Morin, personal 
interview). Skeena Reece, an Aboriginal singer, speaks on the positive/commercial 
divide in hip hop music: "[M]usic helps people to live and be inspired, but it like 
everything else commercialized can be a diversion. Music with a conscious, music 
created not to just be heard, but to be dealt with is good" (Peeters, internet source, 
emphasis mine). War Party presents perhaps the most discerning and succinct 
description of "positive" hip hop, and they assert clear ties to this criterion: 'War 
Party stands for the true voice of hip hop culture, creating positive change and 
awareness through rap music" (Warparty, "Biography," internet source). 
The distinction between mainstream and positive hip hop is of particular 
significance; as mentioned previously by OJ Greg Roseblood, commercial hip hop 
has changed the direction of hip hop, diverting it from its roots (Wheeler, internet 
source). As implied by this statement, positive hip hop is definitively underground, 
and consequently runs largely through independent artists and labels, and can be 
considered grassroots in nature. Here it is necessary to briefly mention that 
although what I have termed as "positive" or "progressive" hip hop is primarily an 
underground development, this is not to the exclusion of commercial or industry 
connections. As I have previously discussed, Native hip hop of a positive nature has 
made incursions into the mainstream media (ie. videos on Much Music), but this 
advancement does not eclipse their values and commitments to socially conscious 
and empowering music. Participation in mainstream media is often a goal because 
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it brings their voice to a larger audience, creating a greater awareness of their 
message and under-represented perspective. Conway Kootenay explains that 
although the message is an important part of the music, ultimately there is a 
strategic element involved in order to promote and familiarize audiences with the 
music. 
I think as an artist, it's important to get a fan-base - so you get stuff 
that people wanna hear, you know, kind a deal. .. like there's a couple 
club tracks or something like that- that people are gonna hear and 
say: 'Well these guys are pretty good," right? "So maybe I'll buy their 
album and see what they're about." (Kootenay, personal interview) 
This dialogue helps illustrate the business-oriented dimension of the music, and the 
challenge of balancing the message you're trying to get across while building and 
maintaining audience interest. 
For the purpose of this study, "positive," "conscious," and "progressive" are 
terms that best signify Native hip hop that is original, innovative, and especially, 
socially conscious, empowering, and promotes a positive message. The Native hip 
hop artists I have interviewed almost uniformly correspond to this idea, naming these 
characteristics as being innate qualities within Native hip hop. Therefore, the terms 
positive hip hop and progressive hip hop will be employed interchangeably 
throughout this study; they represent the primary focus of the remainder of this 
discussion. As stated in my introduction, I am interested in exploring positive Native 
hip hop's capacity to provide an empowering medium of artistic expression for 
Native youth. 
Again, I must make a differentiation before continuing: while I would argue 
that Native hip hop is predominantly positive, I do not mean to say that positive hip 
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hop composes the genre in its entirety. As has already been explained, Native hip 
hop (like any hip hop has various schools, and there are artists and bands that are 
more closely associated with the aforementioned "gangster'' and "party" genres), 
(Kruchak, internet source). Native hip hop of a more "gangsta" nature undoubtedly 
exists across Canada however I have little familiarity with this genre of music within 
the realm of Native hip hop. I refrain from including a simplistic list of artists, and 
classifying them as "gangster'' hip hop. As I have already attempted to convey, such 
a straightforward characterization is complex if not futile. Numerous artists cannot 
be characterized in such black and white terms, for instance, some artists maintain a 
"gangster'' or "party" image for the most part, but include inspirational or empowering 
tracks with their music at times. An example is Tru Rez Crew; Carl Wilson explains: 
The Tru Rez Crew, for instance, are mostly a party band. [ ... ] I'm a 
Lucky One, is an inspirational about beating the Rez odds with help 
from your elders. But their other stuff is the roughneck kind that draws 
accusations of "acting black," a charge meant to imply self-hatred and 
fakery. (Wilson, internet source, emphasis original) 
In a separate article, Maawho a.k.a. Joshua Harris from Tru Rez Crew offers some 
insight as to why this inclination to speak/think in "black and white" does not account 
for the nature of reality. 
'We try to bring a positive message, but life isn't always positive," 
Maawho says. "Everybody has love, I write that into the music. 
Everybody has hate, I write that into the music. You have your ups 
and you have your downs. It's just real life." (Harris qtd. in Kruchak 
internet source) 
Adam Krims addresses this problematic, indicating that although genre systems are 
useful, they are not completely set in stone. 
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Of course, as with any discussion of genre, the customary warning 
must be signaled that they are reference points, and that any individual 
case (song, artist, video, album) may easily fall between any genres, 
incorporate any number of them, or change their mutual articulations. 
[ ... ] Thus, a generic system can only determine certain limited aspects 
of representation. (Krims 92)41 
Suffice it to say that there are Native hip hop artists who display attributes of a 
"gangster mentality;" and whether they correspond to the "bling-bling" or "money, 
drugs, and hoes" elements of hip hop or promote violence and condone the use of 
profanity, this is unfortunately an ever present dimension of hip hop culture. As 
Manik remarks: "there's a ton of Native hip hop artists that aren't trying to be ... you 
know: 'we're the feather rappers!"' (Manik, personal interview). It is not my intent to 
deny that Native hip hop of a less positive constitution exists, but rather to illuminate 
the positive, which receives inadequate attention in most circles. 
Further augmenting the complexity of these categorical divisions, positive or 
progressive Native hip hop must be broken down further to more thoroughly clarify 
matters. There is a familiar division within the Native hip hop community; this 
division is composed of those who self-identify as "Native hip hop artists," and those 
who prefer being known simply as: "Hip hop artists who are Native." While this 
distinction may seem immediately apparent and self-explanatory, it is not as 
straightforward as it may seem. Some artists, like War Party for instance, place 
political content and positive, empowering messages at the forefront of their music. 
War Party very well may have established Native hip hop as a socially conscious 
and often overtly political genre. Other hip hop artists choose to distinguish or 
41 See Krims (87-92) for a more in-depth discussion of this concept. 
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distance themselves from this type of label, because they do not wish to be typecast 
in these roles. Thus, although they may have content which is political, and they 
often espouse music that puts forth positive and empowering messages, they do not 
focus on these issues, and/or do not wish to be known so/ely/exclusively for this. DJ 
Combz speaks for hip hop crew the 1h Generation based out of Penticton, BC; he 
describes this point of contention: 
[ ... ]we don't like to be classified as 'Native HipHop.'[sic] We are 
Natives doing HipHop. Don't get me wrong, we're proud to be Native 
but there's that whole stereotypical thing about Native HipHop. You're 
expected to rap about the sovereignty, politics, white people taking 
land, and all the injustice that has happened to our people. We are 
quite aware of all those issues and we are not trying to blow them off 
but at the same time music for us is about our life experiences and 
what has happened to us. We do have some songs with a Native flair 
but we don't focus on that issue alone. We cover a wide range of 
topics and we're not trying to cut down anyone in what they believe in 
and cover, but this is what music is to us. (Combz qtd. in posting by 
rob, "7th Generation AYN.ca Interview," online posting) 
Although 7th Generation do not wish to be known as Native hip hop artists, and they 
may not focus on "Native" issues or politics, for the purposes of this study, they still 
fall under the classification of positive or progressive Native hip hop. They choose to 
omit direct references to political issues or Native "history lessons," but they 
nevertheless promote empowerment and a positive message for Native youth. For 
example, 1h Generation offers motivational workshops focusing on topics such as: 
youth at risk, and drug and alcohol, among others (ih Generation, Home page). DJ 
Combz indicates that they strive for a message that is positive but fun and doesn't 
aim to preach (Combz qtd. in posting by rob, "7th Generation AYN.ca Interview," 
Online posting). Congruently, Eekwol states that social issues play an important role 
in her music, but admits to shying away from overtly politically based lyrics. 
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I try to stay away from too much political talk in my songs because in 
my experience - like I hear political music and it's good but sometimes 
it gets a little monotonous cause you want to listen to music and enjoy 
it but you don't want to start feeling angry and you know ... or having to 
rewind it and say what does he mean by that? You know ... you just 
want to be relaxed. (Eekwol, personal interview) 
However, not only are there artists who do not wish to be identified 
specifically as Native hip hop artists (including Tru Rez Crew, Os12, Eekwol, 
Slangblossom, -jh Generation), there are Native hip hop artists such as Manik, 
Morin, Os12 and Kootenay, who place certain conditions/requirements on those 
individuals or bands who are entitled to call themselves such. Manik, Shae Morin, 
Os12, and Conway Kootenay all emphasize the responsibility that comes with being 
a Native hip hop artist and representing for Native people in a positive light (Manik; 
Morin; Os12; Kootenay; personal interview). They acknowledge the reality that 
Native hip hop artists are unavoidably in a position to be role models, and those 
artists need to stand up to the responsibility that "comes with the territory," in order 
to have a positive effect on Native youth. I will address this in more depth later, 
when I examine Native hip hop and it's less overtly political manifestations. 
Finally, the subcategory or subgenre of progressive Native hip hop that I am 
most interested in is political hip hop, alternatively referred to as resistance rap or 
revolutionary rap (Manik; Reece, personal interview). War Party and Manik are both 
known for their propensity toward socio-political messages. War Party initiated this 
dialogue in a major sense with their video "Feeling Reserved." They highlighted 
issues that affect Native people everyday and brought this to the public eye. 
Rotation (airtime) on a major Canadian media source: Much Music, brought their 
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message out to substantial youth audiences. While War Party is renown for taking 
up a political standpoint with their music, Manik takes this one step further. Manik 
takes the political element to the next level; he is closely associated with various 
political movements and activities (ie the Native Youth Movement, NYM), and 
represents a radical/activist perspective. In an interview with mwalu Peeters in 
2002, Manik states that: "I've given myself a mandate to speak about political issues, 
social issues, and basically just raw emotion" (Peeters, internet source). A year 
later, in an interview with me, he describes the very progressive, radical stance he 
takes with his music: 
My personal approach is, I'm a really ... controversial rapper, I want to 
say stuff a lot of people are afraid to say or have shied away from 
saying .... ! think it's a good type of medicine, I think people need 
to .. . need to be- like woken up ... really harshly almost. I think the 
biggest problem or plague to human being is ignorance, right, and not 
learning. So when I say something that's true ... if I was to say-
rapping ... l'm like: "and my grandmother got raped in residential 
school,"- well- right, to some people they'd be like- "Oh my god, 
why did they say something about a grandmother being raped?" But 
like to a person who knows, they're gonna be like, "so did mine," you 
know. (Manik, personal interview) 
One of his primary goals is to invoke people to think and wake people up (Manik, 
personal interview). He likes the term resistance rap, or "revolutionary Native rap, 
cuz a lot of people don't go there or they don't know that lifestyle or that head space" 
(ibid, emphasis mine). And while Manik may not be as commercially known or 
recognized as War Party, his absence from mainstream video rotation attests to his 
commitment to grassroots efforts and values. A recent example of this grassroots-
underground component to Manik's political nature is his participation in a Hip Hop 
Festival Against War and Occupation, which took place during the second week of 
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June 2005 in Vancouver, BC.42 Manik's participation in diverse projects (including a 
link to t.v. series, Moccasin Flats, both Manik and Os12 are featured during the 
credits of the show) and high profile status within the underground scene has 
contributed to a prominence that matches War Party's and additionally, he has 
developed a reputation for revolution. War Party and Manik both exemplify what I 
refer to as political hip hop. This term will be used for simplicity's sake, but 
resistance and revolutionary rap are terms that evoke - perhaps more poignantly, the 
concept of hip hop with a deliberate socio-political focus. 
I have attempted to identify and explain various divisions within Native hip 
hop in order to present an idea of what this genre of music entails, and the ways in 
which it diverges from the original African-American form(s) of hip hop. Hopefully 
through this discussion I have managed to clarify some of the major distinctions 
within Native hip hop, and established a useful lexicon for the purposes of this study. 
2.8 Considering the Positive vs. Negative Impact of Hip hop 
It is apparent through the discussions I've had with interview participants that 
there is a certain level of ambiguity as to the impact of positive versus negative hip 
hop. This dichotomy between "positive" versus "negative" is overly simplistic, but 
allows for an efficient approach to the discussion; keep in mind the complexities 
already discussed at length. Through my interview questions, I really wanted to get 
42 
"The links between hip hop culture and war and occupation have never been more clear than 
today," said Hip Hop Festival Against War and Occupation spokesperson Nicole Burton. "From urban 
youth of a/1 backgrounds to Indigenous reservations across Canada to the Gaza Strip in Palestine, hip 
hop is blowing up as part of a movement for dignity and justice for people who are oppressed by war 
and occupation. For the first time in the world, MA WO is bringing the anti-war movement and hip hop 
directly together in a festival to strengthen, popularize and diversify the politics and makeup of both 
movements" (Mobilization Against War and Occupation, internet source). 
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a sense of what kind of impact these artists feel hip hop has on Native youth. Like 
anything, there are two sides; David Newhouse's story of the lroquoian twins comes 
to mind again (Newhouse, ''The Struggles with Tradition") and they discussed both; 
this is a major reason I was compelled to incorporate the "positive vs. gangsta hip 
hop" discourse and definitional framework to the extent that I have. A detrimental 
side of hip hop is universally acknowledged, but the role of a positive-progressive hip 
hop is seen as a countermeasure, with the potential to facilitate movement beyond 
hip hop music of a more "negative" nature. 
When prompted as to whether Native hip hop has a stronger positive or 
negative impact on youth, Shae Morin responded saying: 
In the first wave of ... there being hip hop ... I think it's really positive, 
cuz all of a sudden ... there's an outlet, you know what I mean? And 
there's something for someone ... like just having something to do is so 
important. I think it's soo overlooked .. like urn ... my family's involved 
with a couple of .. . bands like the Fort Ware band and Tsay Keh Dene. 
And .. . they come to our house and it's just, you see how happy they are 
to have something to do sometimes. So it's soo good that.. .that kids 
have something to do, and an outlet and .. . just that people have an 
outlet in hip hop. So that's- it's positive in that way. And it seems 
like ... the next sort of immediate impact seems to be negative to me, 
because it's like I see ... it seems like the immediate thing that most of 
the kids I've even talked to, gravitate towards, are like .. . the flashy stuff, 
you know what I mean? The attention grabbing stuff, and the angry 
stuff. (Morin, personal interview) 
Morin identifies a central problematic as the type of hip hop Native youth are 
attracted to, and he describes how he sees his capacity to counter this situation: 
A lot of the time people who don't have anything - Like a lot of the time 
people who maybe have negative ... negative stuff to bring across, are 
the people who have the most. .. have the most guts and they have the 
least to lose, so they just go out and maybe they ... party and whatever, 
and they have fun and write music and ... it's all good, but I think it's the 
responsibility of people who think they have something to say ..... like 
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myself -like I used to sit around and complain, like I'd be like, "Oh, 
that's so dumb ... You shouldn't write songs about guns and drugs and 
stuff .. " and then I'm sitting around not doing anything. So I don't have 
any right. And that's why I feel a little more justified now, because I'm 
making my own music, and it's like, that's the only way for people 
to .. .for Native kids, for any kids, to hear good stuff is like you have to 
go out and make it and bring it to them. And I just think that if 
your ... you know, if you're doing the right thing ... and it's what you're 
meant to do, it's just. .. it's going to happen, and people are going to 
hear your stuff. (Morin, personal interview) 
Eekwo/'s thoughts on the subject are consistent with those of Morin. She is 
aware of a "gangster-element" in Native hip hop, but affirms the capacity of positive-
progressive Native hip hop artists to counteract this gangster tendency present in 
Native youth circles. 
[Hip hop is] based on oppression ... and you can turn it into a negative 
form of music or a positive form and I know a lot of our Native youth 
right now are involved in the negative aspects ... of the gangs and 
the ... you know, thinking it's cool to ... wear the bandanas and be in 
colours and stuff and so some hip hop groups and some Native hip 
hop emcees are doing that gang, gangster type lyrics ... But then 
there's also the groups that are using our traditions and creating a 
positive music like War Party, and Tru Rez, Manik, Os, and my crew 
lnnersoulf/ow .. . so ... we're trying to create a positive image ... (Eekwol, 
personal interview) 
Os12 views the paradoxical impact of Native hip hop on an abstract or 
philosophical level; he uses a medicine analogy to describe hip hop's potential: 
Native hip hop can have a big ... it can have a ... good or a bad effect. 
Just like anything, you know. Medicine can be pais .. . poison can be 
medicine, or it can be deadly. You know, snake venom is used as an 
antidote or a medicine for some things, but if it's used lethally then it's 
gonna kill you and it's the same thing with words. Words could be 
medicine or they could be poison. (Os12, personal interview) 
While the ambivalence of this statement leaves no clear indication of one persuasion 
of hip hop (negative or positive) having a greater impact than the other, there is an 
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implicit acknowledgment of the power of positive-progressive hip hop and moreover, 
the healing capacity contained therein. 
When questioned about the impact of hip hop - specifically negative or 
gangster hip hop, Conway Kootenay directs attention to the environment's affect on 
youth, and the responsibility of the parents. This digresses slightly from the previous 
dialogue, in that Kootenay is addressing the so-called negative persuasion of hip 
hop, but placing it within the greater context of family and community. He suggests 
that those who would focus on the negative influence of hip hop take a closer look at 
the bigger picture, rather than immediately placing criticism on the music. 
I don't think [negative hip hop] has a really big impact on Native 
youth . I think what has more of a impact on Native youth, is the way 
they grow up, you know. The lack of ... the parents not being there 
because they're at bingo, or they're in the casino all the time. Basically 
raising themselves as kids, the things that they see. But it's easy to 
say -I think it's easy to say, 'Well, what kind of music are they 
listening to?" Right? Like, 'What's this guy saying on this music that's 
making my kids go out and rob people?" ... lt's easy to say that. It's a 
good scapegoat. Blame it on the music, blame it on what you're 
seeing on tv, you know. I think that- I don't think that it has a really 
huge impact, because to me, I think, at the end of the day- you're 
spreading your message but like ... if I say on a track you know "I'm 
gonna rob a bank and do this," you're not going to see a mass of kids 
go out and rob banks and do this because I say it. Right, they're 
gonna do that because the way they grew up, you know, because of 
things they saw in their lives. I don't think it has a huge impact, I think 
what has a bigger impact is the lack of responsibility the parents have 
to the kids. That's the way I see it. (Kootenay, personal interview) 
An important aspect of Kootenay's narrative here is the emphasis that he places on 
the family environment that youth grow up in, and specifically, the responsibilities 
that parents and communities are failing to meet in order to successfully raise their 
children. It removes the discussion regarding the positive vs. negative influence of 
hip hop from the realms of music and media, refocusing attention on the social 
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dysfunction in the home and community, and stresses the impact this dysfunction 
has on Native youth. 
I just want to tell you my story ... and you know, like I said, "Take it for 
what it is." And you know, if you want to take it negatively, take it 
negatively. If you want to take it positively, take it positively. I think 
all. .. when it comes down to it, I think it's the way the kids are raised, 
the way the kids are brought up, you know. If you're brought up ... cuz 
a majority of our kids come from dysfunctional families, I come from a 
dysfunctional family. You see a lot of alcoholism, you know, 
uhm ... suicides, drinking and driving accidents ... you know, things like 
that. We come from that, we all could relate to that. All of us can. And 
I mean ... so basically we come from a negative environment. And to 
turn that negative environment into a positive thing takes a long time. 
You know, because it took me ... a long time to basically ... learn from 
negative experiences and turn them into positive. You know, because 
every experience you have in life, I believe has - could have a positive 
impact on you, or negative impact on you. It all depends on how you 
take it. Say something happened to you. You know, something that 
you think is very negative. Try and find the positive thing from that and 
learn from that mistake. And move, on, so you don't make that same 
mistake again. That's the message that I want to spread to the kids. 
(Kootenay, personal interview) 
Kootenay maintains that social/familial dysfunction and related issues resulting from 
growing up in a negative environment (undoubtedly related to the impacts of 
colonization) can be overcome by transforming those negative experiences into 
positive ones. Hip hop provides an ideal medium for this process, and as has been 
discussed, this transformative process has the potential to work towards 
decolonization. 
Simon Reece revisits the dialogue regarding "acting black" discussed earlier; 
he describes this phenomenon as the negative aspect/influence of Native hip hop, 
but he acknowledges that apart from this, Native hip hop does have positive 
potential. 
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I think that most Native youth now ... they feel like ... they'd rather be 
black, than white, and ... you could hear it, like ... within Native youth in 
different. .. secluded- isolated regions where they have like ... they have 
the ... hip hop accents, the U.S. accents, and they've ... you know ... they 
haven't grown up around it. .. and they imitate it. But that...that is the 
mainstream .. . that is the commercialized .. . rap, it isn't.. .. socially 
conscious, and it's not...politically motivated, and none of the ... you 
know- none of the lyrics or material has to do with ... you know helping 
our communities and, you know just reading into- between the lines 
of ... what's real and what's wrong. And I think that. .. Native hip hop can 
possibly ... you know, break a lot of borders ... with ... racially, and ... you 
know, politically, and just to let people know .... how our. .. where we're 
[Native people] at...right now. (Reece, personal interview, emphasis 
mine) 
The indeterminate nature of the positive vs. negative discourse surrounding Native 
hip hop is extended with Manik's thoughts on the topic. While Manik feels very 
strongly about mainstream hip hop's (specifically Native, as well as hip hop in 
general) negative impact on Native people, he feels just as strongly about hip hop's 
positive potential: 
Well hip hop impacts society as a whole so tremendously. It's really 
bad ... that's what we were talking about in the workshops earlier. Is 
just like ... we've got all the mainstream rap songs are now definitely 
telling young guys to ... womanize ... telling young guys to disrespect 
ladies, telling young guys it's acceptable or cool to .. have the best car, 
the most money, the best this and that right? So hip hop in general is 
affecting our people, our human people in such a negative way. I think 
that...being a Native hip hop artist...for my people, my Native people, 
when I rap and I can give them something honest to relate to ... that's 
not like ... that's not like ... regressing ... like the music we listen to now- if 
we turn on the radio, like the mainstream music is all crap. It's all like, 
negative ... it's all bringing a person down .... So ... on society as a whole, 
hip hop music is really detrimental. To our people, good Native hip 
hop that's not trying to mimic the mainstream music will hopefully make 
us a little bit more prouder and make us a little more happier ... all 
positive hip hop should do that to everybody, right? .... going to school 
as a Native person, I think a lot of Native people ... can relate to it, you 
grow up and you're being taught b.s. in the school system ... itself ... in 
social studies 6, or social studies 7, and so on and so forth. And then 
you have to deal with racism at school - I know I grew up looking in the 
mirror like: "Oh I'm just an ugly Indian and nobody likes me and I'm a 
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dirty person and nobody wants to be my friend and everybody laughs 
about me!" you know, so ... when War Party had their video out, which 
is the first Native rap video, somebody would ... a young Native person 
who grew up dealing with this, they're teenagers now, they're 17 years 
old, they're in grade 11, and they've dealt with the name-calling, 
racism ... b.s. education, so on and so forth, that they see like ... that's 
one message maybe that's going to make them feel happier and 
maybe they're gonna be like: "Oh, that's pretty cool, I could dress like 
any of those other people, I could like, rap like any of those other 
people .. " You know what I mean, "and I could do it from a really 
original, genuine perspective, right?" So ... [Native hip hop] could be a 
really positive thing. As long as our artists remain positive. At least 
the ones that are trying to market themselves as Native hip hop artists. 
Don't get me wrong, there's a ton of Native hip hop artists that aren't 
trying to be ... you know: "we're the 'feather rappers!"' (Manik, personal 
interview) 
Manik delineates the adversities of negative/mainstream hip hop, but I think he also 
powerfully demonstrates how Native hip hop can counterbalance this type of music, 
and provide a positive route to empowering Native youth. Manik shares some very 
painful parts of his experience growing up with racism; he touches on discrimination 
both within the educational system and ostensibly that more closely related to inter-
racial dynamics with other students. In this way, hip hop helps to empower and re-
affirm Native identity, counteracting these negative experiences resulting from 
discrimination and racism. Native hip hop's potential as a positive influence for 
Native youth is well-illustrated through these narratives, and gives a clear example 
of how hip hop can act as a method toward decolonization. 
After completing my interview questions with Manik, I asked if he had 
anything else to add, or if there were any important points that I had missed. He 
proceeded to relate a critical message, urging community leaders to recognize the 
positive potential of Native hip hop, and start supporting the aspirations of their 
youth . He impressed an image of the strong youth participation in hip hop within 
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Prince George as an example, and proposed that community members contribute to 
this positive hip hop scene: 
It's really amazing how you can watch .. . you can come to Prince 
George and there's some kid who's been practices beatboxing: "yeah, 
yeah, yeah, yeah!" They just love it and they eat it up, and those kids 
that are breakdancing [referring to the Native Youth Crew] ... and you 
know ... it's ... so necessary because ... especially in small, rural 
communities, hip hop can work wonders if there was some type of 
program or curriculum, or like some type of dedication to the 
community. If they recognize that this is what our kids are listening 
to ... now we could build on it and we can support the Native rappers 
and we could support these people's dreams and become Native hip 
hop artists or we could worry about the basketball jersey .... 1 think 
people need to start supporting hip hop in Native communities .. . is like 
a ... really good healthy thing, cuz it's a super healthy thing ... if people-
if community members and community leaders could take their mind 
off of what they see, or if they could learn that there's alternatives to 
the mainstream stuff that they're used to ... cuz people would be like, 
"Oh ~eah, the kids want to see a hip hop show." They turn on Rap 
City 3, they'd be like, "No, we don't want our kids listening to this," 
right? And if their communities could become more supportive, start 
building programs and stuff, their kids would eat it up .... if they're 
looking for recreation for communities, this is definitely something 
that's important. Just as long as .... these older people are willing to 
step out a little and step out on the edge ... and be like, "Ok .. ok, we'll 
trust.. we'll trust you guys, we'll trust that this is a really important 
'brainwash,' this is an important teaching tool, this is an important 
media." Cuz if we don't give the young people something good then 
they're gonna be stuck with what's out there right now and 
that's .. . that's really dangerous. (Manik, personal interview) 
Manik stresses the critical requisite for parental and community recognition of 
positive hip hop's potential; when developed this recognition can in turn lead to 
support for Native hip hop artists. Community backing and encouragement is crucial 
in order to further develop positive hip hop, and is also vital in expanding its 
potential. This would work to divert and perhaps convert the attention of Native 
youth from more negative forms of hip hop. 
43 Rap City is a hip hop show aired on Much Music. 
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Chapter3 
3.1 Socio-political Conscious-progressive Hip Hop 
I have established some of the intricacies of the labels and genre systems 
within Native hip hop, discussed positive and negative impacts of hip hop, and have 
indicated that I will be primarily concerned with Native hip hop of a 
positive/progressive nature. Now I will proceed to discuss Native hip hop within the 
context of its political attributes. War Party is, as previously mentioned, closely 
identified if not synonymous with, Native hip hop of a political nature. With their first 
heavily rotated single on Much Music, "Feeling Reserved," they established 
themselves as Native hip hop artists with explicit socio-political content in their 
music. As is stated on their official website: 
500 years in the making representing the roots of real hip-hop. War 
Party has paid dues in the Canadian hip-hop music scene since 1995 
pioneering reservation political & social rap targeted to the 
mainstream. War Party breaths new life into the world and plight of the 
American Indian; through the power and influence of hip-hop music 
they bring a message of truth and reconciliation in a quest for change. 
Through music War Party tells a powerful story of hip-hop, courage, 
honesty and determination. It is music that makes a difference. War 
Party stands for the true voice of Hip-hop culture, creating positive 
change and awareness through rap music. (War Party, "Biography," 
internet source) 
In fact, with this song and the accompanying album, "The Reign," and their follow-up 
album "The Greatest Natives from the North,'o44 it is not an overstatement to say that 
War Party set a standard for Native hip hop music. After "Feeling Reserved," 
debuted nationally in January of 2002 (Warparty, "Biography," internet source), 
44 Both of these albums contain versions of the song "Feeling Reserved," but the version aired on 
Much Music is the remix version of the song, which is off of the album: ''The Greatest Natives from 
the North." 
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Native hip hop was expected to contain elements of social and political commentary, 
and this almost became a criterion of sorts for Native hip hop. In this sense, War 
Party broke new ground, voicing historical and current issues of direct relevance to 
Aboriginal people, and especially Aboriginal youth.45 With their music, War Party 
developed a lyrically-heavy rap that carries on the original roots of hip hop, providing 
a voice for Native youth, who besides being Aboriginal, are further marginalized 
because of their age. 
Socio-political issues are inextricably connected to the lives of Native people; 
social and political realities compose the everyday experiences and struggles of 
Native youth, and this is reflected in the experiences and lyrics of Native hip hop 
artists. Thus, although I have mentioned artists who prefer to distance themselves 
from these terminological designations,46 it is almost impossible to draw a line 
between Native hip hop which is political, and that which is 'apolitical'. Aside from 
the distinctions previously discussed through the examination of subcategories of 
Native hip hop (ie gangster & party hip hop); I am of the persuasion that an 
'apolitical' Native hip hop is non-existent. The appropriate nature of this seemingly 
grandiose statement is apparent when one considers that simply existing as a Native 
person in Canada can be construed as a political act. I echo Simon Reece's 
comment that: 
With all the ... human rights violations and atrocities that Native people 
had to suffer, I think by just us being here, is a political statement. 
Because we were meant to be ... wiped out. To be stuffed on little 
tracts of land ... to be forgotten about and die of disease, or just...dying 
by systemic racism. (Reece, personal interview, emphasis mine) 
45 Although War Party is at the forefront of the Native hip hop scene in Canada, Native hip hop 
groups/artists such as WithOut Reservation, and Litefoot have played a similar role in the US. 
46 Refer to pages 72-74. 
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Of course, existing as a Native youth, and voicing oneself in a public manner adds 
further political significance! Each of the artists that I interviewed spoke to social 
and political issues on some level, even those who are reluctant to associate 
themselves with the social/political designation. The following dialogue reveals that 
everyday struggles relating to identity are often grounded in narratives of 
discrimination and racism. These narratives also demonstrate that strong 
connections to politically influenced community-based initiatives prove hip hop's 
potential to actively address important issues. 
Conway Kootenay discusses discrimination and racism and the connection 
between these experiences and his music. The following narrative illuminates 
everyday aspects of racism that are subtle, but have a lasting and damaging affect 
on Native youth. The detrimental affects of this type of racism are multiplied when 
one comprehends not only how often Native youth encounter such attitudes, but how 
many different places these attitudes are prevalent. 
You've got a lot of angry kids out there. A lot of kids that, you 
know, go out on the street, and you know, people look at them funny-
and it's like well, you know, 'Well, you're a racist person." You know, 
this and that. I used to be like that. So that's kinda where my music 
came from. It's kinda like you basically have nobody to listen to you -
you know. You walk into a store, and they stare at you- you know-
they're looking at you constantly ... you know, stuff like that. And ... you 
know, it happens today, like it even happened - like it still happens to 
me all the time. I walk into a store and people'll be looking at me, or I'll 
check into a hotel and people will be like, 'Well, you're name's not on 
the list," this and that, you know- "These guys are going to cause a lot 
of trouble here! They're gonna have parties, they're gonna do this, 
these guys are a rap group ... " You know? Like come on man, this is 
crazy like that, all over the place. I mean especially in small 
towns ... But I mean, you get used to it. I mean, not really get used to it, 
but you learn to tolerate it, because I think it's a part of realizing that a 
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lot of people aren't really educated on us - they don't know who we are 
as people ... (Kootenay, personal interview) 
Kootenay points out that youth can identify with his experiences; this empathy and 
familiarity with discrimination and racism illustrates one important way that artists are 
connecting with their youth audiences. Hip hop provides a forum to discuss issues 
such as this; and these issues are critical to address, because this process is part of 
empowering Native youth to move beyond these ignorant "perceptions" of Native 
people. 
Os12 reiterates these themes of identity, and discrimination; as with the other 
artists, he cites very personal experiences: 
... llike to tell people not to be afraid to be Native. I mean I grew 
up ... you know ... growing up in the eyes of people who hated me. And I 
don't even want to say names, but these people made me not like 
being Native. Close people to me. Close, closer then you would ever 
imagine, made me feel bad for being Native. And then, everybody at 
school too. And then, you know- in my home and then 
outside ... so ... there's no ... there's no way I was gonna live my life being 
ashamed of being who I am ... you know ... so ... you know ... l. .... as a 
Native people, to me - I speak to my Native people because 
there's ... we've got problems. And ... that's beside the point. There's 
nothing that I need to say. I don't need to say, "Native people got 
problems," because ... it's a fucking known fact. ... to me, I'm like well, 
"here's how you can solve your problems"- you know .... you know, 
find your inner self, inside. Tell yourself that you love yourself, you 
know- heal yourself. Find your medicine. That's the .... real thing for 
me is to find your medicine, and you know, don't be afraid to talk to 
your ancestors and stuff, and see your grandmas, yo! Go visit your 
grandma! (Os12, personal interview, emphasis original) 
Os12's narrative describes the process of decolonizing oneself, he gives little power 
to the "mess of colonization," (to use coyotesque terminology) preferring rather to 
take an active approach: directing energy toward accepting, loving, and healing 
himself. He challenges others to undergo a similar process of decolonization, and 
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reconnect with their culture; he suggests reaching out and developing relationships 
with elders as a means of achieving this positive sense of identity, and connection to 
culture and tradition. 
Kootenay and Os12's identity-centered narratives reflect a critical socio-
political discourse, even though they may not describe it as such. On a more overtly 
political level, Shae Morin describes his penchant for politically inclined subject 
matter: 
... I've grown up with a lot of people who've like got involved with 
political issues and stuff. So ... kind of like social. .. social activism, and 
all that stuff is a big part of my ... rhymes. And it's like, I'll try to write a 
party jam. I've honestly sat down, and be like o.k., I just want to write a 
song where someone can shake their ass. You know what I 
mean? ... And then ... all of a sudden I'll just be going on a tangent; you 
can't control the way the flow is when you're writing. And just 
something will come up where I'm like well, that's the word that fits the 
best and I'll start writing something political. .. And I don't mean to do 
that, but it just. .. it kind of comes out naturally. But the issues that are 
most important are probably .... well, I just did a song for ... an 
organization called the "Homeless Initiative." I just. .. licensed a song to 
them ... and it's ... I played it on the air for ya [referring to OJ 
Spreadeagle a.k.a. Brian Majora's radio show the "Frybread Power 
Hour," earlier that day on CFUR 88.7FM] ... it's like .. .from the point of 
view of a homeless person. So kind of .. .l identify with ... l don't want to 
say I identify with poor people because it sounds kind of fake or 
whatever ... but I totally do ... you know what I mean ... and uh ... l grew up 
without a lot of money, so, I just naturally ... I think I sort of ... understand 
how it feels to be that way ... and now I have a little more resources and 
I'm doing a little bit better for myself, and I have a .. . way to express 
that, so I can't take that out of ... what I'm doing. (Morin, personal 
interview) 
Morin's discussion offers some insights into the writing process and provides an 
example of not only political (lyrical) content in hip hop, but also gives a direct 
example of Native hip hop's capacity to influence and involve community. 
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Additionally, Shae Morin discusses the impetus for another song: "Point-Five," 
which depicts an identity related struggle, and another side of discrimination: 
... that was .... another cathartic thing .... l was working through ... it was 
almost like I was working through in my head ... what I had been ... how I 
felt about being half Aboriginal. And ... when I lived in Vancouver, I got 
involved with all these like political organizations ... like UNN ... and ... a 
couple other ones .... like the Urban Native Youth Organization ... I tried 
to get involved anyway. And ... in some cases, with some of those 
organizations, they just like - they embraced me, and they were like 
"Here's somebody that wants to contribute to what we're doing, wants 
to be a part of what we're doing." And big things happened because of 
it; I ended up going to Japan for like six months, and ... so I just.. .like I 
had so much gratitude to those ... organizations. And at the same 
time ... um ... like I'm not a visible minority ... like I'm not a visibly Native 
looking person. Uhm ... unless maybe if you're looking for it. But. .. so I 
go to some organizations, and ... in a lot of cases ... l was almost like, I 
was almost like blackballed as a result of it. .. And I think there's a lot of 
people that maybe experience that. You know what I mean? Like 
people who want to ... explore their roots and want to see where they're 
coming from as a Native person. But a lot of the time doors get shut 
on you because you're visible. And I understand that too, because, 
you know, there's things that. .. visible minorities go through, and stuff. 
I'm sure there's a lot of prejudices that happen that maybe I haven't 
experienced myself. But I just think there's a lot of like, a lot of anger 
that comes out because of that. So that's what the song was. It's me 
basically saying ... I'm point five Aboriginal, this is my heritage, 
and .. .like one of the lines in the song is: "this is my status." And 
basically all I'm saying is like, that's what's in my blood you know what 
I mean, so that's all the status I need. (Morin, personal interview, 
emphasis original) 
This narrative again reveals the very personal issues that come up in the music, and 
the unavoidably socio-political nature that is represented. 
Although Simon Reece is not himself a hip hop artist, he takes the opportunity 
to describe a CD compilation titled "Our Voice is Our Weapon and Our Bullets are 
the Truth," included with the vol. 5 issue 4, of Redwire magazine. The CD includes 
spoken word, and songs performed by Native artists of various genres, including hip 
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hop songs by Aztlan Underground "My Blood is Red", War Party's "Feeling 
Reserved," a collaboration by Manik, Os12, and Chile "Kill Them," and Kinnie Starr 
with "Red%x." Reece details some of the history behind the CD, and gives some 
really powerful examples of political issues being dealt with by Aboriginal people, 
and by Aboriginal youth in Canada. 
I don't really create hip hop music myself, but when we were producing 
the Redwire CD- our CD was called, "Our Voice is Our Weapon and 
Our Bullets are the Truth." And that was quoted from John Rampanen. 
He was ... uhmm ... actually married to my sister, in Port 
Alberni. .. B.C ... here on Vancouver Island -after he did a press release 
- after his home was invaded and raided by an anti-terrorist police 
force. And umm ... and the ... the exact.. .the quote was taken from him 
saying that there is .... the reason why the anti-terrorist enforcement 
team went into his home and my ... my sister ... and my nephews and 
nieces' home ... is because they had allegations that.. .umm ... they were 
stockpiling weapons. Somebody ... allegedly told them that he was 
stockpiling weapons outside of his house. But when he said at the 
press release .... that was ... he said that: "there's no need for us to 
stockpile weapons or arms, because our voice is our weapon. And our 
bullets are the truth. And nobody could take that away from us." 
Because that's more stronger than ... any other gun or bullets, or bombs 
in the world. Because that's ... that's all we got, right? ... So that's why 
we ... titled the CD ... the title ... is because that's completely ... true ... when 
you think about it...and ... when we produced the CD ... it's like ... these 
were bullets of truth, like every track on the CD had ... strong, beautiful 
messages, but it wasn't just: "kill the white people, kick' em back to 
Europe, or like "start roadblocking ... "- stuff like that. It had to deal 
with ... many different issues on different levels. And I think 
as ... communities across Canada and the United States, we have to 
learn self-sustainability, we have to learn to care for one another, we . 
have to learn how to function as ... self-sustainable communities, 
like ... our social structures, and our matriarchs have to be put back in 
place to have healthy, functioning communities. And uhm ... and 
these ... all those tracks on the CD ... deal with some kind of social 
problem. Or ... something that people can relate to. Native youth 
especially. When it comes to ... whether it's sexual abuse, racism, 
stereotypes ... whatever. And it's just that...anybody ... any Native 
magazine out there, or Native ... group can produce a compilation CD. 
But not...one of those groups can produce a CD compilation like us. 
Because we are sending out bullets of truth, and we're aiming it at the 
hearts of ignorant people. (Reece, personal interview, emphasis 
original) 
This is a poignant illustration of the kinds of deep-seated issues that can be 
addressed through music, and exemplifies another collaborative effort involving 
Native hip hop artists. Shae Morin's connection with the "Homeless Initiative" and 
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this compilation CD both function to raise awareness, and educate society on critical 
issues and struggles that Aboriginal people are confronting on a daily basis. 
Besides raising awareness, both of these projects demonstrate an active element to 
hip hop, and an impressive level of commitment to community. 
Even Eekwol, who as stated in chapter two, prefers to distance herself from 
political "talk," nonetheless sees education as an important goal for hip hop. She 
describes the importance of: " ... empowerment for Native people in general, and 
yeah just realizing ... an awareness for our past. And why there's so much poverty 
and alcoholism and where it all comes from" (Eekwo/, personal interview). 
Education- building awareness of the history of Canada's Aboriginal 'people and the 
affects of colonization are both an implicit part of this task. 
Each of the artists considered thus far in this section address colonization, 
and consequently decolonization, to some degree, and illustrate the many 
dimensions of socio-political, and conscious-progressive hip hop. Through these 
expressions, these artists follow in the footsteps of Warparty, carrying the torch, and 
continuing the dialogue. 
In the same vain as War Party and the other artists described here, Manik 
differs slightly through his exhibition of a very deliberate activist standpoint. Manik 
'represents' (to use a popular term in hip hop meaning to represent something) at an 
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extreme end of the spectrum, stretching the boundaries of Native hip hop. He does 
not shy away from controversial subject matter, preferring to meet these issues head 
on, in order to get people thinking (Manik, personal interview). He describes his 
approach to hip hop as resistance rap or revolutionary Native rap, terms that clearly 
illustrate where he is coming from. Moreover, Manik goes beyond lyrical dialogue on 
Aboriginal issues: he has established and maintains a close connection with various 
politically oriented groups, and is constantly involved with numerous projects best 
described as both political and grassroots. Kruchak describes this activist 
background: "Manik is a member of the Native Youth Movement and has been 
involved in government office takeovers, community roadblocks and political rallies" 
(Kruchak, internet source). Manik sees Native hip hop as a vehicle for 
empowerment and consciousness-raising; he values the didactic potential of Native 
hip hop. When pressed on the issue he quips that: "we wanna have our 
own .... conscious hip hop residential school!" (Manik, personal interview). This 
theoretical link between Native hip hop and residential school subverts the original 
concept and intention of residential school, creating a powerful image of 
decolonization. The presence of Native hip hop artists like Manik, demonstrates that 
this idea is in fact, not far from reality. As a side note here, I find it fitting to mention 
that Reddnation (another hip hop group from Alberta) has the "Healing our Spirits 
Residential School Conference" listed in their performance credits, thus the 
connection between residential schools and Native hip hop takes on another 
dimension (Reddnation, Home page, 2000-2003). Manik's music and consistent 
involvement in various political undertakings composes part of a very radical, 
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grassroots segment of Native hip hop. Manik represents a radical-grassroots-
political element of progressive Native hip hop, but as the narratives from each of 
these artists has shown, not all Native hip hop needs to come from such an extreme 
or radical stance to offer a socio-political perspective. The range and dimension of 
social and political content and community involvement is illustrated through these 
narratives related by War Party, Conway Kootenay, Os12, Shae Morin, Simon 
Reece, and Eekwol. However, it is important to recognize that Manik's more 
pronounced radical-political version of Native hip hop does exist and has potential to 
push the boundaries, and this "wake up call" is a necessary engagement not only 
for Native people, but for society overall. 
3.2 Hip Hop Performance + Workshops/Speaker Forums 
Despite this focus on the socio-political and progressive stance in Native hip 
hop, numerous Native artists prefer to distinguish themselves from a direct emphasis 
on socio-political issues, adopting a stance where they self-identify as Natives doing 
hip hop, rather than as Native hip hop artists. I have already discussed the 
distinction between these two titles, however despite their differences, their goals 
and processes merge in many ways. A primary example is the common practice of 
featuring workshops in addition to concerts. Often hip hop artists and bands are 
booked with youth conferences and specially requested to play shows for specific 
Native bands, and in these cases, artists sometimes include workshops that 
complement their performances. The differentiation between those artists who are 
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overtly political in their music, and those who prefer to keep the socio-political aspect 
"under wraps" does not effect the empowerment precipitated through workshops. 
I have had the opportunity to witness such a hip hop show/ workshop 
combination locally, here in Prince George. The hip hop show was planned and 
organized by local Native youth with the supervision and guidance of Angela Sterritt 
through Carrier Sekani Family Services. The hip hop show and accompanying 
workshops brought together Manik, Os12, Eekwol, and Simon Reece. Each of 
these individuals participated and/or facilitated workshops on various topics relative 
to youth. The workshops were interactive and dealt with important current affairs; 
issues discussed included the positive and negative forms of hip hop, and the 
influence of media on the lives of Native youth. Workshop participants were 
encouraged to share ideas; they were attentive, and engaged in discussion with 
each facilitator. The hip hop performance was also interactive, and local Native 
youth were able to contribute their skills as breakdancers to the performance; they 
were even challenged to participate as emcees in freestyle battling. The 
composition and design of this workshop is prototypical of such coalitions and 
illustrative of events of a similar nature presented by other Native hip hop artists. 
Furthermore, as I mentioned in chapter one, in November 2003, I had the 
opportunity to travel to Hazelton, BC with Shae Morin (Versus), and his associate 
Dave Decoine, a Native beatboxer, and members of the Native Youth Crew. We 
were invited by Barbara Sterritt, Family Facilitator for Gitxsan Child and Family 
Services, to participate in a conference as part of National Addictions Awareness 
Week (November 19-22, 2003). The conference was set up with several workshops 
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in progress simultaneously. The conference had made a last minute change from 
the original location, and took place at a small hall connected to St. Peters church in 
Hazelton. In light of space restrictions, and acoustics, Morin and Decoine performed 
in the church adjoining the hall. 
Although this was a relatively "makeshift" solution to space restrictions and 
sound issues, I think that the location proved to be a very powerful and fitting image 
of decolonization. As I sat watching the performance I couldn't help but think of how 
empowering it was that these Native hip hop artists were performing at the front of 
this church filled with Native youth. The positive nature of Versus's music, and 
Morin and Decoine's place as role models sharing their stories, and performing for 
Native youth in front of the stained glass windows of the church represented, in my 
mind, a reclamation of Native identity and confidence. This identity and confidence 
was stolen and/or corrupted through colonization and the efforts of the church to 
convert and civilize, creating an intergenerational crisis for Native people. For me, 
this performance was a very clear representation of the decolonization process. The 
"workshop" was well attended; Native youth filled the pews, and seemed to really 
enjoy the show. Although they were cramped for space at the front of the church, 
the Native Youth Crew did some breakdancing as well. The performance was 
interactive, as youth were encouraged to come up and freestyle, and breakdance. 
Later that same day, a panel was set up for the final workshop, and this is the 
segment of the conference where I presented; I spoke briefly about my thesis topic 
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and concluded with the spoken word piece 'War Stories.'.47 A dinner and dance was 
held on the final night of the conference, where the Native Youth Crew again 
showcased their dancing skills . 
. The development of hip hop shows combined with youth workshops is a 
natural result of Native artists recognizing the didactic potential of hip hop. Whether 
through the music itself, or more explicitly through workshops facilitated by the 
artists, hip hop contains the possibility to channel knowledge and educate youth. As 
previously mentioned, Manik uses hip hop as a means to "wake people up" (Manik, 
personal interview) and emphasizes its significance as a "teaching tool" (Manik, 
personal interview). In an interview with mwalu Peeters, Manik describes the appeal 
of hip hop and the relationship between hip hop and workshops: 
I think those of us that decide to use hip hop use it basically as a way 
to attract our age group, our peer group, first off. This is the music that 
our generation listens to, our peers, and we want to recognize and 
honor that. So when we're trying to get a message across to young 
people, it's really hard to just put on a youth forum and expect for 
people to come. But we put on a hip hop show plus speakers, then 
people are going to come out. So I think we recognize the importance 
and power of that, and how strong that is. So we can tour places 
because they want to see us perform ... plus we got some workshops. 
Meanwhile we're focusing on the workshops [laughing], and like the 
shows are secondary. (qtd. in Peeters, internet source) 
While Manik emphasizes the workshop facet of the coalition, in many cases the 
workshop and the performance sides of the equation are considered elements of 
equal importance. As Conway Kootenay of the Red Power Squad explains, 
workshops emerged naturally along the way: " ... so basically, it kind of evolved into 
47 'War Stories" is a spoken word piece that I have read on numerous occasions, including the coffee 
nights mentioned in chapter one. I have included this piece as Appendix 2, although I feel it has 
considerably greater affect as a performed production. 
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doing workshops and then these kids [the Red Power Squad crew] basically sharing 
their struggles that they've been through, you know basically: youth talking to youth" 
(Kootenay, personal interview). Os12 explains that he values knowledge and 
attempts to educate through his music explaining that he wants people to learn 
(Os12, personal interview). The workshops serve to supplement this teaching and 
learning process, and have become a natural complement to hip hop performance. 
Other examples of Native hip hop groups that utilize the workshop format in 
addition to performing are: Reddnation, the "'h Generation, Tribal Wizdom, and 
Litefoot. These are just several examples of artists who have developed this 
combined music/workshop format, and offer such presentations.48 
Reddnation, based out of Edmonton, Alberta, has conducted workshops on 
alcohol awareness, youth empowerment, education, the music industry, and life 
experience (Reddnation, 2000-2003; 2005, Home page). The "'h Generation, 
based out of Kamloops, British Columbia are available to do motivational workshops, 
as well as workshops on: gang violence, prostitution, the history of hip-hop, drugs & 
alcohol, and expressing your self through music, (7th Generation, Home page). 
Tribal Wizdom is a (since disbanded) hip hop collective that combines performances 
(emcees, DJs, and spoken word artists) with workshops on topics ranging from 
alcoholism and teen pregnancy, to issues such as land claims, and Native 
sovereignty (Efron, "Native Hip-hoppers Rap Out Their Message," internet source 
48 This discussion does not represent a comprehensive listing on the subject; further research is 
necessary in order to identify a more complete list of Native hip hop artists/bands who act in this 
capacity, and to contribute to the development of the discourse 
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and Desjarlais, "Rediscovering Tribal Wizdom," internet source). As previously 
mentioned, Red Power Squad utilizes this format: 
In addition to their performances Red Power Squad facilitates 
informative and interactive workshops that cover a variety of issues 
such as Gang lifestyle, dysfunctional families, drug and alcohol abuse, 
HIV/AIDS, becoming young parents, the importance of Education, life 
on the streets to life on the rez. ("Dreamcatcher," internet source) 
Litefoot is a prominent North American Indian hip hop artist based out of the 
United States, and although I am focused primarily on Native Canadian artists, it is 
nonetheless appropriate to contextualize, touching on this Native North American 
artist. Lite foot is acknowledged by many as one of the first Native American rap 
artists (he started his music career in 1989), and besides being accomplished in 
both hip hop and film, he has gained an impressive reputation as a role model and 
motivational speaker (Litefoot, Home page).49 There is little doubt that the nascent 
Canadian hip hop scene has been influenced by Litefoot in some respect or other, 
not excluding this propensity for speaking to youth. 
This incorporation of motivational speaking and workshops with hip hop 
shows has been facilitated by the numerous opportunities for such presentations 
open to artists. The variety of events requesting and incorporating presentations of 
this nature into their programs range from conferences to powwows, to sports 
events. For instance, besides presentations for innumerable tribes, Litefoot has 
made appearances at various festivals, parades, educational institutions, youth 
centers, conferences, conventions, and powwows. Some of the less conventional 
venues Litefoot has attended are the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Smithsonian 
49 This homepage includes a number of reference letters detailing Litefoot's impact; these letters are 
passionate & indicate how moving his motivational speaking is, they are listed under the tab: media 
info. 
Museum of the American Indian as well as a number of different casinos (Redvinyl 
Records, internet source). 
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Returning to the Canadian arena, War Party (considering their status within 
the Canadian Native hip hop community) is an ideal group to illustrate the diversity 
of events and locations where Native hip hop has "represented." Apart from concert 
performances and record industry events, War Party has appeared at various 
festivals and conferences across Canada. Their performance listing (cited on their 
official website) indicates that they have appeared at the North American Indigenous 
Games held in Minnesota, Victoria, and Winnipeg, and their Empower Tour has 
taken them to at least twenty-eight different reserves, the majority of which were in 
Canada (Warparty, Home page, 4 Feb. 2005). I have isolated Litefoot and War 
Party to illustrate the range of events that include Native hip hop performances 
and/or speaker forums because they are two of the most established Native hip hop 
artists/groups in North America, the United States and Canada respectively. A 
thorough description of various events attended by Native hip hop groups exceeds 
the scope of this study, but I will elaborate briefly on several of the more prominent 
events that routinely include Native hip hop performances. 
3.3 Event Collaborations 
I have established some of the more socio-political aspects of Native hip hop 
performance and the features that allow for a natural transition from hip hop 
performers to workshop presenters. Moreover, I have delineated some 
artists/groups which have developed workshops to supplement their performances, 
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indicating that this represents a conscious attempt to teach and empower 
Indigenous youth. That said, workshops or speaking forums, or even emphasis on 
socio-political lyrical content are not necessary in order to achieve the goal of 
empowering Native youth. With this in mind, I will discuss three examples of hip hop 
collaborations, namely youth conferences, sporting events, and powwows. I have 
isolated these events in particular because they are high profile events, which 
through their very nature, reflect empowerment by encouraging success, motivating 
youth toward various goals, and presenting role models with whom the youth in turn, 
have the opportunity to observe and interact. The participation of Native hip hop 
artists in these events helps to facilitate these goals. Youth conferences, major 
sporting events, and powwows are three venues which have demonstrated an 
increasing tendency to include Native hip hop artists in their itinerary. This reflects a 
growing recognition (by Native communities) of both Native youth and hip hop, and a 
commitment to facilitating empowerment of these youth. 
Youth conferences or forums are popular sites for Native hip hop 
participation. The subject matter of the conference may vary, but the inclusion of a 
hip hop show draws in the youth. This is illustrated by several conferences in Prince 
George that included hip hop shows as part of their agenda: Versus did a hip hop 
workshop as part of the 2004 E-Spirit: Aboriginal Youth Business Plan Competition, 
and the 1h Generation performed at the 2005 Youth Conference. One example of a 
prominent annual youth conference that has included Native hip hop artists in their 
itinerary is the Dreamcatcher Aboriginal Youth Conference. This conference, which 
started in 1993, draws together delegates from across Canada; education, culture, 
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and personal development are central themes of this annual youth conference 
(Macewan, internet source). As previously mentioned by Manik, (Peeters, internet 
source) the incentive of a hip hop performance is recognized as an effective strategy 
for achieving youth involvement in such workshops and conferences. 
Major sports events have also collaborated with Native hip hop artists, using 
hip hop shows to entertain athletes and spectators. For instance, Reddnation has 
performed at the 2002 Arctic Winter Games in lqualuit, Nunavut, and during the 
same year, at the North American Indigenous Games in Winnipeg (Reddnation, 
"Biography," 2005). Similarly, Young Souls (another Native hip hop group based out 
of Alberta) has performed during the opening ceremonies of the Pan Am Games in 
Winnipeg (Ziervogel, internet source). Conway Kootenay and the Red Power Squad 
crew performed at the 2004 National Aboriginal Hockey Championships in Prince 
George, BC. And of course, I have already mentioned that War Party has had the 
opportunity to perform on several different occasions at the North American 
Indigenous Games, in Minnesota, Victoria, and Winnipeg (War Party, Home page). 
As well, powwows have now expanded in breadth to include hip hop 
performances. While hip hop may seem to be incompatible with the more traditional 
drumming and singing at powwows, hip hop is not necessarily discordant with these 
events. The connection between hip hop and more traditional forms of song will be 
considered in greater detail in the following chapter. However, I would like to point 
out that Native hip hop is breaking new ground with it's participation at powwows. 
For instance, Litefoot appeared at a 1995 AIM (American Indian Movement) 
powwow in Minneapolis, Minnesota (Redvinyl Records, Home page). In an article 
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by Christina Veran for the Village Voice, Veran describes hip hop participation in one 
of North America's largest powwows: 
Among the masses descending this week upon Albuquerque, New 
Mexico for the Woodstock-sized Gathering of Nations powwow will be 
scores of young folks representing the burgeoning Native hip-hop 
scene on reservations and in urban Indian communities across the 
continent. They're not just for fancydancing and fry bread but to catch 
live sets by headliner Litefoot and other key native rap artists like 
Shadowyze (Muscogee Creek/Cherokee) and TacTile (San Juan 
Pueblo/Rosebud Sioux) at the Gathering's Reach the rez concert, 
presented by Native Style Entertainment and the nonprofit Association 
for American Indian Development. (Veran, internet source) 
I have little doubt that there have been other collaborations between hip hop artists 
and the powwow trail, and that this will be a growing trend. To this end, I have had 
the opportunity to witness such a combination in the western region of Canada last 
summer. As it is directly relevant here, I will share my experience as a spectator at 
this event. 
On Saturday July 31 5 \ 2004, I attended the evening segment of the Kamloopa 
Powwow in Kamloops, British Columbia. After the evenings' numerous 
performances in the various categories of Men's and Women's dancing, and judging 
of both dancing and singing by the many drum groups, there was slotted a special 
presentation by the Penticton-based group fh Generation. Although the night's 
events were running behind schedule, I was determined to stay to watch MC Kasp 
and DJ Coombs perform. It wasn't until approximately 2 am that fh Generation "hit 
the stage," and most people had left by this point, but youth flooded the atrium as 
the first verses of the first set began. Kasp and Coombs started off with a serious 
and more mellow song, and they followed with a party song for the gathering crowd. 
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Instantaneously a huge circle formed in the centre of the arbor showcasing b-boys 
who at the sound of the music, were compelled to join in and breakdance. A 
breakdancing circle 5° formed around the dance; the sheer number of youth milling 
around surpassed the perimeters of a circle, growing into a crowd. As it would prove 
difficult to make my way to the front of this crowd, I decided to check out the view 
from the top of the stands. Even from the top-most bleacher, it was impossible to 
see much of anything, except a glimpse of a sneaker once in awhile, as the 
breakdancers executed spins and flips. Kasp followed up the party jam with a 
freestyle, as the breakdancing continued. The show, although brief, was incredible, 
and I was impressed at this image: a young Native hip hop crew performing at the 
day's end in the powwow arbor crowded with Native youth. The powwow MCs had 
retired for the night, and most of the adult spectators, dancers and singers had as 
well, but both the youth and Native hip hop were honoured and acknowledged with 
the powwow MC's introduction of this 'special presentation.' This performance at the 
Kamloopa powwow is a testament to the pervasiveness of hip hop with Native youth, 
but also illustrates the recognition and acknowledgment of the artform has gained 
from the greater Native community. Moreover, I would suggest that Native hip hop 
is being acknowledged for its potential to gain youth participation and promote 
positive and empowering messages to this youth audience. 
Very briefly I would like to add that Native hip hop artists are often asked to 
perform at graduation celebrations. Although I will not give numerous examples, the 
annual graduation celebration put on through the UNBC First Nations Centre has 
50 Breakdancing circles form around the breakdancers, allowing spectators to get a close look at the 
action, and cheer the b-boys/b-girls on; anyone is encouraged to take a turn, showing their dance 
moves. 
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invited both War Party, and Versus, on two different occasions to provide 
entertainment for their graduation dinner. 
I have provided several examples of Native hip hop outside its organic 
context as an unaccompanied live show or performance. As I have illustrated, 
Native hip hop shows have developed in two distinctive ways. They have expanded 
by incorporating workshops/speaker forums with performances, and/or by 
collaborating with other events. I have delineated the effective collaboration 
between Native hip hop and youth conferences, major sports events, and powwows. 
Of course, these associations do not eclipse the powerful effect of live performance 
or recordings on their own, but rather supplement shows or serve as symbiotic 
connections with other events. 51 
3.4 Empowerment: Cultural Pride 
I have previously initiated a rather obscure discourse regarding Native hip 
hop with various levels of political focus, which I will return to presently. The primary 
distinction is between those artists who are "Native hip hop artists," and those who 
extricate themselves from the implications associated with this designation. I have 
begun to consider how, although the latter may prefer to focus on their music, and 
51 I would like to note that this study discusses a limited range of Native hip hop artists/groups. Aside 
from the artists I have had the opportunity to interview; I have selected a number of others to support 
my discussion. Due to the large number of Native hip hop performers in Canada, and the limited 
scope and length of this study, I am not able to provide any kind of comprehensive account of the 
Native hip hop community. As this subject is nascent within scholarly discourse, I can only hope that 
this study prompts further research as the number of artists continues to grow. I do not wish to offend 
any artists by excluding/omitting them from this discussion. I am confident that those artists that 
appear in this piece are representative of the greater hip hop community. I mention these artists in 
order to demonstrate that this is a common, and growing, trend within Canada's Native hip hop 
community. 
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distance themselves from anything overly "Native" or political, there are numerous 
instances where their vision and goals merge with those who embrace the 
designation "Native hip hop." From this point I would like to concentrate on those 
intentions and aspirations that are held in common, de-emphasizing whether or not 
they are a particularly socio/politically-oriented artist/group. 
Native hip hop gives voice to a new generation of Native youth, and in 
numerous ways has an empowering effect on the fans/audience and artists alike. 
Hip hop groups and individual artists have developed at a grassroots, self-promoted 
level, and in many cases are gaining entrance into the industry/mainstream arena. 
Whatever discursive space these artists occupy and are aiming to occupy, their 
presence within Canada's transnational community (or postmodern community, as I 
have previously described it) is an incredibly powerful tool. Native hip hop artists are 
acutely aware of this medium's potential, and are using hip hop as a means to 
empower Native youth. This is articulated by Matt Kruchak, speaking about War 
Party. "The empowerment message, for themselves and for their community of fans, 
is the cornerstone of War Party's message now" (Kruchak, internet source). 
Hip hop offers the opportunity to educate through progressively conscious 
lyrics, and the didactic capacity is increased with those artists who include 
informative and interactive workshops as an addition to their performance. The 
potential of Native hip hop does not stop there, however. It is clear from the 
narratives of many Native hip hop artists that identity is an important theme within 
Native hip hop music. Considering these narratives, I suggest that empowerment 
can be achieved by promoting cultural pride and refuting stereotypes (identity-
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related issues), both of which seem to be common goals among artists. Another 
crucial empowering aspect of Native hip hop (that is closely connected to the first 
two), is the responsibility carried by Native hip hop artists/groups as they act as role 
models for Native youth. I will discuss these three facets of Native empowerment, 
with special attention to the latter because I feel it ties together the first two, but is 
also quite fundamental. 
When questioned regarding the role of culture within their music, cultural 
identity was of unanimous importance for those individuals interviewed for this 
project. Numerous other artists cited from web-based literature also emphasize hip 
hop's role in instilling a positive sense of self in Native youth. Cultural pride and 
identity holds prominence even for groups like TruRez Crew, who I exclude for the 
most part from my designation of the positive/progressive genre of Native hip hop. A 
statement from their website reflects this: 'We write to promote ourselves and our 
culture, therefore, the main theme in our music is that we are proud of who we are" 
(Tru Rez Crew, "Biography," internet source). 
While discussing the role of Native hip hop, Manik places a high value on 
renewing pride in Native culture: 
Ideally I think you'd like to see Native hip hop as a tool of motivation 
to give pride to our people. It's been ... so long- we've lost our pride 
and been detached from our culture and whatnot that it's really 
necessary to have all these contemporary tools to bring us back to that 
pride as much as possible. (Manik, personal interview) 
Manik describes how Native hip hop may impact Native youth: "Maybe they're going 
to want to grow their hair longer. Maybe they're going to want to talk to their elders 
and ask their elders a question about who they are as a person, or who their people 
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are as people" (Kruchak, internet source). During an interview with Sarah Efron, 
Manik reflects on his personal experience and journey with hip hop. He says that 
"[i]t probably made me more confident as a person and more proud of myself. 
there's [sic] no obstacles a person can't overcome" (qtd. in Efron, "Native Hip Hop 
Transcript," internet source). Manik describes how he perceives his role as an artist 
in this empowerment process: 
And I play a role ... cuz I want to make a song where ... l want to make a 
song where if there's- like a child who ... like a young girl who's 
contemplating prostitution or is involved in that, maybe I could say 
something that could make her feel happier or prouder or whatever 
need ... or stronger, or whatever the need is, right? So I try to touch on 
anything and everything that I grew up seeing. And I try to be 
considerate of my friends - guys and girls who experienced 
whatever. .. I try to touch on all social issues. (Manik, personal 
interview) 
Os12 speaks of hip hop as a subculture that has been used to fill the gap 
created by assimilation (Os12, personal interview). 
And nowadays it's like the youth need somewhere to go because our 
real culture is so foreign to them, and it scares them. That you know, 
you're scared of what you don't know and I know a lot of Native youth 
these days ... that are just like: "I don't want to do 
that...ceremony ... that's ... Native, and it's savage, barbaric!" That's 
because of what society has taught them. It's just how society has 
molded them and molded everybody to think. So to me, I really 
express the fact. .. I really express that you should never be ashamed 
of who you are, never be ashamed of your culture. Because ... you 
have the right to love how you are because you are put on this earth 
for a reason and it's just a matter if you choose to find that reason and 
that's where you have to go back into your culture to find why." (Os12, 
personal interview) 
Os12's insights into the cultural loss and confusion felt by youth is critical to 
understanding how hip hop provides a sense of belonging for youth who are 
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distanced or removed from their cultures, but can also serve as a conduit to 
rediscovering one's culture. 
Cultural pride is a critical message emphasized by Conway Kootenay as well. 
Besides providing cautionary tales giving advice derived from personal experiences 
that he'd rather others avoid, Kootenay emphasizes self-confidence. He simply 
states: "Hold your head up high - be proud of who you are ... Don't be ashamed of it" 
(Kootenay, personal interview). 
Eekwo/'s unique position as a woman in the Native hip hop scene is reflected 
in her dialogue. She is the only female hip hop artist that I had the opportunity to 
interview and one of the few female emcees in the Canadian Native hip hop 
community. Gender thus becomes a critical issue, foremost to although not 
unrelated to cultural pride. When prompted with the question of what issues are 
most important to voice through her music, Eekwol immediately brought up female 
empowerment: "Definitely empowerment- for women, cuz too many times women 
are not recognized. And it's so frustrating" (Eekwol, personal interview). Eekwol 
elaborates on the complexities of this issue: 
... 1 meet so many -I'm not going to start male-bashing here, but I've 
met so many males who just do not get it. Like they don't like me 
instantly because I'm not just going to sit in the corner and like - act 
shy and cute, that's not me - like, women are not born to do that 
so ... that's my main message- one of my main messages, and then 
just to be able to do music without having to say I'm a woman. 
Like ... it's kind of...sounds contradictory but it's not like I want...l want 
my music to be good enough just because I'm a woman, I don't want 
people to like my music just because I'm a woman - I want it to be 
because I have the skills and the ability to do it, so ... that's what I try to 
push in my music. (Eekwol, personal interview) 
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This gender-inflected perspective and the struggles therein, and reveals yet another 
dimension relating to cultural empowerment and pride. 
Speaking about the impact of Native hip hop on Native people, Eekwol 
focuses on cultural pride. She says that "for Native people I think they're very proud 
to see people creating music that's helping Native people. And I've had so many 
kids come up to me and just be like: "oh, I'm so happy you're doing this," like, "man, 
it's so cool and I want to do that" (Eekwo/, personal interview). Eekwol provides a 
direct illustration of how Native hip hop inspires and instills pride in Native people, 
especially Native youth. Native hip hop artists, as public figures, have the capacity 
to create a positive image that youth not only can relate with, and look up to, but be 
inspired by as well. 
Simon Reece, although conscious and optimistic about Native hip hop's 
potential, is cautious regarding its effect on Native culture. He is wary of hip hop's 
language and culture displacing youth interest in Native culture. Speaking 
specifically about language, Reece exemplifies: 
Like that's where it becomes dangerous. As . .. you don't want it [the 
English language] playing a very large role in our communities. 
Because that's when it becomes ... could become a problem. Because 
Native youth would rather learn to do hip hop and hip hop dancing 
and ... graffiti writing rather than learning their own culture. (Reece, 
personal interview) 
This quandary represents a topic for discussion on APTN's on-line open forum, "Is 
Hip Hop Replacing Native Culture?, Passing Fad or Cultural Threat?" (Online 
discussion forum) Reece presents a valid concern, but it is interesting to juxtapose 
it with Os12's preceding dialogue pertaining to cultural loss and confusion (Os12, 
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personal interview). Reece voices the danger of youth participation and interest in 
hip hop detracting from energy spent learning traditional language and culture. 
Os12's dialogue challenges this idea to some extent, illustrating how Native hip hop 
can offer a sense of belonging to Native youth, who are neither familiar nor 
comfortable with their traditions and culture. Native hip hop can in turn, serve as a 
starting place for the rediscovery of one's culture. This is even more relevant in the 
case of Native hip hop artists who are conscious and knowledgeable about their 
culture, traditions, and history. These artists are able to play a role in inspiring 
Native youth to seek out and learn more about their culture and traditions. 
There is a substantial segment of the Native hip hop community in Canada 
who carry knowledge about their Native culture. Some inform their audiences about 
this through lyrics and speaker forums (such as War Party and Manik), and others 
combine hip hop performance with cultural performance. Reddnation is one such 
crew: "[t]he performance group offers a blend of the old and the new. Their music is 
an interesting mix of hip-hop and traditional Cree songs, and their dancing combines 
breakdancing with hoop dancing" (Rideout, internet source). Clinton Soto, one of 
the groups co-founders is responsible for the cultural segment of Reddnation's 
performances. 
For Soto, a 24-year-old from the Sturgeon Lake reserve, The [sic] 
Reddnation is a tool to keep the Cree culture in the forefront. Soto's 
mother and grandmother taught him the language and instilled in him a 
sense of pride for the culture. He wants to pass that on to other young 
Aboriginal 'people. (Rideout, internet source) 
Soto reiterates Os12's reflection on assimilation and the resulting loss of culture, and 
indicates his goal to help bring traditional culture back to the youth. 
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'Some people don't understand how we suffered a lot of injustice, if 
you will. A lot of native culture was taken from us and we couldn't 
practice any of the old ways and the old dances that we used to have 
because it was considered to be savagery.[ ... ] We have lost so much 
that I try to bring back a little bit of it.' (qtd. in Rideout, internet source) 
Ill Logika/, another member of Reddnation, reaffirms Native hip hop's capability to 
stimulate pride in one's identity and ancestry: "They're not just coming to a hip-hop 
show ... They're coming to see and to realize who they are, where they come from 
and not be ashamed of their heritage" (qtd. in Kruchak, internet source). 
The Red Power Squad (also from Alberta) has a similar arrangement of hip 
hop and cultural performance. Conway Kootenay indicates that this combination of 
hip hop culture and Native culture functions to educate youth audiences regarding 
Native traditions (Kootenay, personal interview). I will return to this relationship 
between hip hop culture and Native cultural traditions in the following chapter, but I 
have included the topic in the discourse thus far in order to illustrate one way Native 
hip hop is helping to facilitate a rediscovery of culture for Native youth. 
3.5 Empowerment: Refuting Stereotypes 
Carl Wilson, in an article for the Globe and Mail, makes a very insightful 
comment regarding Native hip hop and the commonly entrenched stereotypes of the 
North American Indian. He references Thomas King's recent project, and questions 
society's conception of the contemporary Native: 
In his recent Massey Lectures, native writer Thomas King evoked the 
'Imaginary Indian,' the colonial image of the noble savage that still 
infests the non-native idea of first nations people and makes it seem 
that the only authentic Indian is a dead Indian. What could be more 
effective than natives in their teens and twenties rapping about their 
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circumstances to put people on notice that Indians are very much alive 
in the present day and part of the culture? 
(Wilson, internet source) 
The various stereotypes currently held by non-Native people about North American 
Indians do not escape the attention of Native hip hop artists. On the contrary, I have 
identified stereotypes as a common topic of discussion within the Native hip hop 
community. For instance, Rex Small boy from War Party makes the following 
statement in the Calgary Herald: 
I don't want my son to feel the stereotype that all Indians are welfare 
bums. [ .. . ] Lazy drunken-ass Indians we're not. Every reserve I've 
travel [sic] to there are hundreds of people that are far from that. That's 
why we are called War Party.[ .. . ] We're trying to fight these 
stereotypes and make a new beginning. 
(qtd. in McCoy, internet source) 
Henna 'C,' an emcee for the Winnipeg-based Da Skelpa Squad, also promotes the 
potential of Native hip hop to invalidate negative stereotypes about Natives: 
'We're just showing you that Natives do have talent. [ ... ] We ain't what you see on 
TV- Natives doing bad shit, drunk on the streets. We are making sure youth can 
use hip-hop as a tool to feel better about themselves," (qtd. in Kruchak, internet 
source). Conway Kootenay's description of the popular media-imagery of Native 
people corresponds with Henna 'C's; Kootenay says: "I could turn on the t.v. and 
watch the six o'clock news, and you'll see like, Native people on the streets ... they 
[the media] just portray us in a very negative way" (Kootenay interview). Native hip 
hop artists are acutely aware of some of society's negative perceptions of Native 
people, and the accompanying predisposition to ingest and perpetuate negative 
stereotypes without any effort to re-evaluate or reconsider their actual merit. Having 
endured this type of stereotyping and the corresponding prejudices throughout their 
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lifetime, it is a natural consequence that Native hip hop artists feel a need to address 
these misconceptions, both through their music, but also through their position as 
public figures. Native hip hop artists are working to create a new image of 
Indigenous people, disputing common stereotypes, and replacing them with a 
positive image of young, creative, and talented individuals. Of course, the 
stereotype of "gangster'' hip hop "hoodlums" is just as prevalent, so they face twice 
the challenge! I hope to do my part in this dialogue by highlighting those Native hip 
hop artists who are socially-conscious, progressive and are working to empower 
Native youth, and Native people in general, thus expanding the limited conception 
and knowledge most people have of Native hip hop artists. Shane Breaker provides 
a fitting summary of these ideas: "Hip hop represents the evolution of a generation 
finding a voice against their critics, using words and beats to destroy old perceptions 
of the 'Indian', and to generate widespread awareness about the Native people of 
the new millennium," (Breaker, internet source). 
3.6 Empowerment: Role Models 
Native people need a superhero bad. There ain't no Native 
superheroes. You don't see no supernatives or anything like 
that. .. people ... everyone wants someone to look up to. (Os12, personal 
interview) 
Native hip hop artists aspire to deconstruct negative images of Native people, and 
reconstruct a new image, positioning themselves as representatives of the modern 
Indian who represents an antithesis to these stereotypes (ie. the drunken street 
person or welfare bum narratives). In doing so, they come across the unavoidable 
responsibility of acting in the capacity of role models. Public figures, such as 
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athletes and the like, but in this context specifically musicians, inevitably encounter 
the question of whether or not they wish to accept the responsibility of being a role 
model. The degree to which they commit to this responsibility varies, with some 
undoubtedly refusing such obligation altogether. Similar divisions most certainly 
occur within the Native hip hop community; however, since I am concerning myself 
specifically with progressive Native hip hop most of the artists I will be discussing 
recognize the importance of this responsibility. 
Among the Native hip hop artists I have interviewed, setting a good example 
is somewhere at the forefront of their goals as artists. Most speak at length on the 
subject, recognizing their power of persuasion with their highly impressionable youth 
audience. With his work as a solo artist before forming Warparty, Rex Smallboy 
even received official public recognition for being an example for youth: "[ ... ] Rex 
received the 1995 Crystal Kids Entertainment Role Model of the Year Award," fYVar 
Party, "Biography: Executive Producer- Rex Smallboy," internet source). 
Numerous web sources also reveal Native hip hop artists who value hip hop's 
capacity for building role models for Native youth. In an article for the Georgia 
Straight, Manik (speaking at the time as an associate of the collective Tribal 
Wizdom), voices the potential that Native hip hop artists hold if they acknowledge 
and take on the capacity of role models. 
Manik says the group's members want to be positive role models for 
Native youth and encourage them to take control of their lives, as 
individuals and as aboriginal people. 'A lot of young Native kids love 
seeing Native rappers. They love to have a Native person they can 
look up to and they can be genuinely proud of,' Manik says. 'That's 
where I'm coming from. I'm telling people, 'Don't be one of the weak 
suckers. Don't be one of the weak human beings. Be the warriors; be 
the strong spiritual leaders.' 
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(Efron, "Native Hip-hoppers Rap Out Their Message," internet source) 
Shae Morin (Versus) also envisions Native hip hop's role as being "a way for Native 
people to build their own role models" (Morin, personal interview). He leaves little 
margin for those hip hop artists who try to absolve themselves of this responsibility: 
"There's a lot of people, rappers or whatever [that] tell you 'Oh, I'm not a role model, 
I'm just blah, blah, blah.' And it's like whether you like it or not, you're a role model. 
What you do- someone's looking at what you do" (Morin, personal interview). 
Manik elaborates on this view, illustrating just how seriously he takes this 
responsibility: 
I really believe that when you're standing in front and you have a 
responsibility to perform and to present yourself, that you have to do it 
in a respectable manner and that's how my people always have 
done ... you know that's how they lived their life. And so when I 
see ... a ... person sitting there rapping about: 'yeah, guns and drugs, 
and money, and bitches and hoes,' that's just like someone walking 
into a long house drunk and swearing at the elders, right. .. my 
headspace is, ok, being a speaker, being a representative of my 
people I have to say it a certain way, do it in a certain way, and I can't 
let my people down. (Manik, personal interview) 
This theme of accountability to elders is echoed by Os12, as he vehemently outlines 
the responsibility and respect required of Native hip hop artists. 
[l]t's up to these ... rappers, and musicians ... to ... choose their words 
wisely. You know, I'll say it blatantly: 'Fucking smarten up because 
you're teaching the kids the wrong stuff, you know, think about what 
your grandma would say, think about what she would think. Before 
you write your ... what you're writing down [hip hop lyrics]. (Os12, 
personal interview) 
Although Os12's comments may seem to be hypocritical, because of his frank use of 
swear words, Native hip hop artists who are conscious of their responsibility as role 
models often abstain from using profanity in their lyrics. For example, Conway 
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Kootenay explains that there are swear words on some tracks of Red Power 
Squad's albums, but he refrains from using profanity during shows, and Shae Morin 
(Versus) avoids using profanity in his albums altogether. In this case, however, I 
think Os12 stands to really get the point across to youth , using exaggerated 
language to achieve this goal. 
hop: 
Conway Kootenay continues the dialogue regarding role models in Native hip 
I think it's important to take the role model thing seriously, because it's 
not like you wake up in the morning and you say: 'Oh look at me, I'm 
going to be a role model today!' Right? You are! And it's not you that 
makes you a role model, it's the kids that make you a role model. Cuz 
they look up to you, because you're on stage, and they say well: 'I 
want to be like this guy,' right? And you can't go out there and say well 
you know, 'Kids, stay away from drugs, don't drink, don't do this, don't 
do that..." And then the same night, you're seen in a bar tipping back 
beers, and doin' this and doin' that, right? .... l strongly believe that. .. we 
gotta do something about that. Cuz there's too many people out there 
that don't take it [being a role model] seriously. I think it's very 
important to stress that to the kids. You know, if you're going to say 
something, then walk the walk. Don't just say it because you know, it's 
a cool thing to say, and you wanna say it. (Kootenay, personal 
interview) 
With this narrative, Kootenay adds another dimension to the concept of a role model: 
he suggests that as role models, Native hip hop artists should ideally refrain from 
drugs and alcohol. To put this into context, he is referring to those artists who are 
espousing a "no drug & alcohol" message. However, numerous artists have taken it 
upon themselves to role model healthy lifestyles, including abstinence from 
substances like drugs and alcohol. It is not surprising then, that War Party, as one 
of Canada's premier Native hip hop acts, with their emphasis on socio-political 
messages and youth empowerment are also proponents of a drug and alcohol free 
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lifestyle: "Rex's passion for his music drove him to overcome obstacles of drug & 
alcohol abuse allowing him to focus on his goals in the entertainment industry" (War 
Party, "Biography: Executive Producer- Rex Smallboy," internet source). As well, 
Kasp of the 1h Generation values this position. For Exclaim! Matt Kruchak writes: 
Kasp believes that Native youth need positive role models and he says 
he's grown into his responsibility as one. He doesn't drink or do drugs 
and has been sober for almost four years. It was a transformation that 
took place after he saw Native kids looking up to him. "Different rezs 
you go to, there's the same thing. There's racism, there's lots of 
alcohol, there are drugs and parties, so they need a positive influence. 
That's what we're hoping to be." (Kasp qtd. in Kruchak, internet 
source) 
Out of the artists that I have had the opportunity to interview, Conway 
Kootenay is the most adamant and vocal about a "no drug or alcohol" component to 
the responsibility Native hip hop artists have as role models. He is especially critical 
of those artists who not only fail to take their position as role models seriously, but 
even worse, sell themselves as something they're not. Kootenay emphasizes that if 
someone is promoting an "anti-drug and alcohol" message, they'd better back this 
up by setting an example themselves. Kootenay goes into considerable detail on 
this matter: 
I think the music that we do has a positive impact, a very positive 
impact.. .on the kids, because, like I said about the role model thing: 
like I mean, I don't drink, I don't do drugs. I can say that, and I'm proud 
of that. Because I worked hard to earn those stripes. You know, and 
you have people out there that are saying the same thing, but they 
haven't put in the work, they haven't paid their dues ... They haven't 
been in the trenches, and they haven't really struggled to get away 
from that [drugs and alcohol]. Because they don't deserve- they 
haven't earned the right to say that. So they shouldn't be saying it. 
But I can look at myself in the mirror, and I could look at these kids -
honestly- and look them in the eye, and say: 'Well, I don't do this, I 
don't do that, and I'm proud of it." I'm not trying to tell you not to do it; 
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but all I'm saying, is my story to you and take it any way you want to 
take it. Because I can't preach to you - nor do I want to preach to you, 
I just want to tell you my story ... and you know, like I said, ''Take it for 
what it is." 
(Kootenay, personal interview, emphasis mine) 
Two things in particular stand out from this discussion. Firstly, there is an enormous 
amount of dedication and determination involved for those artists who choose to 
lead by example. As Kootenay explains, the title of role model who refrains from 
drugs and alcohol, and the respect that is gained from taking such a stance, is 
something that is earned. The strength, self-resolution, and self-discipline 
necessary to commit to such a lifestyle is considerable and even greater if one has 
been through the struggle of quitting these substances, and has made the transition 
to a life sans drugs or alcohol. A second aspect of Kootenay's dialogue that 
resonates is the didactic method of education that he describes. Besides modeling, 
or leading by example, Kootenay stresses that he does not tell people what to do, 
instead preferring to share his experience and knowledge, letting youth 
audiences/fans depart with this information, and choose their own path, while 
hopefully being influenced by these messages. 
Just as there is immense effort and dedication put into being a role model, 
and committing to (and maintaining) a healthy lifestyle, there is also a great reward 
gained from taking this lead. Kootenay describes the personal satisfaction he 
receives from his efforts: 
At the end of the day, it's not the money that I make ... it's not, you 
know ... anything like that. It's the kids that come up to you afterwards 
and say, 'Oh, you don't drink, you don't do drugs, you don't do this. I 
want to be like you when I grow up." That's the payday right 
there ... and that's what makes you- keeps you going, makes you feel 
good about yourself. Because you're doing something positive, not 
only for yourself, but you're also doing something positive for the 
people out there as well. (Kootenay, personal interview) 
Litefoot, in an article for the Toronto Sun, voices remarkably similar sentiments to 
those of Kootenay's (setting aside the discourse regarding drugs and alcohol): 
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[l]t has nothing to do with ego or personal gain, Litefoot says. 'We 
have to be very responsible in the things that we do and the roles that 
we take and the things that we project out to the mainstream society," 
he says of all native performers. 'Because, not only do we represent 
our people and represent ourselves, obviously, but we represent a 
whole new generation of young people who are coming up. 'All I can 
say is that I'm not the spokesperson for native people. I am not an 
individual who goes around telling Indian people what's best for them. 
All I am is an individual who stands up for the things that I believe in!' 
(qtd. in Kirkland, internet source) 
By believing in themselves, and leading by example, Native hip hop artists are 
carving an important niche for themselves as role models in the hip hop community. 
Those Native hip hop artists who recognize the power of their voices, as well as their 
actions, and take on the responsibility of setting a positive example, are helping to 
empower not only themselves, but also their youth audience/fanbase. In this sense, 
Native hip hop artists are fulfilling the role of Native superheroes; they are inspiring 
and motivating youth everywhere. 
3. 7 Empowerment: Entrepreneurs 
Although it may be a less apparent method of empowerment, the business 
world is a reality that Native hip hop groups/artists encounter on a daily basis. 
Literature on Native hip hop music would benefit from a historiography of Native hip 
hop groups and artists, with special attention to their relations with the recording 
industry in Canada. 
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Chapter4 
4.1 Revitalizing Elements of Oral Tradition: Drumbeat, and Storytelling 
One of the characteristics that hip hop is most renowned for is its very 
distinctive beat, which is often composed of a strong bass line. I asked each of the 
interview participants how important Native culture is within Native hip hop music. In 
response, the connection between hip hop's beat and that of traditional drums was 
prevalently cited, as a link between the traditional and the modern. Manik explains: 
It's probably like an innate rhythm ... we've got this drum-beat, this old-
drum beat. .. and just like we have this urge to create and express ... that 
was like our people before would speak, sing and perform and that's 
been like a part of our culture and who we are as Native people for so 
long ... That's jus what we do right now, that's the relationship -is that 
beat, that same drumbeat...l've listened ... before I listened to hip hop, I 
listened to music from the Haida people right, so I automatically knew 
what [it] was to be on beat, right? So when I started ... listening to hip 
hop .. .I already had the rhythm, I already had the need to perform and I 
want...like I wanted to express myself, right. (Manik, personal 
interview) 
Shae Morin expresses very similar sentiments: 
I think [Native culture] is very important because ... especially 
within ... Native and Aboriginal music- the drum. It's kind of based on 
the drum. And I consider myself a drummer, and ... it's sort of, you 
have to know where you've been and where you come from; you can 
build on that. .. And .... it just comes out naturally. (Morin, personal 
interview) 
Simon Reece describes this connection as he relates his experience as a fan of hip 
hop: 
I guess how I became involved in the hip hop music industry ... it was 
just- started off as being a fan. And ... because no other kind of music 
really appealed to me. Like I. .. really love -like rhythm and 
blues ... and .. . you know some old rock stuff, but...it was nothing ever 
like hip hop the way it just made me feel, and ... 1 guess also partly 
because ... it was such a ... at the time, in the 80s, when it [hip hop] first 
started coming out: like Run DMC, Kool Moe Dee ... Public Enemy ... all 
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those different ... groups started coming, it's just. .. I had more, I felt 
more of a connection to it, although I was really young. But my family, 
like my cousins were really into it, and ... you know, it's just something 
about the bass and the beats that- you know, just, I don't know maybe 
reminded me of ... drums, and I really felt it in my heart and that's ... [my] 
music of choice. (Reece, personal interview, emphasis mine) 
In an interview posted online, Kasp of 1h Generation is posed the question: how do 
you think Native hip-hop incorporates into traditional native beliefs? Kasp responds 
attributing this connection to the drum beat. He states: "As for why HipHop [sic] 
music and any other music fits in so well with our people is cause of that steady 
drum beat. When we were in our moms womb we could hear that the heart beat 
then when we come out there's that drum beat from our traditional music" (Kasp qtd. 
in posting by rob, "ih Generation AYN.ca Interview," online posting). Not only does 
Kasp associate the beat in hip hop to that of traditional music, he further alludes to a 
more ingrained and innate memory, that of the embryonic connection to the 
heartbeat. 
In an article for Spirit Magazine, Kerry Assiniwe writes that aside from a 
sociological link, "Native youth relate equally to the music" (Assiniwe, 46). Again, it 
is the drumbeat that facilitates this relationship: 
The repetitious, natural yet immense beats are similar to those that 
have reverberated throughout Aboriginal cultural history- those of the 
pow-wow drum. The cornerstone of Native music can be heard in the 
raw, basic beats of hip-hop music. Rhythm plays a central role in both 
genres, hence the embracement of modern-day black music by Native 
youth. (Assiniwe, 46) 
In the same issue of Spirit magazine, Kinnie Starr, a female hip hop artist who refers 
to herself as "one of those European/Mohawk 'mixee-girls,"' describes not only this 
connection to the drum-beat, but with the earth as well: "Hip-hop feels like a louder 
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beating of the heart, a supportive pulse connected to the earth. The pounding, 
mesmeric beats are hypnotic and circular, reminiscent of the drum and traditional 
songs" (Starr, 44 ). Alan Lechusza also touches on these connections mentioned by 
Starr: the beat, and the heartbeat: 
( ... ]the drum is viewed by native people indigenous to the North 
American continent, as the "heart-beat" of the people [ ... ]. The drum is 
the "center" of the community and sounds the "pulse" (i.e.,heart-beat, 
blood flow, etc.) of the people. This is exemplified in native creation 
stories/ceremonies and is continued in practice through contemporary 
times. Without the drum, both symbolically and actually, there would 
be no native people.[ ... ] (Lechusza, "The Good, The Bad, The 'Born at 
18,"' internet source). 
Each of these examples illustrate a clear connectiveness between the beat in 
hip hop music and the beat of traditional Native forms of music. I would like to avoid 
generalizing a "generic-traditional" drumming, and although Kinnie Starr makes 
reference to the "pow-wow drum," this does not encompass what I mean when I 
allude to "traditional drumming" or a "traditional drum-beat." Pow-wows are a more 
contemporary form/format for Indigenous music, and although there is a definite link 
to this modern phenomenon on the historiographic continuum, I am concerned here 
with something much more ancient. This sense of the drumbeat is in accordance 
with Alan Lechusza's description of the drum as "heartbeat," cited above. Moreover, 
I do not aim to define a "generic or pan-Indian" concept of drumming, instead 
pointing out that most (if not all) Native peoples had some form of drumming as an 
element of their song/dance/storytelling/performative repertoire. To my knowledge, 
this is a universally held element of cultural tradition, though the actual drums 
themselves may vary from people to people. I am most familiar with those in BC: 
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small hand held drums are common among both interior and coastal peoples. So at 
the risk of being too simplistic, from speaking with these hip hop artists I reiterate 
Manik's idea that there is an innate sense of the drum-beat, an innate memory of 
this rhythm that exists from time immemorial for every Native culture. 
Another element of tradition that persists within the modern musical 
expression of hip hop is that of story. Song is of course a medium through which 
stories have been told, and hip hop includes this element of storytelling. Native 
youth are articulating their thoughts, knowledge, and experiences through hip hop 
music. Furthermore, there is a correlation between the skills required to emcee, and 
the oratory skills held by traditional storytellers and singers. Native hip hop artists 
recognize this continuation of oral tradition; and although it may not be the most 
straightforward reflections of orality, I suggest that there is a "coyotesque" 
connection here. Conway Kootenay relates how he sees hip hop as being in line 
with the artistic traditions of Indigenous people, and how he identifies with this 
storytelling element: 
... I think that. .. being an artistic people, not only musically, you know-
with the writing, you know, storytelling, you know uh, sculpting, 
painting ... you know, we're an artistic people, .. and ... I think it's 
something that just follows suit. You know, it's something that evolves. 
Like ... traditionally we're storytellers- some of us were 
storytellers ... And I like to use that in my music as well, some of my 
songs- you know, telling stories through my music, kind of like that 
and then plus, another thing- being a role model, you know- for kids. 
(Kootenay, personal interview) 
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The oral tradition is unquestionably one of the most powerful aspects of 
Native culture. As a person of Nlaka'pamux52/Secwepmec decent, Coyote stories 
figure prominently in my memory. Our Tellings: Interior Salish Stories of the 
Nlha7kapmx People, edited by Darwin Hanna and Mamie Henry, describes these 
stories in detail. Nlha7kapmx oral narratives often consisted of 'transformer stories,' 
which Hanna refers to as Creation stories, refuting their common misnomer of 
'myths' or 'fables.' During "the sptakwelh period, the world was inhabited by animals 
in vaguely human form" (Hanna and Henry, 21 ). Coyote figured prominently 
throughout these narratives, among other animal and/or transformer relatives like 
Bear and Grizzly, Chipmunk, Owl, and Crow (21 ). Our Tellings contains tales 
relating the world and beliefs of the Nlha7kapmx people, their surroundings and 
spiritual ideologies. 53 The elders lament the loss of culture and stories, but 
encourage the youth to rediscover and carry on the language and traditional ways 
(Hanna and Henry). I envisage the Coyote element of oral tradition relating to hip 
hop, both through the music itself, the strength of the story and song within, and the 
empowering affect on the identify and confidence of Native youth, as I have 
discussed throughout this study. This process of empowerment, and decolonization 
provides a starting point for Native youth to reconnect with their traditional culture. 
52 "Niaka'pamux" represents a common spelling of the word, however, Hanna and Henry utilize an 
alternative spelling: "Niha?kapmx." Therefore, when addressing their work, I have used their spelling, 
but otherwise use the former. 
53 Although this book discusses oral narratives of the Nlaka'pamux, narratives of a similar nature are 
familiar to the neighboring Secwepmec people, and Coyote is also a prominent figure therein. 
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4.2 Cathartic/Healing/Spiritual Dimensions of Hip Hop 
Hip hop is often described as being cathartic, as a means both to create 
agency for oneself and overcome challenges, but also as a method to induce a 
process of self-healing. Shae Morin alludes to the connectivity between his personal 
growth process, and the subject matter of his work. He describes his process of 
writing (and ostensibly performing) as dealing with issues, or working them out in his 
mind (Morin, personal interview). Eekwol states that hip hop has enabled her to 
address many different situations in her life: "it's gotten me through so many things 
in my past and still with me today" (Eekwol, personal interview). This is an incredibly 
powerful process, and is achieved both through the writing/creating and performative 
elements of hip hop music. 
Conway Kootenay and Os12 discuss the healing that accompanies this 
process for them. Kootenay describes how this cathartic release process works for 
him, saying: 
"[It's a] pouring your heart out on the tracks," kinda deal, right. 
Because I mean, once you could do that, you could really ... start 
healing yourself as a person. That's kind of one of the ways I go 
through my music, is my writing. I do a lot of poetry as well, and you 
know, things like that. And once you start healing yourself as a 
person, inside, and start dealing with the things that have kind of, 
made you who you are today ... cuz it stems back farther then a lot of 
people think. It stems back from when you were a little kid ... you know, 
from different things that you go through in your life ... and dealing with 
that- you know, it's kind of difficult for a lot of people to do. And it's 
kind of urn ... it takes a lot of heart to do that, and express it musically, 
and let people hear it. (Kootenay, personal interview) 
Os12 relates a very similar message, and explains how this process of healing can 
be undertaken not only by the artists as they articulate themselves, but also by the 
audience who listen to the lyrics: 
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.. . as a medium of art, as a medium of expression [Native hip hop is] 
helping ... a lot of Native youth express themselves ... maybe even if 
they're not the ones doing the rapping .. . but through the listening and 
through what we write, they are able to express themselves 
umm ... emotionally and mentally, which is dealing with their problems 
up here, in their head first, and not letting it eat them - eat at them 
inside. So .... whereas it did the same for black folks and inner city 
folks .. . it's doing the same for Native people across reserves .. .. ! travel 
to reserves a lot. .. and I'm not afraid to ... basically, you know ... address 
those issues, if I feel they need to be addressed ... because .. . without 
medicine, there's no healing, and without any form of recognition, 
there's no dealing with your problems. Like to me ... like I live my life 16 
bars at a time. And .. .l don't...l don't normally feel bad anymore, 
because when I'm writing these songs, when I'm dealing with my 
problems - it's dealt with there, and you don't have to go back to 
that. .. and regress. So to me, I'm dealing with my problems, and I'm 
trying to help you deal with yours so we can all move on and just 
elevate as people- as a culture. (Os12, personal interview) 
Os12 extends this dialogue even further, placing this healing aspect of hip hop in the 
larger historical context. 
It's like: "A long time ago before our time," before the time of 
consciousness that we have now ... Medicine men used song and they 
used prayer in their medicine. Song was a big part of their healing 
process -and the incantations they used. So to me, to be able to use 
words and song as a medicine to people is a ... new direction in Native 
-Aboriginal culture and medicine. That's my goal at least, it's a hard 
one, but it's my goal. (Os12, personal interview) 
Manik, as previously quoted in chapter two, also recognizes the healing capacity hip 
hop music holds, and like Os12, he describes it as "a good type of medicine" (Manik, 
personal interview). 
In an article for Exclaim! Magazine, Laura Milliken, a member of the NAMA 
(National Aboriginal Music Awards) creative committee explains that this healing 
component is a little understood aspect of hip hop: '"I don't think a lot of older 
people understand how strong this message can be, how powerful this music can be 
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for healing. [Hip hop] artists are talking about things that are hurting them, about 
healing and hope for their communities"' (Milliken qtd. in Kruchak, internet source). 
Inseparable from these processes of healing, or catharsis, is the notion of 
spirituality. The presence and significance of spirituality was directly identified and 
discussed by Eekwol, Shae Morin, and Manik. Each artist spoke of Native hip hop's 
spiritual element from a slightly different angle or perspective, but each 
acknowledges its importance. Eekwol describes how culture and spirituality are a 
part of her life, so they naturally become part of her music. 
[Native culture is] very important in my music, because I was totally 
raised traditionally, I've never been to church -I was in a sweatlodge 
when I was a baby and I've been like ... l've been involved in that my 
whole life- my dad's very traditional. So to me, it's very important in 
my music, cuz without it I probably wouldn't be making music today. 
So it's ... they're totally combined [culture and music]. (Eekwol, personal 
interview) 
When prompted whether she incorporates elements of tradition into her music, or 
whether it is just a way of being, Eekwol agrees that it is a way of being, giving one 
example that she gives thanks to the creator (Eekwo/, personal interview). While 
she does not elaborate more than this, it is evident that spirituality forms an innate 
component of her music, because it is intrinsic to her lifestyle and values as a 
person. 
Shae Morin identifies spirituality as an integral component of the music, and 
discusses his struggle to make spirituality a stronger aspect of his music: 
I'm trying- and this is some ... another thing that I've had a really hard 
time ... not hard time, but I've had ... difficulty getting out, is like- I really 
want spirituality to be a bigger part of my music. And it's like, I almost 
don't think I've written anything worthy enough yet to express that. 
And I've written a couple of ... I wrote one track that was .... sort of 
like ... [a] spiritually ... minded kind of track or whatever. And I don't, I'm 
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not even sure it did justice to what I was trying to say. And I think 
that's going to happen later this ... month, I think. But I think a lot of 
kids, there's a lot of ... rappers, and a lot of musicians in general- that 
are starting to bring out spirituality in their music ... (Morin, personal 
interview) 
Manik reveals a cautionary tone when connecting traditional culture with 
Native hip hop. 
I'm not gonna like saturate my music in Native stuff because that's not 
what hip hop is, that's kind of like living on a reserve almost. It feels 
like .. .if like everything I rapped about is old Native culture, and the way 
it was ... then it's not like, that's not what I grew up listening to. 
[Traditional culture is] important because that's what I believe in, and 
that's what I fight for, that's what my mission is to protect and conserve 
ultimately. Like that's the important part, but I'm not gonna go and rap 
about taboo Indian stuff, you know what I mean? (Manik, personal 
interview) 
He also speaks to a careful (and complicated) balance that he strives to achieve, 
and a separation between hip hop music, and elements of Native tradition. For 
Manik, there seems to be a firm boundary between the culture he wants to raise 
awareness about and protect, and hip hop music. This alludes to the complexities of 
merging elements of Native tradition and hip hop music, while also remaining 
committed to hip hop music, and those roots and values as well. Os12 indicates that 
culture holds great importance for him in relation to his music, but like Manik, he is 
also wary of what this connection looks like. 
I was raised very culturally. I was raised in a very strict manner, where 
-you know ... diets ... and a strict regimen and prayer ... and sacrifice. 
And that's the same kind of blood, sweat, and tears you have to put 
into anything you do. And not just music, but anything you do. So my 
culture is very important to me because that's where I get my 
philosophies and my knowledge from. I'm not going to over saturate 
my music with red overtones, and try to become something I'm not-
some sort of feather-wielding, you know- war bonnet-wearing, 
moccasin-wearing guy. That's not me. And neither am I a gangster, 
nor am l. .. umm, anything else but me. But me as a Native person, I 
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am me, I've been there, there's no way you can tell me I'm not Native, 
or Aboriginal enough. (Os12, personal interview) 
4.3 The Incorporation of Tradition in Native Hip Hop 
These cautionary narratives from Manik and Os12 provide a fitting transition 
to dialogue around the intricacies of this relationship between hip hop culture and 
traditional Native culture. In a piece titled "Traditional Thought in a Modern World," 
David Newhouse deconstructs the idea of tradition and the traditional, posing the 
question: 'What do we mean when we say that something is traditional?" 
(Newhouse, 4 ). He considers numerous possibilities and dimensions that may serve 
as answers to this question, and I am particularly struck by one of the concepts he 
describes as a central theme in "traditional aboriginal thought," that of 
transformation. Newhouse explains this as: 
[T]he idea that things can transform themselves into something else. 
And the idea of movement, that things don't stay where they are and 
don't stay as they are, that the whole world is in a constant state of 
flux, change, flowing, moving, changing in ways that are sometimes 
predictable and knowable, sometimes otherwise. (Newhouse, 
"Traditional Thought in a Modern World," 12) 
I think this is very important to consider when looking at Native tradition, and its 
relation to Native hip hop. While this relationship should be approached with 
caution, as Manik has discussed above, there is nonetheless a very real, and 
unavoidable, relationship between the two. This relationship between tradition and 
hip hop varies from individual to individual, and is framed by their own personal 
experience and relationship between their Native culture and hip hop. 
Conway Kootenay illustrates how he sees this relationship, from his 
experience as both a hip hop artist and a grass dancer: 
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I think ... being a First Nations person ... Native culture is a ... basically a 
foundation. It's my foundation. Because ... like I said I follow my 
cultural ways, ceremonies. During the summer I take time off and I, 
you know, go on the "powwow trail." You know, things like that. 
Because that's my foundation as a First Nations person. You know, 
that's who I am, and I can't lose that. You know, because 1- because 
my father and my mother kind of passed that down to me. I don't know 
my language, I don't know how to speak the Cree language. But it's 
up to me as an adult now to learn that myself, so I could teach my kids 
how to speak it, you know. And follow the traditional ways, learn the 
ceremonies- you know, learn the dances, learn the culture, because I 
gotta pass that on to the next generation of kids. You know, because if 
we lose that, if we lose who we are then you know, well we're not 
going to be anybody, we're not going to be people, we're just going to 
be like everybody else, you know what I mean? And I think that's what 
sets us apart from everybody else. I think that's what really keeps us 
together as a people, is our culture, you know, like I said -that's our 
foundation, and if you don't have a foundation you're gonna fall right 
through. And same thing, like with hip hop. Because that's where I'm 
from, I'm from the rez, and I'm proud of that- I'm proud of that, I could 
hold my head high and say: "I'm a First Nations person." You know, 
there's a lot of people out there that say: 'What are you, what race are 
you?" and they put their head down and say: "I'm Native." You know 
what I mean, there's a lot of people that are a part of that, but they 
don't understand yet, you know. So I mean, basically ... if you forget 
where you're from, you're never going to get where you're going. And 
that's the way I see it. So [Native culture] definitely plays an important 
role in my music, and what I do today. (Kootenay, personal interview, 
emphasis original) 
Kootenay touches on numerous aspects of this relationship between Native culture 
and hip hop culture, but the over-riding theme of culture as a foundation inflects his 
dialogue. He explains how the Red Power Squad arranges their shows to 
incorporate both powwow dancers, and breakdancers: 
... we start them [powwow dancers] off first. .. cuz it kind a symbolizes 
the foundation of who we are. And it's kinda like intertwine[ d) into the 
show, but its kinda evolving from that, into the b-boy, and stuff like that 
- kinda bridging the gap between the two worlds and stuff like that. 
(Kootenay, personal interview) 
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I was interested in how this collaboration between traditional elements and hip hop 
was received by Native communities, and inquired if they received any flack from 
this synthesis. Kootenay's response reveals a very conscious effort to respect 
tradition, seeking direction from elders: 
Actually no we don't. .. we don't get any flack. Mainly because we 
don't...we keep the ... we put the show together. . .in a way where we 
keep the powwow part separate from the hip hop part. So it's basically 
- you're not powwow dancing with hip hop music, you're dancing with 
traditional music, right? So, we don't get a lot of flack for that because 
I noticed, like ... cuz I asked the elders ... and I asked my grandma, my 
Kookum about stuff like that, and she basically told me to keep it 
separate, you know. Keep the traditions the traditions, in what we do, 
so ... l mean she guides me that way a lot, so that's basically the way 
we do it. So we don't get this .. .it's basically- they like that, because 
it's kinda telling that story ... and you know, like ... not only are the kids 
getting educated on the traditions, but the elder people are getting 
educated on the hip hop part, so it's kind of both ways. (Kootenay, 
personal interview) 
While tradition is maintained by keeping it separate from the rest of the hip hop 
show, there is still a flexibility that permits a coalition nonetheless. Demonstrated by 
the Red Power Squad's synthesis between powwow dancing and hip hop, another 
example is War Party's integration of traditional language in their music. They have 
one track on the album The Reign that incorporates the Cree language in the lyrics. 
And like many of the other artists War Party maintain close ties with their elders. 
Rex Small boy explains: "[ ... ]we talk to Cree elders in our community to help us stay 
focused and humble with our music. I also rap in Cree on "Lyrical Powwow" (Reece, 
"The Greatest Natives of the North," internet source). These examples of the 
innovative fusion of traditional culture and contemporary hip hop, really speaks to 
the flexibility of culture and tradition. Such flexibility allows for collaborative events 
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like the Kamloopa powwow, 54 mentioned in the previous chapter, that ended with a 
hip hop performance by the fh Generation. This performance epitomizes the 
"coyotesque" transformation or recreation of story and song . 
. I would like to return momentarily to David Newhouse's thoughts regarding 
"tradition;" among the numerous definitions or interpretations of tradition he 
considers, I find his delineation of the traditional as a historical force of particular 
relevance in the context of this study. He states: 
[ ... ] it creates a sense of a society that is linked through time, a society 
that is ancient, that has the energy and will and desire to survive over a 
long time. It creates a sense of strength and endurance and longevity 
that give it an aura of steadiness, solidity, stability that stretches from 
past to present to future. It creates a sense of hopefulness, of futurity, 
of continuance and continuity. It grounds us in the present while 
linking us to those who came before and to those who will come after 
us. It creates our grandfathers, grandmothers, our fathers and 
mothers, and our sons and daughters past, present and future. It lets 
us be present in their lives. It creates an eternal present, unchanging, 
enduring, remembered. (Newhouse, ''Traditional Thought in a Modern 
World," 6-7) 
This sense of the traditional combined with the idea of transformation in "traditional 
aboriginal thought"55 serves as a basis to describe the context and role of tradition in 
the lives of these hip hop artists. 
Each of the artists I have had the opportunity to interview retain and maintain 
some degree of tradition and culture in their music. The different examples I have 
discussed serve to illustrate that a mindframe, a way of being, a sense of identity, 
and a commitment to learning/rediscovering elements of culture, language, and 
tradition all represent connectivity to tradition to some degree. I think that it is 
54 August 2004, Kamloops, BC. 
55 Newhouse 2004, 12. 
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important to acknowledge these levels of traditional continuity, however minimal they 
may seem. The challenges of existing in contemporary societl6 are immense, and 
these challenges are magnified when Native people make a conscious effort to 
engage, reflect upon, or reconnect with aspects of tradition and culture. 
4.4 Native Hip Hop's Role in Decolonization 
In the first chapter of this study I alluded to the extensive impact of residential 
schools on Native people. The ramifications have touched every aspect of Native 
life, and continue to affect each generation since then; in my mind, these institutions 
were one of the most successful tools of colonization,57 creating cultural dislocation, 
and massive loss of traditional knowledge, among many other repercussions. That 
said it has been my intent to elucidate Native hip hop's role in the process of 
decolonization. It is essential to understand the contributions of Native hip hop to 
this process. There is plenty of discussion about decolonization, both within Native 
communities and scholarly circles. There are countless conferences, workshops, 
and the like committed to discussing and working towards Native self-government 
and self-determination: numerous programs are being developed, including healing 
projects, cultural and language reintegration and revitalization programs, initiatives 
supporting educational retention and post-secondary education, among various 
other social, political, and cultural programs dedicated to achieving the goal of 
decolonization. As previously mentioned, Linda Tuhiwai Smith discusses numerous 
projects geared toward reaching this goal (L. T. Smith). Many of the authors 
56 Whether you identify the present day as modern or postmodern. 
57 In the sense that they achieved the task they set out to accomplish to a great degree. 
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mentioned in chapter one: theoretical framework(s), are engaged in achieving this 
goal as well. 
The themes of identity and empowerment manifested throughout this study 
represent to me a critical step in the decolonization process. By establishing cultural 
pride, refuting stereotypes, and building role models, Native hip hop artists are 
developing an empowered space for both themselves, and consequently, Native 
youth and Native people in general. These artists are also maintaining and 
integrating aspects of their culture and tradition with their role as hip hop artists; I 
have drawn a link between some of the more discernible ways this is being 
achieved. However, by simply creating positive images of Native youth, by 
expressing themselves, telling their stories, by establishing this high profile presence 
in postmodern society, Native youth are negotiating themselves through this process 
of decolonization. To find oneself, to accept oneself, to celebrate oneself, after the 
magnitude of cultural loss that Native people have endured, is powerful in its own 
right. Os12 expresses this sentiment well: 
It's a tough place to be. It's a tough world that we live in. We're 
coming to a new ... paradoxical shift, a paradigm shift in the 
consciousness of Native people. Getting us that spirit back that was 
gone for so long. And people are ... they're not afraid to be Native 
anymore. (Os12, personal interview) 
Manik, as previously mentioned, emphasizes the empowering affect of Native 
hip hop, but he also describes a powerful image, paralleling the hip hop music of the 
present, with the 'traditional' music of the past: 
Well, ideally, I think you'd like to see Native hip hop as a tool of 
motivation to give pride to our people. It's been like ... so long -we've 
lost our pride and been detached from our culture and whatnot that it's 
really necessary to have all these contemporary tools to bring us back 
to that pride as much as possible. I might be doing stuff over 
electronic music on a microphone and whatnot...but. .. hopefully I 
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can ... bring the same message that a person who would've had a 
hand-drum song before ... with the same intention, you know, I want to 
bring the same level of spirit and like, respect into the music- that's 
my role, right. .. individually. (Manik, personal interview) 
Integral to this relationship between Native tradition and Native hip hop, is this 
concept of respect. With the above example, Manik provides a powerful image of 
how he envisions Native hip hop incorporating this traditional value of respect. 
Through the empowering processes of rebuilding cultural pride, refuting negative 
stereotypes, and acting as role models for Native youth, Native hip hop artists are 
conscious of the tremendous responsibility that they have undertaken; and the 
traditional merit of respect naturally becomes a part of these processes. It is not 
surprising that such a strong component of Native tradition is fused so seamlessly 
into this modern form of story and song. 
Native hip hop is playing a vital role in decolonization by addressing social 
and political issues, empowering and giving voice to youth, and revitalizing elements 
of oral tradition. I would like to conclude my dialogue here with reference to the 
elders. Darwin Hanna and Mamie Henry spoke with Nlha7kapmx elders as they 
recorded oral narratives; and while the elders lamented the loss of culture and 
stories, they encouraged the youth to rediscover and carry on the language and 
traditional ways (Hanna and Henry). In another scholarly effort to record and honour 
the voices of the elders, Peter Kulchyski, Don McCaskill, and David Newhouse 
present interviews with elders from across Canada, discussing various aspects of 
traditional and contemporary life (Kulchyski et al.). One interview in particular struck 
me as particularly insightful and relevant to this study. Margaret Paul, from St. 
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Mary's First Nation in Nova Scotia, brought up an issue that holds special resonance 
for her; she speaks about the need to hear from Native youth: 
[ ... ] what I would like to tell the kids is that they do matter. They do 
count. Your voice is as important as the little one, up to the old, their 
voice and what they have in their hearts and what they have in their 
minds is so important to share with everybody. It matters whatever 
you have to talk about. Young people might not think they have 
anything important to say. [ ... ] whatever comes out of your mouth is 
important, it was meant to be said. And it's meant to be shared with 
somebody [ ... ] listen to the kids, listen to the children because they got 
so much to teach us. (Paul qtd. in Kulchyski et al. , 32-33) 
Native hip hop provides a medium through which Native youth are able to express 
what they have in their hearts and their minds; they are sharing their thoughts, 
knowledge, and experience with everyone who will listen. As Manik says in an 
interview with Sarah Efron: ''The creator gave me my words to say to my people at 
this vital time when there is this hip-hop revolution going on. That's just how it 
worked together" (Efron,"Native Hip-hoppers Rap Out Their Message," internet 
source). 
reflections 
The seeds of this journey germinated as I pulled the papier-mache coyote 
mask over my head, as I thought about tradition and Aboriginal youth who seemed 
so distanced from this, yet were so vibrantly immersed in hip hop culture. My 
aversion toward public performance was challenged in a very direct way as I 
developed the concept for the skit. The necessary components grew, so that I found 
myself not only with my hands in paste and newspaper, but facing the blank canvas 
of what I would be performing. What would Coyote have to say to today's youth? I 
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wanted to convey a sense of outreach, an attempt at reconnection between lost 
elements of tradition, through the common thread of song, story, and performance. 
In doing this I found myself trying to navigate some balance between the 
characteristics/essence/persona of Coyote, and the expected 
modalities/dialect/persona of hip hop. This stretched my imagination and pushed my 
writing ability. And this was not a solitary experience. For this performance I 
needed to reach out and include Native youth; finding someone to beatbox was 
difficult (finally I was able to convince a friend of mine- fellow UNBC student and 
classmate Mel Basil), but I was surprised at the immediate, laid-back response I 
received from members of the Native Youth Crew. They were game to be involved, 
showed up punctually, eager to perform, and were calm, opposed to my chaotic, 
nervous state in the last minutes before taking the stage. For me, the combination 
of trying to convey Coyote, who in tum was acting the part of a young "hip hop 
head," was challenging, especially because not only do I dislike public performance, 
but I also had to muster up some kind of acting skills which are generally absent in 
my repertoire. I gained renewed respect for the natural performing ability 
demonstrated by the Native Youth Crew. Not only were they skilled breakdancers, 
but they performed in front of a crowd with ease. As I further executed my research 
the power and strength of this performative ability and the skills therein became 
even clearer. These skills are also strongly reflected in the swift song and 
storytelling engaged by hip hop artists. 
Elements from this experience have influenced the rest of my journey as I 
have carried out the research, performance, reflecting, and writing that have led me 
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to this piece of work as it is today. Although it has been very much an academic 
journey, it has also been a personal journey. I have challenged myself to move 
beyond my comfort zone as a writer, to experience the act of performing. Dabbling 
in the spoken word has positioned me in a modern version of the oral tradition, as 
well as placing myself in close proximity to the artists whose art also represents a 
new genre of storytelling. My personal transformation represents a tiny particle 
within the greater transformation that I see happening with Native hip hop. 
Identifying this connection between the oral tradition and the voice of the new 
generation, this revitalization or recreation of orality, has been tricky to describe 
within the perimeters and parameters of scholarly discourse. The challenges and 
difficulties mentioned above have recurrently manifested themselves throughout my 
thesis writing process. The struggle was particularly strong as I tried to articulate 
some sense of a collective (yet at the same time individual) Indigenous theory, or 
theoretical framework. I suggested, yet only suggested the Coyote "influence" or 
connection here, in part by re-telling a Coyote story that I had written for a graduate 
theory class. Here I point out that Indigenous theory ideally should accomplish 
some level of synthesis between Indigenous traditional philosophy and academic 
ideology (see page 19). Another particularly challenging part of this process again 
involves the "Coyote element;" the next point that I explicitly suggest has a link to 
Coyote, is when I attempt to explain how I structurally approached organizing the 
work itself. Here I allude to the connection between this thesis and the nature of 
stories, noting that I take a path which is less linear than normally applied in 
academic work. I explain that: 'With this work, I have told my story and facilitated 
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those of these six Native artists, what's left is space for another to begin. It is my 
hope that this organization of thoughts continues in the spirit of Coyote the trickster, 
bringing elements of a 'Coyote discourse' into academic structural terrain" (see page 
44). 
Overall, the links between orality, especially to storytelling and Coyote are not 
direct but implicit. Apart from the two instances and the skit described above, I have 
made little effort to make explicit the link between Coyote, orality, and this study. 
This omission on my part is quite purposeful, beca~:~se I felt to do it this way reflected 
the path of a story: in my understanding of a story- here it is critical to acknowledge 
and remember that my understanding of orality and story is just one understanding 
amongst many. This multitude of meanings and understandings is part of story's 
dynamic nature and power. My age, knowledge, and experience in these areas 
needs to be situated within the history and context of colonization. As I explained at 
the beginning of this study, I situate myself within the intergenerational loss of 
language and culture that is largely a result of residential schools, among other 
assimilative forces carried out in the efforts at colonizing the First Nations people of 
Canada. Consequently I feel a certain sense of loss of these traditions within my 
immediate family and experience. That being said, in my understanding of story 
many things are not directly stated. As such, stories, in their complexities can 
address numerous topics, issues, philosophies, ways of understanding and so on, 
but there is involved a measure of interaction and interpretation by the person(s) 
listening to the story. When the audience engages with the story, they interpret the 
story according to their knowledge and experience, thus extrapolating their separate 
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interpretations of the story. Besides allowing for this active interaction/interpretation 
of the story by the listener (or reader as it is in this case), I see an element of respect 
in letting the story "be." I think this comes from the notion of letting the story be told 
unhindered by interruptions or questions. In my experience with storytelling, there is 
an unspoken agreement that one listen to the storyteller in a respectful manner with 
careful attention and patience. Stories contain many answers, if the listener takes 
the time to look for the answer, rather than expecting the storyteller to provide a 
single, finite answer or meaning. Such a singular, finite meaning does not exist. So 
although I direct the reader's attention to the idea that I aspire to structure and infuse 
my thesis with elements of story and elements of "the essence of Coyote," I try to do 
this subtly. I do not wish to be presumptuous by claiming some authoritative 
knowledge about Coyote, and neither do I want to take away the right of the reader 
(listener, audience) to their interpretation. Thus I used the term "in the spirit of 
Coyote," hoping to do some justice to Coyote, and by taking this approach I hope to 
honour to the oral traditions of my ancestors. In doing so, however, I am put in an 
awkward place: I have done my best to situate my thesis within the oral tradition -
largely by doing, rather than saying- yet not without encounters with the 
contradictory demands of academia. This became frustrating as again and again I 
was confronted with the academic pre-occupation with explaining everything. My 
attempts at respectfully and subtly addressing and relating my study to the oral 
tradition, of story and concomitantly to the essence of Coyote were incongruent with 
-
academic discourse. I found that the academic strictures required more context, 
more elaboration, more reiteration than I was willing to impart. This is the struggle of 
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trying to present the study itself in the manner that I have chosen. Numerous 
Indigenous scholars doubtlessly encounter similar and related issues. Jo-anne 
Archibald provides one good example of this struggle: she expresses her experience 
of "[t]he tensions between honouring a listener/learner's ability to make meaning and 
the demands of academe to 'say what you mean'" (Archibald 9). She explains that 
the "tensions created from this coming together of two seemingly different cultures is 
a constant theme in my thesis [and] surfaces with issues of academic explicitness 
and critical analysis and First Nations implicitness and subtlety" (8). In chapter two 
of her dissertation "Coyote Keeps Looking: Coming to Terms With Oral and Written 
Ways," Archibald explains that "[s]ometimes First Nations perspectives are 
presented without explicit comment, in order to follow the oral tradition of letting the 
listener, now reader, make meaning from someone's words and stories, without 
direction from the storyteller'' (22). This is very much along the same line as what I 
have attempted to do through my thesis. Although I sought to be very clear and 
detailed with my subject matter (ie. hip hop, Native hip hop, and the related 
commentaries), I am less explicit with the context of stories/orality/tradition/Coyote. 
Through the research and process of writing this piece, I have facilitated the 
connection of stories and hip hop through themes and structure, but the stories 
speak for themselves. The themes I have chosen serve to direct and guide the 
reader; it is my hope that this opens the circle to a new dialogue, discourse, and new 
understandings. With this study, tradition, modernity, and academia all collide, and 
managing the nuances of each has become a creation in and of itself. Such a 
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shifting and overlapping blend of worlds gives credence to the continued power and 
vitality of Coyote's voice. 
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Appendix 1 
Informed Consent Package 
Part 1 
Information on Research Project 




Supervisor: Antonia Mills 
Program: First Nations Studies 
Title of Project (subject to change): Native Hip-Hop Music: Coyote ReCreates 
Story and Song, MA Thesis 
a) Purpose of Research: To gather information regarding Native hip hop music 
and to compare its relevance to contemporary social and political issues. As well I 
intend to explore Native culture's role within the music, and to examine Native hip-
hop as a contemporary and connected form of traditional story and song. 
b) How are respondents chosen: As an Aboriginal person with connections to the 
Aboriginal community, I plan to contact participants through friends. As well, I plan 
to contact artists through their web pages on the internet. Criteria chosen for 
respondents is as follows: 
1. Must be of Aboriginal descent (First Nation, Inuit, Metis) 
2. Are 18 to 30 years of age 
3. Should have a minimum of 6 months experience in hip-hop 
4. Should have a minimum of 4 public appearances 
c) Respondent will be asked to share personal knowledge and information on 
the subject of Native Hip Hop music. 
d) I, Dawn Dunstan, will have access to respondent's primary data, as well as my 
academic advisor, Antonia Mills, and my committee members: Heather Harris and 
Paul Michel. When excerpts of interview data are included in thesis, drafts will be 
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reviewed by participants. Any information included in the final completed thesis will 
be available for public access, primarily through the UNBC library. 
e) Participation in this interview/dialogue is completely voluntary and participants 
have the right to withdraw at any time. 
f) Potential Benefits: Opportunity to share experience and knowledge for a wider 
understanding of the subject. Native hip-hop music is a current phenomena that is 
rapidly growing; literature on the subject is sparse and documentation on the 
influence of hip-hop music for Native youth culture is lacking. Please refer to 
attached thesis abstract for further detail and sample interview questions (part 3). 
g) Potential Risks: There are minimal foreseeable risks involved; I will be speaking 
to professional, adult musicians and artists, and Native youth leaders. I may be 
exposed to alternative lifestyles, therefore I will gain consent for all information 
divulged and will be clear on information that will be kept confidential. Most 
importantly, if the participant feels that shared information places them in potential 
risk, then requests for anonymity or confidentiality will be respected . 
h) Should the participant desire anonymity, an acceptable format will be discussed 
and agreed upon prior to the interview process and can be requested at any time 
during the thesis completion process. How the participant wishes to be identified in 
the text (initials, full name or otherwise) and how they wish to be credited will be 
assessed prior to interview and stipulated in the contract. 
i) Confidentiality: participant will have a right to review transcripts and request 
omissions. 
j) & n) Information (primary data i.e. recording, transcription) will be stored with the 
researcher, for the time period necessary for completion of M.A. thesis, after this 
point long term storage of the data will be negotiated on a case by case basis. 
k) For further information, or if any questions arise, please contact Dawn Dunstan. 
I) A permanent copy of the completed thesis will be available in the UNBC library. 
m) Any complaints about the project should be directed to the Vice President 
Research, Max Blouw at (250) 960-5820. 
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o) Interviews will be semi-structured, utilizing an open-ended interview format. I will 
ask 9 general questions that I will follow-up with other questions depending on the 
responses given. 
p) This consent form is subject to individual negotiation and will be developed on a 
case by case basis. 
q) Remuneration is not available for this project; however, participant's involvement 
is greatly appreciated, where possible a small token of appreciation will be 
provided, valued at approximately $10.00. 
r) A copy of participants signed consent form will be provided upon request. 
Informed Consent Form 
Part 2 Yes INc 
(Please Circle 
1) I understand that I have been asked to be in a research study, to share my experience and 
knowledge on the subject of Native hip hop music. Yes I No 
2) I have read and received a copy of the attached information sheet regarding this research proj 
objectives and goals. Yes I No 
3) I understand that the research interviews will be recorded by audio cassette and possibly vide~ 
Yes I No 
4) I agree to share the information and store materials as follows: 
5) I understand the benefits and risks involved in participating in this study. Yes I r 
-- - -- = 
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6) I have had an opportunity to ask questions and discuss this study. Yes/ 
7) I understand that I am free to refuse to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time wi 
reason. Yes I No 
8) I wish to remain anonymous. Yes/ 
9) The issue of confidentiality has been explained to me. Yes/ 
1 0) I wish to be referred to as. _______________ in the completed thesis. 
11) I understand that Dawn Dunstan, Antonia Mills, and Paul Michel have access to the informati 
provide and that excerpts from the information I provide may be used in the final thesis draft whict 
be made available for review by participants. 
This study was explained to me by:----------------
1 agree to take part in this study. 
Signature of Research Participant Date Witness 
Printed Name Printed Name 
Yes I No 
I believe that the person signing this form understands what is involved in the study and 
voluntarily agrees to participate. 
Signature of Researcher Date 
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Part 3 (note: The following abstract was included in the "Informed Consent Package" 
for participant information regarding my thesis topic, this differs from the actual 
abstract included on page one of my study) 
Thesis Abstract 
I intend to examine contemporary (primarily urban) Aboriginal music, known as 
Native hip-hop or rap music. My interest in Native hip-hop music is twofold: first, 
social/political issues within the music, and secondly, issues regarding the evolution 
of Native culture. Essential to my study is a foundational analysis/understanding of 
'Black' hip-hop music and the influences this genre of music and the 'urban culture' 
around it has on Native hip-hop. After exploring this historical background, I am 
interested in focusing my study: I would like to look at Native hip-hop and its 
influence on society; it's capacity to act as a medium for addressing and raising 
awareness on issues of a socio-political nature. For example, many Native hip-hop 
artists describe historical as well as contemporary struggles confronted by Aboriginal 
people through their lyrics. Then I would like to explore the idea of Native hip-hop as 
a form of storytelling and song. Perhaps, the genre and culture of Native hip-hop 
creates a place for the present generation of youth to voice their concerns, and acts 
as a medium for tradition and culture to be carried on, within the changing context of 
contemporary Native life. 
(Note: these represent the questions asked during interviews, supplementary 
questions were asked to guide, or expand dialogue) 
Sample Research Questions: 
1) How did you become involved in the hip-hop music industry? 
2) What role do you see Native hip-hop music as playing? 
3) How important is Native culture within your music? 
4) What is the relationship between hip-hop and Aboriginal culture? 
5) What issues are most important for you to voice through your music? 
6) Do social/political issues play a role in your music? 
7) What impact do you think Native hip-hop music has on: Native people, and 
society as a whole? 
8) What impact does Native hip-hop have on the behaviour of Native youth? 
9) Is this impact positive or negative? 
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Appendix 2 : "war stories" 
manifest destiny 
idle promises scar history 
you claim to be so open minded 
yet your stories are so one-sided 
so many valid beliefs ignored 




to treat others with respect 
all of creation has been upset 
destruction, aftermath of power 
staples, capitalism goes sour 
the burdens of cities and glory 
gangs, hate 
demonstrated thru prostitution 
racism, sexism 
tha regulations of tha institutions 
apartheid, genocide 
sickness applied, at one time 
thru blankets 
innocence denied 
now the children grow strong 
still you won't admit you were wrong 
tha struggle's been long 
but there's strength in tha song 
war stories 
look at the violence in your own household 
america 
emanating from your tv screen, 
flashing from video game 
to centerfold 
america 





brown brother "partners" in the fur trade 
red river metis 
best intentions 
wanted to civilize 
convert from savagery 
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"war stories" - continued 
to christianity 
while taking lands 
and raping beliefs 
what violence forces silence? 
what part of assimilate 
waz "america's" fate? 
what world waz destroyed 
to create the "ultimate state"? 
war stories 
look at the history of your nation 
broken vows, dirty government 
present legislation 
check the storerooms 
in the indian school basements 
america 
tha raised fist of the hard working american father 
tha history behind the american dollar 
tha black eye of tha american mother 
tha foster kid crouched in the corner 
war stories 
check out vancouver's east side 
tha girls who disappeared 
on a routine ride 






you own this history america 
you need not look overseas 
for war 
look out your backdoor 
violence 
thru science 
progress and primates 
fences 
hindsight is too late 
with stolen land, you fill your plate. - by (Runningwater) Dawn Dunstan 
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